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The Hotel Broward on Andrews Avenue overlooking New River was one of
Fort Lauderdale’s earliest tourist resorts. It was designed by Miami architect
August Geiger, and opened for the 1919-1920 season. This photo of Andrews
Avenue in the early 1920s is from the files of the Fort Lauderdale Historical
Society.
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FRANCIS’S METALLIC LIFEBOATS AND THE
THIRD SEMINOLE WAR
by GEORGE E. BUKER
ECAUSE Joseph Francis was a good, persistent salesman and
General Thomas S. Jesup was knowledgeable about Florida
and its Seminole Indians, the United States Army became inter-
ested in metallic lifeboats. By December 20, 1855, when Chief
Billy Bowlegs’s warriors attacked Lieutenant George Hartsuff’s
men in the Big Cypress Swamp, some of Francis’s metallic life-
boats already were in Florida waters. Thus, during the Third
Seminole War, the army, for the first time, used metal boats in
combat operations.
In November 1851, when Francis first contacted Quarter-
master General of the Army Jesup, he enclosed a model of his
metallic cutter used by the Navy. He told the general the ad-
vantages of his metal boats were greater strength than wood,
imperviousness to worms, a tightness of construction which
eliminated leaks, and the ability to be disjointed and packed in
sections for cheaper freight.1
Francis was proud of the strength of his boats. In 1848 when
Lieutenant William F. Lynch, USN, had used both wooden and
metal boats during his Jordan River and Dead Sea Expedition,
only the metal boats survived. At the Hell Gate navigation ex-
cavation site on New York City’s East River one of his metal
boats twice had been placed over a l50-pound powder charge
which was detonated. Both times the concussion hurled the boat
into the air, and each time it landed on the water’s surface with-
out injury.2
George E. Buker is professor of history, Jacksonville University. Research
for this article was funded in part by a grant from Jacksonville University.
1. Joseph Francis to Thomas S. Jesup, November 14, 1851, Records of the
Office of the Quartermaster General, Consolidated Correspondence File:
Francis Iron Wagons and Metallic Life Boats, Record Group 92, National
Archives, Washington (hereinafter RG 92).
2. James L. Pond, comp., History of Life-Saving Appliances and Military
and Naval Construction: Invented and Manufactured by Joseph Francis,
with Sketches and Incidents of His Business Life in the United States and
Europe (New York, 1885), 46-47.
[139]
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Francis’s testimonials were as impressive as his strength test.
He enclosed copies of several letters from satisfied users of his
unique craft. The commandant of the New York Navy Yard told
the chief of the Bureau of Construction that for thirty-nine
months the brig Dolphin had cruised in the East Indies with a
galvanized iron boat as part of her complement. The iron boat
saw more service than any of the wooden boats carried, yet when
the Dolphin came into the yard for overhaul the metal boat only
needed paint to be ready for another cruise.3
Thomas B. King, a pilot at Port Isabel, Texas, wrote that on
June 16, 1851, during rescue operations of the steamship Globe,
he had tested the “Francis Metallic Life-Boat . . . in a tremendous
sea and surf.” King said of the metal boat, “She can neither
capsize, or fill sufficiently to prevent her being managed. Had she
not been here, there would have been a loss of life.“4
After his Tehuantepec Survey, Chief Hydrographic Assistant
William G. Temple told Francis how well his metallic boats had
withstood the rigors of the expedition. Neither the beating from
hidden snags in the rivers nor the extremely rough usage while
being hauled over the rugged mule paths of that region had
seriously damaged them. “Beyond a slight indentation that could
be easily hammered straight,” the galvanized iron boats stood
the test. Temple believed that under similar circumstances “any
wooden boat would have been bilged.“5
Joseph Francis, the inventor of these metallic boats, had ex-
perimented with unsinkable boats since childhood. When he
was eleven he had built a wooden boat with cork at both ends
which could not be sunk by its four-man crew. From 1816 to
1837 he worked on his project, first in Boston and then in New
York City. His basic premise was contrary to the other lifeboat
designers who assumed that their boats, operating in rough seas,
would take on quantities of water; therefore, they employed de-
vices to right their vessels if capsized and to expel water if
shipped aboard. Francis believed a successful lifeboat should be
light, strong, and so buoyant that it would ride on top of the sea.
He experimented placing tanks of hydrogen in his boats to
3. W. D. Salter to Charles W. Skinner, September 5, 1851, RG 92.
4. Thomas B. King to John S. Rhea, July 15, 1851, RG 92.
5. William G. Temple to Francis, August 30, 1851, R G 92.
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improve flotation. He added copper air tubes along the sides of
his boats for additional buoyancy. In 1838 Francis patented a
wooden boat design whose flotation qualities were so superior
to other boats that orders came in from shipping companies on
both sides of the Atlantic.6 Francis was successful, but he was
not satisfied. Wood was not strong enough.
In 1841 he experimented with metal, and determined that
corrugated sheets would provide both lightness and strength.
But how could he form the metal, which would have a different
shape throughout the boat’s length? Francis solved his problem
three years later by making a set of cast-iron dies for each quarter
of the boat. A hydraulic press shaped and corrugated the copper
or galvanized iron sheets placed between the dies; then the sec-
tions were riveted together. To keep his metal boats from sink-
ing when swamped, Francis built air chambers at both ends as
an integral part of the vessel to provide flotation. Thus, Francis
considered all of his metallic boats regardless of type to be “life-
boats.“7
Soon most maritime users accepted Francis’s metallic boats,
especially after his metallic life-car performed a dramatic rescue.
When the British ship Ayrshire smashed upon the rocks off the
New Jersey shore during a January snowstorm in 1850, Francis’s
craft, an enclosed vessel, rescued over 200 passengers and crew.
The United States Navy began putting metal boats on its men-of-
war, and by 1851 the treasury department had its revenue cut-
ters and shore lifesaving stations shift from wooden to metallic
boats.8
Near the end of 1851 Joseph Francis decided to interest the
army in his craft. He wrote to the general in chief of the army
6. Dictionary of American Biography, 22 vols. (New York, 1928-1944), VI,
582-83 (hereinafter DAB); “Joseph Francis— Inventor of the Life Boat,”
Scientific American, LXVII (May 20, 1893), 310; Jacob Abbott, “Some Ac-
count of Francis’s Life-Boats and Life-Cars,” Harper’s New Monthly
Magazine, III (June-November 1861), 161-71.
7. C. W. Fitch, “The Inventor of the ‘Ayrshire Life-Car,’ ” Lippincott’s
Magazine, XXXV (January 1885), 97; Joseph Francis, Francis’ Metallic
Life-Boat (New York, 1852), 19; Pond, History of Life-Saving Appliances,
71.
8. In 1885, Francis presented his “Ayrshire car” to the National Museum of
American History (formerly the National Museum of History and Tech-
nology), Robert C. Post to George E. Buker, July 23, 1982; The National
Cyclopaedia of American Biography, 62 vols. (New York, 1893— ), X, 88;
Francis, Francis’ Metallic Life-Boats, 36; Napoleon L. Coste to Francis,
November 3, 1853, RG 92; Fitch, “The Inventor,” 97.
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and told him of the value of his boats. General Winfield Scott
appointed a board of officers to investigate and report back.
Francis, impatient with this delay, next wrote to the quarter-
master general of the army. 9 After two months without an
answer Francis decided to make a personal approach to General
Jesup. He prevailed upon John A. Dix to write a letter of intro-
duction for him to take to Jesup. Dix told the general that he
owned a large metal sail boat which had been in salt water for
five years, and he had spent less than $20.00 on its upkeep. Dix
believed that the metal boat could be of use to the army because
of its lightness, strength, and economy of upkeep. He urged
Jesup to listen to Francis.10
A year and a half later Jesup asked Francis for more informa-
tion about his copper whaleboat. Francis replied that the boat
was made in sections, “being precisely alike . . . any inexperienced
person may form of the promiscuous pieces collected from new
or old Boats a perfect water tight Boat.” He said that a twenty-
seven foot whaleboat used 600 pounds of copper, which at forty
cents a pound would cost $240 for the material; however, if the
army supplied the copper from the government copper rolling
mill at the Washington Navy Yard, as the navy did, the material
would cost only twenty-two cents a pound, or $132 per boat, plus
his fabrication costs. Further, Francis pointed out that at the
end of the craft’s useful life of ten or twenty years the metal
would retain most of its intrinsic value, a fact not so with a
wooden boat.11
Meanwhile, in Florida events were transpiring which would
lead to a renewed Indian conflict. In 1842, at the conclusion of
the Second Seminole War, most of the southern portion of the
peninsula had been set aside for the approximately 300 remain-
ing Indians, and white settlement was generally in the area
north of Peace Greek. Many Floridians, not pleased with this
arrangement, demanded the complete removal of the Seminoles.
By 1849 Governor Thomas Brown reported he had “assurances
from the authorities at Washington that steps are now in progress
for the removal of the Indians from Florida & that liberal offers
9.  Headquarters of the Army, Washington, D. C., General Orders No. 55,
November 10, 1851, RG 92; Francis to Jesup, November 14, 1851, RG 92.
10. John A. Dix to Jesup, January 14, 1852, RG 92.
11. Francis to Jesup, June 27, 1853, RG 92.
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will be made them to remove peaceably, but if this fails they
will be removed by force.“12
A year later, when Congress granted Florida title to its over-
flowed lands, the state’s desire to eliminate the Indians increased.
The Everglades and swamps bordering Lake Okeechobee, all
Indian lands, needed to be surveyed before title could pass to
the state. Therefore, the Indians must leave, peacefully or other-
wise.
By 1854 the federal and state governments began a program
designed to force the Indians to move west. Trade with the
Seminoles stopped, depriving them of their source of gunpowder.
At the same time, state teams began surveying between the Kis-
simmee and Caloosahatchee rivers while military parties moved
into the Big Cypress Swamp, the heartland of the Seminoles.
Between March 1854 and June 1855 Colonel John Munroe,
military commander in Florida, sent some twenty-four expedi-
tions into the Indian’s lands, to harass and force them to migrate
or fight.13
In New York General Jesup followed these military moves
closely. He knew the locale and its Indians, having served for a
time during the Second Seminole War as Florida’s military com-
mander. He recalled that after the army had driven the Semi-
noles south into the Everglades the navy had cooperated to bring
the war to the Indians in their remote watery reaches. The
Mosquito Fleet used three lines: schooners, well off the coast, to
blockade the peninsula to cut off Cuban fishermen who might
try to supply the Seminoles with arms and powder; offshore
gun-barges to keep the Indians from fishing or resting on the
coast; and canoes to bring the war to the Seminoles hiding in the
glades.
Jesup’s experiences led him to believe that Francis’s metal
boats would be invaluable on south Florida’s lakes, rivers, and
12.  Thomas Brown to Jesse A. Johns, October 20, 1849, Office of the Gov-
ernor, Correspondence of Gov. Thomas Brown, 1849-1853, Series 32,
vol. 5, 122-23, Record Group 101, Florida Division of Archives, History
and Records Management, Tallahassee.
13. Francis N. Page, Memoir of Reconnaissances With Maps During the
Florida Campaign, April 1854-February 1858, passim, Microfilm M-1090,
National Archives (hereinafter M-1090); Governor’s Office, Letterbooks,
1836-1909, Series 777, Box 2, Folder 3, Record Group 101, Florida Di-
vision of Archives: Alfred J. Hanna and Kathryn Abbey Hanna, Lake
Okeechobee (New York, 1948), 62.
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swamps. On November 2, 1854, he ordered a copper and gal-
vanized iron barge and four galvanized iron whaleboats, all
equipped with oars and awnings, for service in Florida. He also
asked Francis if he could make a shallow draft, flat-bottomed,
twenty-foot long metal batteau. Not waiting for Francis’s reply,
Jesup telegraphed and wrote to Thomas Mason of Bangor, Maine,
asking him to send plans of a Penobscot River batteau immedi-
ately. Two days later Jesup asked Mason to buy a batteau and
ship it to Francis to be used as a model.14
When Francis first saw the batteau he called it the “queerest
craft extant,” but he thought it would serve the army well.15 The
batteau was flat-bottomed, quite wide amidships, and had a low
freeboard. Later, because of its odd shape, the army officers in
Florida referred to it as a gondola or alligator boat.16
When Jesup learned that Colonel Munroe had ordered the
construction of six boats and twenty canoes, all of wood, to sup-
port his military operations on Lake Okeechobee and at Fort
Miami, he told Munroe of the metallic barges and whaleboats he
was procuring. Jesup said that he intended to send a barge
and two whaleboats to each side of the peninsula for the colonel’s
use. Jesup added that he later contracted for several galvanized
iron Durham boats, which he would forward as soon as they were
built. Also, he recalled that had he remained in Florida in 1838,
he had planned to put a steamboat on Lake Okeechobee. He
asked the colonel if he desired one. If so, he would order an iron
14. “Bateau (plural, bateaux) is French for any small boat, Batteau (plural,
batteaux) seems generally to have been adopted in English as the name
of one particular boat, or rather class of boats, the double-ended river
boats . . . . Batoe (plural, batoes) is the spelling generally employed in
the British colonies during the French and Indian Wars,” John Gardner,
The Dory Boat (Camden, Maine, 1978), 10; Charles Thomas to Francis,
November 2, 1854, Records of the Office of the Quartermaster General,
Letters Sent, vol. 43, 336, RG 92; Francis to Jesup, November 8, 1854,
RG 92; Thomas Mason to Thomas, November 4 and 9, 1854, Records of
the Office of the Quartermaster General, Consolidated Correspondence
File, 1794-1890, Batteaux, RG 92 (hereinafter Batteaux, RG 92).
15. Francis to Jesup, November 24, 1854, RG 92.
16. W. S. Hancock to John Munroe, January 10, 1857, Letters Sent, Registers
of Letters Received, and Letters Received by Headquarters, Troops in
Florida, and Headquarters, Department of Florida, 1850-1858, Microfilm,
M-1084, 10 rolls, RG 393, National Archives, roll 8 (hereinafter M-1084);
J. W. B. Scott, Special Requisition, December 22, 1856, roll 6, M-1084;
John Dimick to Munroe, September 8, 1857, roll 7, M-1084.
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one built in sections which could be assembled and launched on
the shores of the lake.17
Jesup’s selection of boats was sound. Barges traditionally have
been boat transports, and the other three types had had success-
ful military operations in previous wars. In 1760, during the
French and Indian War, General Jeffery Amherst moved 10,000
men down the St. Lawrence River in 800 batteaux and whale-
boats. When General George Washington crossed the Delaware,
the Marblehead, Massachusetts, regiment ferried his 2,400-man
main force over the river in Durham boats.18
The spacious, light-draft, six-oared barges were suitable for
transporting heavy freight on Lake Okeechobee and the larger
rivers of south Florida. Thirty- and forty-feet-long, with six and
one-half to ten-foot beams, they were propelled by oars and
poles. At times some officers jury-rigged square sails for their
barges.19
Normally whaleboats were sharp at both ends, but Francis’s
boat had a narrow square stern. His four-oared, twenty-seven-foot
long, five-foot beamed boat handled well in a surf. As troop car-
riers, whaleboats could be used on Lake Okeechobee, larger
rivers, and along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.20
The original Durham boat was a transport ranging from
thirty to sixty feet in length with an eight-foot beam. Those used
in Florida were thirty feet long. It was pointed at both ends and
flat-bottomed. Light draft was three and one-half to five inches;
heavy, it drew twenty-four to thirty inches. It could operate in
shallow waters, but it was not efficient in the surf. Inside the
17. Munroe to S. Cooper, November 26, 1854, roll I, M-1084; Munroe to
J. A. Haskin, November 26, 1854, M-1084. Jesup to Munroe, December 7,
1854, roll 3, M-1084.
18. Gardner, Dory Boat, 21; Paul K. Walker, Engineers of Independence: A
Documentary History of the Army Engineers in the American Revolu-
tion, 1775-1783 (Washington, 1981), 144.
19. Alexander S. Webb, “Campaigning in Florida in 1855,” Journal of the
20.
Military Service Institution, XLV (November-December 1909), 424.
“Barge . . . a spacious light-draft river boat for the transportation of
heavy merchandise. . . . Whale-boat. A long narrow boat, from 20 to 50
feet in length, and from 4 to 10 feet beam, sharp at both ends, and
admirably fitted for all uses at sea. . . . These boats are best in a surf,
and they should then be steered with a long oar instead of a rudder,”
L. R. Hamersly, A Naval Encyclopaedia (Philadelphia, 1881), 64, 843;
Harvey Brown to Munroe, February n.d. 1856, roll 4, M-1084; Brown to
T. J. Harris, June 11, 1855, M-1084; Charles Thomas to Munroe, Febru-
ary 18, 1856, M-1084. Webb, “Campaigning in Florida,” 425.
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craft, walking boards ran down both sides to provide footing for
the pole men. From extant letters it is not possible to say if the
army put seats in its Durham boats.21
The Maine log-driving batteau was the craft for Florida’s
smaller streams and the Everglades. Maine lumberjacks used it
in white-water rapids as well as in shallow streams. Its large bow
rolled the waters back in rapids, while its flared sides allowed
heavy loads to be carried with a light draft. According to Mason,
it drew one and one-half to two inches when light and between
twelve and fifteen inches with two men and 4,000 pounds. It
could be poled or paddled and would carry “as many men as
can be seated, say twenty-five.”22 This was the craft Jesup hoped
could trail the Seminole dugout into the remote reaches of the
Everglades.
Colonel Munroe appreciated the general’s foresight in pro-
curing metallic boats, but he did not think he could use a
steamer. Before the conflict, Munroe envisioned rowboats as pro-
viding all the water transportation needed. Later, he had second
thoughts; if an iron steamer could navigate from Lake Tohope-
kaliga to Lake Okeechobee via the Kissimmee River it would be
valuable. Unfortunately for his plan, a survey revealed that a
steamer could not navigate either the strait of Tohopekaliga
leading from the lake nor the Kissimmee River. Therefore, no
effort was made to put a sectional iron steamer on Lake Okee-
chobee. However, during those same years, Francis did construct
a fleet of light-draft iron steamers for the Russians which was
transported over the Ural Mountains and assembled on the Aral
Sea.23
21.  Robert Durham designed this long, narrow, flat-bottomed boat ca. 1750
to carry pig iron from the Durham Furnace down the Delaware River
over a series of rapids. “These boats were like large canoes, some thirty
or forty feet long . . . pointed at each end . . . a steering oar adjustable
at either end,” William S. Stryker, The Battles of Trenton and Princeton
(Boston, 1898; facsimile ed., Spartanburg, 1967), 129; M. V. Brewington,
“Washington’s Boat at the Delaware Grossing,” American Neptune II
(April 1942), 168, 170.
22. “The Maine log-driving batteau, as perfected on the Penobscot River . . .
represents the ultimate refinement of the river-type dory. She is a boat
for rapids and white water as well as for shallow, rocky, crooked
streams. . . . She had to be light to be carried. . . . The long rake of the
stem allowed the boat to slide over obstructions,” Gardner, Dory Boat,
135; Mason to Thomas, November 9, 1854, Batteaux, RG 92.
23. Munroe to Jesup, December 19, 31, 1854, roll 1, M-1084; Brown to
Harris, June 11, 1855, roll 4, M-1084; DAB, VI, 582-83,
14
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In Florida, the year 1855 was a time of preparation. The first
metal boats arrived in Florida before the outbreak of hostilities,
which gave Francis’s Novelty Iron Works the opportunity to gear
up for the army’s needs. It also allowed the soldiers to become
familiar with the craft, and to offer corrections to the basic de-
signs.
Colonel Munroe took stock of his watercraft, both wood and
metal, and prepared his defenses to keep the Seminoles south of
a line running across the peninsula along the Caloosahatchee
River, Lake Okeechobee, and southeast to the Miami River.
Forts Meade and Myers in the west and Capron and Miami in
the east were permanent posts; Forts Center on Fisheating Creek
and McRae on the eastern shores of Lake Okeechobee would be
manned only during the dry, or healthy, season. Initially, water
transportation for the troops consisted of six boats and fourteen
canoes built at Tampa, four mackinac boats at Fort Capron, and,
when they arrived, the metal boats.24
The officer in charge of the Tampa vessels reported he had
trouble finding civilians willing to build the craft. He thought
it would be cheaper if the soldiers built them on the shores of
Lake Okeechobee, but the colonel did not accept his recom-
mendation. The Tampa canoes varied in size from twenty-one
to thirty feet long, three and one-half to four feet wide, and
carried from eight to twenty soldiers.
The mackinac boats stored at Fort Capron had been used
over a decade earlier in the Second Seminole War and were in
miserable shape. Lieutenant A. P. Hill commented that three of
the boats had been condemned three years earlier and the re-
maining one should have been. It was doubtful if any of them
could be made serviceable; however, by dint of much labor some
were salvaged.25
It did not take the officers in Florida long to appreciate the
metal boats. Colonel Harvey Brown, commanding at Fort Myers,
said that the wooden canoes and boats built in Tampa could not
be used along the Gulf shore. He offered them for expeditions
24. Munroe to Secretary of War, October 11, 1854, Records of United States
Army Continental Commands, 1821-1920, Entry 1641, Letters Received
1854-1857, Record Group 393, National Archives; Munroe to Cooper,
October 10, 1854, roll 1, M-1084.
25. A, Montgomery to Munroe, January 14, 1855, roll 1, M-1084; A. P. Hill
to J. A. Haskin, January 14, 1855, M-1084.
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into the Everglades, if they could be so employed. Later Colonel
Munroe reported the canoes were too heavy for the Everglades.
First Lieutenant Frank A. Larned carried his wooden canoes on
an overland scout, and by the time he was ready to launch his
craft one canoe was so damaged that he had to sink it.26
In report after report the difference between metallic and
wooden boats was noted. Colonel Brown said that on Lake
Okeechobee he had two metal barges “long in use & nearly worn
out,” a large wooden batteau “not at all fit for service,” and a
metallic whaleboat “in good order.” At Fort Myers he had a
metallic barge and a metal whaleboat both “good,” six small
metallic gondola skiffs “serviceable,” and two wooden skiffs “good
for nothing.” Major J. W. B. Scott on the Manatee River had a
six-oared metal barge “in good order,” and a large wooden
schooner which was worm-infested and leaking badly.27
Still, army operations in the field proved more damaging to
the metal craft than the earlier scientific and surveying expedi-
tions in the Dead Sea and Tehuantepec. Under military use, the
boat cradles supporting the craft while being carried in wagons
were not built with the desired precision to protect the metal
sides. Lieutenant H. J. L. Molinard carried large metal boats
from Fort Deynaud to Fort Center. The rough road and heavy
load stove in his boat cradles, and frequently he had to repair
them, at one time stopping to completely rebuild his cradles. It
took him five days to make a trip which normally could have
been done in two. When he arrived, the four pressure points
where the cradles supported the boats had worn holes through
the copper sides. A coppersmith had to be sent, under military
escort, from Tampa to Fort Center to repair the damage. Often
the air chambers were damaged in transit. Colonel Brown re-
ported this weakness and suggested it should be corrected im-
mediately for “remedied they are by far the best boat for the
service.“28
Lake Okeechobee presented a unique maritime setting which
would have challenged the most professional seamen. Storms on
26. Brown to Harris, June 11, 1855, roll 4, M-1084; Thomas to Munroe,
February 18, 1856, M-1084; Frank A. Larned to S. G. Arnold, December
30, 1855, M-1084.
27. Brown to Munroe, February n.d. 1856, M-1084; J. W. B. Scott letter,
November 28, 1856, roll 6, M-1084.
28. Brown to Harris, June 11, 1855, roll 4, M-1084.
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the lake played havoc with barge and whaleboat operations.
High winds and the shallow waters of the lake combined to create
storm surges which developed waves wherein the troughs be-
tween waves sometimes would be shallow enough to slam the
boats upon the lake bottom. If possible, officers sought shelter
at the approach of storms; otherwise it was a struggle to keep
from being blown on shore and battered by the crashing waves.
It was standard procedure when beaching boats on an exposed
shore to offload the craft and pull it high on shore, or anchor it
offshore in deep water.29
A few of the army officers had experience at sea, but the
troops manning the oars were novices. Colonel Brown urged the
selection of “those who know something about rowing. I suppose
good oarsmen cannot be found— but something of the use of the
oar should be known as the row will be a long one.“30
The troops operating around the peninsula’s coast from Fort
Dallas to the Caloosahatchee River were spared the storm surge
phenomenon. Reefs and barrier islands off the coast protected
these waters. Yet often the Durham and whaleboats probing the
coast ran aground in the muck of shallow estuaries, and officers
recommended that the Durham boats be equipped with friction
battons to protect the flat bottoms when grounded.31
The batteaux were reserved for small streams and swamps.
From Fort Dallas batteaux parties penetrated the Everglades.
Just after the rainy season, when the waters were high, batteaux
were able to transit the glades and swamps with ease. But as the
dry season progressed, the water level lowered until even the
batteau was left immobile.
In spite of Jesup’s anticipated employment of boats against
the Seminoles, early military operations generally were carried
out by mounted patrols. There were several reasons for this.
Initially the Indians took the offensive, raiding north beyond
their reservation, causing the army to patrol regions less suitable
for boat operations. Florida’s militia units were mounted, for it
seemed that Floridians just were not willing to serve in dis-
29.  H. A. Allen, March 3, 1855, Survey of Lake Okeechobee; Page, Memoir
of Reconnaissances, frame 38, M-1090.
30. Brown to William Hays, February 23, 1855, roll 4, M-1084.
31. J. McKinsty, Estimate of Quartermaster Stores & Property for Campaign,
Winter, 1856, roll 6, M-1084.
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mounted units. Finally, it took time to accumulate sufficient
boats, and to gather soldiers capable of manning them. Thus
combat operations by boat developed more slowly than might be
expected in view of General Jesup’s advanced planning.
By the end of the first year of combat Fort Brooke had a metal
whaleboat and an iron barge. Manatee River had a metallic
barge and a wooden schooner, the later not operable. Fort Myers
had sixteen metal whaleboats and barges, twenty-three metal
batteaux, and twenty-four wooden skiffs. Fort Dallas had three
metal barges, one iron whaleboat, ten iron batteaux, and seven
wooden canoes. Fort Deynaud had one wooden flat boat. Key
West had two metal barges. And in New York the quartermater
general had ordered fifty more metal boats from Francis.32
Boat operations during the first year and a half were explora-
tory, as officers and men discovered and mapped the terrain and
learned the proper season to use south Florida’s waterways. Much
of these activities were along the perimeter of the Everglades,
and, while there were few combat engagements, these boat parties
kept the Seminoles from using the coasts. But regular troops were
ineffective in finding Indians in the swamps, for “the German
and Irish emigrants who enlisted at that time . . . were . . . ig-
norant of anything like woodcraft.“33
In the summer of 1857 three companies of volunteers were
organized into boat companies equipped with Durham boats.
Now all the ingredients for success were in place: General Jesup’s
specialized watercraft, Francis’s corrugated metallic lifeboats, and
Floridians with woodsman’s skill to bring the war to the Indians.
In March 1858, after utilizing tactics similar to those developed
by the navy during the final years of the Second Seminole War,
the army succeeded in pressuring Billy Bowlegs into accepting
the government’s terms to move west. A historian of this war
concluded that these boat parties provided the solution “to the
problem of locating the wily Seminoles.“34
32. O. H. Tillinghost to Dimick, November 10, 1856, M-1084; Report of
J. W. B. Scott, November 28, 1856, M-1084; F. N. Page to A. Pleasonton,
December 14, 1856, roll 5, M-1084; Pond, History of Life-Saving Appi-
ances, 72.
33. David Ramsey, ed., “Abner Doubleday and the Third Seminole War,”
Florida Historical Quarterly, LIX (January 1981), 323.
34. James W. Covington, The Billy Bowlegs War, 1855-1858: The Final
Stand of the Seminoles Against the Whites (Chuluota, 1982), 76.
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Boat Press. From Pond, History of Life-Saving Appliances.
Francis’s model whaleboat presented to the U. S. Patent Office, now on dis-
play in the Hall of American Maritime Enterprize, Smithsonian Institution.
Photograph courtesy George E. Buker.
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It is unfortunate that the deeds of Joseph Francis and Gen-
eral Thomas Jesup, so far from Florida, were not more widely
publicized. Before hostilities began, these two men had provided
the correct military transports to prosecute the war successfully.
Three years before the first French and English ironclads were
built, and seven years before the battle between the Merrimac
and the Monitor, the army employed metal boats in Florida. Yet
the world’s first use of metal boats in combat passed unnoticed.
The Third Seminole War, the least known of Florida’s Indian
Wars, was not just another frontier conflict; it was the harbinger
of the metal military transports of the future.35
35. Joseph Francis also supplied the Army with water-tight horse-drawn
metallic wagons. Most were sent west to be tested, but at least three
metal wagons were in Florida. Colonel John Dimick reported that metal
wagons were “only fit for crossing streams,” Dimick to Page, February
6, 1856 [1857?], roll 7, M-1084; L. G. Arnold to Col. Commanding,
December 15, 1855, Records of United States Army Continental Com-
mands, 1821-1920, Entry 1639, vol. 1, Letters Sent and Orders Issued,
November 1855-January 1856, RG 393.
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MILITARY DUTY IN ANTEBELLUM FLORIDA:
THE EXPERIENCES OF JOHN HENRY WINDER
by ARCH FREDRIC BLAKEY
Two Catholic priests escorted and partially carried a dyingman to the gallows at the Old Capital Prison in Washing-
ton, D.C. The condemned man was Heinrich Hartmann Wirz.
Branded by his executioners as the “beast of Andersonville
prison,” he was hanged on November 10, 1865. He had been
found guilty of conspiring to murder Union prisoners and was
executed as a war criminal, the only such casualty of the Civil
War.1
The hanging of Wirz generated a controversy that has never
completely abated, but one thing is certain: if he deserved death,
so did his superiors. If he was guilty of crimes against humanity
for carrying out orders, his fellow conspirators who issued the
orders should have suffered the same punishment. Wirz was only
the commander of the prison stockade at Andersonville. What
of the man in charge not only of Andersonville, but of all Con-
federate prisons, the man who gave Wirz his orders? But that
man was dead; Brigadier General John Henry Winder, Com-
missary General of Prisons, died of a heart attack on February
6, 1865, while inspecting the prison compound at Florence, South
Carolina.2 As Mary Boykin Chestnut noted in her diary, “Winder
is safe from the wrath to come.“3
Arch Fredric Blakey is associate professor of history and director of the
Florida Studies Program at the University of Florida. He is writing a
biography of John Henry Winder.
1.  William B. Hesseltine, Civil War Prisons (Columbus, Ohio, 1930), 244;
Ovid L. Futch, History of Andersonville Prison (Gainesville, 1968), 120-21.
2.  War of  the Rebell ion:  A Compilation of  the Official  Records of  the
Union and Confederate Armies, 128 vols. (Washington, 1880-1901), ser.
II, vol. VIII, 766 (hereinafter O.R.): Charleston Daily Courier, February
11, 1865. The telegram from Colonel Henry Forno to Adjutant General
Samuel Cooper anouncing Winder’s death is in the John H. Winder
Letters, 1862-1865, Manuscript Collection, William R. Perkins Library,
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina. Winder was appointed com-
missary general on November 21, 1864, see O.R., ser. II, vol. VII, 1,150.
3. Mary Boykin Chestnut, A Diary from Dixie (Cambridge, Mass., 1949),
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Winder’s death determined Wirz’s fate. The North demanded
retribution for the alleged murder of Union captives and Wirz
was the victim. Winder escaped the wrath, but his name was
anathematized in history. Vilified by the northern press during
the war, the vituperation against Winder continued long after
his death.4
The publication of most of the official war records proved
that Winder, Wirz, and other officials were innocent of any con-
spiracy to murder prisoners, but many historians and writers
persisted in portraying Winder in a biased fashion.5 Of the
latter, none had more impact than MacKinlay Kantor, whose
award-winning historical novel Andersonville (1955), concluded
that “General Winder wanted to kill as many prisoners as possi-
ble. It was as simple as that.“6 In 1957, Roy Meredith, in his
introduction to the re-issue of This Was Andersonville, by John
McElroy (1879), indicted Winder as America’s Heinrich Himm-
ler and Andersonville as a Confederate Dachau or Auschwitz.7
Ovid Futch and Emory M. Thomas recognized that the historical
image of Winder was incomplete. Futch concluded, “Winder’s
true character was a puzzle to his contemporaries and remains
an enigma to historians.“8
This portrayal of Winder has endured because the focus has
been directed almost exclusively on his Civil War career. The
previous sixty-one years of his life have been virtually ignored,
and few realize that he was a highly respected officer in the
United States Army in 1861. Fewer still are aware that much of
his military reputation was earned in antebellum Florida. When
he arrived in Florida in 1821, he was a recently commissioned
4. The number of published attacks on Winder from 1865 to 1930 ex-
ceeded 100 books and consisted mainly of former Union prisoners’ ac-
counts. For a list of most of these books, see Hesseltine, Civil War Prisons,
261-73.
5.  James Ford Rhodes, History of the United States from the Compromise
of 1850 to the McKinley-Bryan Campaign of 1896, 7 vols. (New York,
1895), III, 602; Alfred Hoyt Bill, The Beleagured City: Richmond, 1861-
1865 (New York, 1946), 96-97; Francis T. Miller, ed., The Photographic
History of the Civil War, 10 vols. (New York, 1912), VII, 172-78.
6.  MacKinlay Kantor, Andersonville (New York, 1955), 328.
7.  John McElroy, This Was Andersonville, ed. Roy Meredith (New York,
1957), xv-xvii, xxiii.
8. Futch, Andersonville Prison, 119; Emory M. Thomas, The Confederate
State of Richmond: A Biography of the Capital (Austin, 1971), 61, 81-84,
105-06.
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second lieutenant; when he left after his seventh tour of duty in
1860, Winder was a brevet lieutenant-colonel and a seasoned
professional.
Winder was born February 21, 1800, and grew up in Balti-
more, the eldest son of one of the most respected attorneys in
America. The War of 1812 dramatically altered the social posi-
tion of the Winder family, however.9 His father, General William
Henry Winder, was in command at the battle of Bladensburg in
August 1814. The British routed his forces, burned the public
buildings of Washington, and inescapably linked the Winder
name to this national humiliation.10
Young Winder was a plebe at West Point when the battle
took place. Vowing to restore his family name to one of re-
spectability, he was graduated from the Academy in 1820 and
was commissioned second lieutenant.11 He knew that combat was
the only way to acquire a distinguished military reputation and
believed that war with the Seminoles was a distinct possibility.
He transferred to the Third Artillery on August 16, 1821, and
was ordered to Fort St. Marks on the gulf coast in the newly-
acquired territory of Florida.12
Winder’s first tour of Florida was brief and disappointing.
War with the Seminoles did not occur, and garrison duty at St.
Marks was uncomfortable. However, Winder found the area
around Tallahassee about twenty miles northeast of the fort,
9. For details of the Winder family, see R. W. Johnson, Winders of America
(Philadelphia, 1902); Philip D. Laird, “Some Records of the Winder
Family of Maryland, Written by Rider Henry Winder of Cambridge,
Md., for Philip D. Laird in the year 1864 or 1865,” published by the
Maryland Original Research Society as Bulletin Number Three, May
1913; Frederick A. Winder, “Pedigree of the Winder Family of Mary-
land, and other States in America,” September 1894, at the Museum and
Library of Maryland History, Baltimore: and W. H. Polk, Polk Family
and Kinsmen (Louisville, 1912).
10. Benson J. Lossing, The Pictorial Field Book of the War of 1812 (New
York, 1869), 925-26; John Mahon, The War of 1812 (Gainesville, 1972).
298. Winder was not a military man and had been appointed for po-
litical reasons.
11. For Winder’s years at West Point, see Record Group 94, Adjutant Gen-
eral’s Office, United States Military Academy Semi-Annual Muster Roll
of Cadets, 1816-1828, Entry 226, National Archives, Washington; ibid.,
Mscl. Rolls, 1818-1828, Entry 227; ibid., Box 129, Class Rolls of the
Cadets of the Military Academy, Entry 230; George W. Cullum, Bio-
graphical Register of the Officers and Graduates of the United States
Military Academy, 2 vols. (New York, 1891), I, 252.
12. Baltimore American and Commercial Advertiser, August 20, 1821.
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much to his liking. Three years later, when Tallahassee became
the territorial capital, Winder told a newspaper reporter that it
was an excellent choice. He remarked that the hills in and
around the site reminded him of the countryside about his native
Baltimore.13
While on leave in 1822, Winder met and fell in love with
Elizabeth Shepherd of Washington, Georgia, but there was a
major obstacle to their marriage. Andrew Shepherd did not want
his daughter subjected to the harsh, barren life that an army wife
would encounter in remote posts like St. Marks. In addition,
Shepherd was in poor health and found the management of his
plantation increasingly difficult. The solution was to turn the
young soldier into a planter. Winder resigned his commission on
January 19, 1823, and married Elizabeth the following month,
February 12.14
Winder’s decision to become a civilian proved to be a mistake.
Winder and Elizabeth had a son, William Andrew, early in 1824,
and in May of that year, his father died unexpectedly and left
his family of five destitute .15 Winder was unable to aid his family,
and his mother was forced to turn her home into a boarding
house.16 In the meantime, Shepherd’s health had deteriorated,
and Winder was unable to manage the plantation alone.17 Then
13. Baltimore Maryland Gazette and Political Intelligencer, June 17, 1824.
quoting the Baltimore Federal Gazette.
14. Augusta Chronicle, February 18, 1823; “First Marriage Book, 1806-34,”
249, Georgia State Archives, Atlanta, Georgia; Record Group 94, Letters
Received by the Office of the Adjutant General (Main Series) 1822-1860,
Microcopy 567, Roll 8, Item W-4, National Archives (hereinafter R.G.
94 with appropriate roll and item numbers): Cullum, Biographical
Register, I, 252, incorrectly lists August 31, 1823, as the date of resigna-
tion.
15. Baltimore Maryland Gazette and Political Intelligencer, May 26, 1824;
W. H. Winder, Jr. to Henry Dawson, March 3, 1860, Mscl. Ms. Collec-
tion, Box 199, Library of Congress, Washington. William Andrew
Winder was born in Maryland in 1824, but neither his service file in
the National Archives nor his obituary in the Portsmouth Herald,
March 9, 1903, gives the exact date. He was buried in Proprietors Ceme-
tery, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, March 5, 1903. Gertrude Winder
had four children at home when General Winder died, ranging in age
from four to sixteen, see Winder, “Pedigree.”
16. James F. Hopkins, ed., The Papers of Henry Clay, 7 vols. (Lexington,
1963), III, 897-98.
17. Zacharia Colly was hired as overseer in 1827 and managed the plantation
until the estate was divided in 1830 after the death of Andrew
Shepherd, see Wilkes County Papers 1773-1833, Entry 1613, Reel 242-11,
18, Georgia State Archives, Atlanta, Georgia.
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in late 1826 Elizabeth died, apparently in childbirth.18
The death of his wife was the deciding factor in Winder’s
decision to resume his military career. He had failed in civilian
life and admitted it. He confessed to Adjutant Attorney General
Roger Jones, an old friend of his father’s, that “I find I am quali-
fied to do little after being so long accustomed to a military life”
and asked to be reinstated “with such rank so as to interfere with
nobody.“19 He was commissioned second lieutenant in April
1827 and remained in uniform for the rest of his life.
Winder was ordered to Fort Johnston at Smithfield (now
Southport), North Carolina, and it was here in September 1828
that he received word that Andrew Shepherd had died.20 He
now had the responsibility of rearing his four-year-old son, who
had been living with the Shepherds, and of caring for twelve
slaves, his son’s share of the estate.21 His fortunes improved in
November 1830 when he married Caroline Cox Eagles of Wil-
mington, a young widow with three daughters, a rice plantation,
and twenty-seven slaves.22 Caroline and Winder had two sons,
John Cox and William Sidney Winder.23 They had a pleasant
life together at Fort Johnston, and Winder soon considered
North Carolina to be his adopted state. The outbreak of the
Second Seminole War in 1835 ended this benign sojourn, and
Winder was ordered to Florida.
First Lieutenant John Winder took command of Fort Drane,
some ten miles south of Micanopy, in November 1836. In his first
report he revealed the difficulties common to post commanders
and also his fear of an official rebuke. “It will be seen that two
squaw prisoners made their escape on the night of the 28th— in
a review of all the circumstances I cannot attach any blame to
myself. I am the only officer at the post and have only one
Sergeant for duty and am necessarily obliged to trust the guard
18. Sarah A. Duffy, “Military Administrator: The Controversial Life of
Brigadier General John Henry Winder, C.S.A.” (master’s thesis, Creigh-
ton University, 1961), 23.
19. John Henry Winder to Roger Jones, February 22, 1827, R.G. 94, Roll 31,
Items W-12, W-26.
20. Augusta Chronicle, September 5, 1828. Shepherd died August 31, 1828.
21. Wilkes County Papers, Entry 1613, Reel 242-11, 18.
22. The marriage occurred November 10, 1830, Cape Fear Recorder, No-
vember 17, 1830. Joseph Eagles’s will is recorded in Book C, 97, New
Hanover County Wills, North Carolina State Archives, Raleigh.
23. Duffy, “Military Administrator,” 27.
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to a corporal though in this instance I think the blame rests with
the sentinels. I myself had that night visited the guard and the
tent of the squaws three times and found them present at the last
inspection. I did not lay down until after midnight sometime.
Being then fatigued from the labors of the day and from being
obliged to be up more or less every night I thought I might trust
the sentinels— but it seems I was mistaken— they escaped . . . [and]
I am almost disposed to think they had some help.“24
Winder relinquished command at Fort Drane in January
1837, but his new post brought even more vexatious problems.
He was stationed at Fort Heileman on Black Creek (present-
day Middleburg), and placed in charge of the principal depot of
the Army of the South. In addition to his duties as commissary
officer and post treasurer, he had to muster volunteers in and out
of the service. Both positions required frequent trips to Jackson-
ville and St. Augustine and both created unexpected difficulties.25
Army rations were supposed to be supplemented with fresh
beef where possible, but Winder soon discovered that the Florida
cracker had an inflated opinion of the value of his cattle. It was
also difficult to determine which animals had actually been paid
for before being slaughtered, and Winder soon received an edu-
cation on this point.
In July 1837, John Wiggins and Robert Rollins swore “that
the cow killed by Lieutenant Winder was the lawful property of
Nathaniel Jones” and demanded $12.50 in compensation. Winder
paid it, but found it difficult to justify this expenditure when his
account was audited two years later. To prevent future claims of
this nature, Winder hired Benjamin Frisbee, a local farmer and
rancher, as his assistant at $50.00 per month. This amount was in
excess of that permitted by army regulations and would also be
an issue in the later audit.26
As a junior officer, Winder received compensation for the cost
of a servant but not for the travel expenses of the servant as
24. Winder to Jones, November 30, 1836, R.G. 94, Roll 134, Item W-343.
25. Ibid., May 2, June 2, June 8, November 29, 1837, Roll 154, Items W-169,
W-207, W-216; Roll 155, Item W-399.
26.  John Henry Winder Papers, SHC M-915, Southern Historical Collection,
Louis Round Wilson Library, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
Although only forty-one in number, this is the largest single collection
of Winder’s correspondence. For a history of this region of Florida, see
Arch Fredric Blakey, Parade of Memories: A History of Clay County,
Florida (Green Cove Springs, 1976), 39-48.
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senior officers did. Frequent trips by the officers at this post were
necessary, and their servant’s expenses became a major problem.
Winder and six other officers at Fort Heileman submitted a
grievance to the adjutant general and asked that they too be en-
titled to extra pay, but they were not successful.27
As the population around Fort Heileman increased in 1836
and 1837 due to the Indian danger, a serious epidemic broke out.
Many sickened, some died, and there was a continual flow of men
invalided out of the service .28 In August 1837, Winder was de-
tached to take a boatload of fever victims to Washington and was
also granted a short leave.
Soon after his arrival at his home in Smithville, he too fell ill
with the fever, probably malaria. He reported he would leave
when  he  could,  but  “the  paroxissims [ sic ] increase  as  yet”  and  he
was bedridden for over a month. He attempted to proceed to his
post in October, but a second attack of the fever delayed his re-
turn to Florida until late November 1837.29 His second tour of
Florida ended in May 1838, and he did not return until after
Florida became a state in 1845. However, he was reminded of his
Florida experiences when his account as assistant commissary was
audited in 1839. He was informed on November 1 that the gov-
ernment refused to honor $32.65 of the $4,355.34 disbursed dur-
ing his tenure. Winder protested the finding and appealed to
Quartermaster General Thomas Jesup for help. Pointing out
that Jesup knew from first-hand experience the conditions under
which he had labored in Florida and the amounts he had been
obliged to pay assistants, Winder asked that the $32.65 expendi-
tures be accepted.30 Jesup was sympathetic and supported
Winder, but the auditor’s report stood and Winder was forced to
pay. Among the expenses disallowed was the payment of Nathan-
iel Jones’s cow.31
Winder’s second tour of Florida, like his initial experience,
was not very satisfying. He was not engaged in any battles or
27. Winder to Jones, June 24, 1838, R.G. 94, Roll 178, Item W-44.
28. Blakey, Parade of Memories, 41-46.
29. Winder to Jones, August 14, September 11, October 8, November 29,
1837, R.G. 94, Roll 155, Items W-281, W-311, W-338, W-399.
30. Winder to Thomas Jesup, November 1, 1839, Winder Papers, SHC M-915.
31. Account of the Third Auditor, Account no. 7235, 1-18, National Archives
and Records Service, Judicial and Fiscal Branch, Civil Archives Division,
Washington.’
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skirmishes and thus had no opportunity of attaining promotion
through combat. However, he had performed all of his duties
with dispatch and efficiency. He had been in command of Forts
Drane, Crane, and Harlee, and at Fort Heileman he had demon-
strated an ability to cooperate with both civilians and militia
units. More importantly, he had impressed senior officers in the
field and his reports were well regarded by the adjutant general.32
The small error uncovered by the audit was insignificant in
comparison to the experience gained under adverse conditions.
Winder was promoted to captain in 1842, and ordered to take
command of Fort Sullivan in Eastport, Maine. His command con-
sisted of Company G, First Artillery, and this unit remained his
until he resigned in 1861. 33 In 1845 Winder received orders to
take his company to Fort Brooke at Tampa, Florida. Troubles
with the remaining Seminoles had flared, and rumors of a resump-
tion of the war caused the army to send reinforcements to the
area. Winder arrived with his company on November 2 and as-
sumed command. A friend and fellow officer, Captain John
Sprague, left immediately for Charlotte Harbor to council with
the Indians, and Winder began his own investigation of the in-
tentions of the Seminoles.34
He soon deduced that the native whites, not the Indians, were
at the root of the problem and that Indian Agent Thomas P.
Kennedy was the ringleader. Winder reported to the adjutant
general on December 20 that the rumors of another war were
totally without foundation. “The Indians are and have been
disposed to remain quiet and peaceful.” He blamed Kennedy
32.  In addition to favorable evaluations written by Thomas Jesup, Colonel
David E. Twiggs, and Lieutenant Colonel Ira B. Crane, among others,
Winder was also commended by several civilians. Chief Justice Roger B.
Taney and J. M. Stewart, a close friend of Secretary of War Joel R.
Poinsett, both urged in 1838 that Winder be promoted. See Roger B.
Taney to Joel R. Poinsett, July 3, 1838, and J. M. Stewart to Poinsett,
July 6, 1838, R.G. 94, Roll 178, Item W-116.
33. Record Group 94, Registers of Letters Received by the Office of the
Adjutant General, Main Series, 1812-1889, microcopy 711, National
Archives (hereinafter R.G. 94, Register of Letters). This is a guide to
the main collection and contains a brief summary of letters received.
For Winder’s promotion to captain, see Roll 15, Item 208. For a history
of Company G, see William L. Haskin, The History of the First Regi-
ment of Artillery from its Organization in 1821 to January 1, 1876
(Portland, Maine, 1879).
34.  Winder to Jones, November 3, 24, 1845, R.G. 94, Roll 307, Items W-481,
W-528.
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for submitting “an absurd and baseless report” about Indian
depredations and concluded his report as follows: “I have sent
a message to the chiefs, by the Indians who come here to trade,
not to listen to anything calculated to give them uneasiness . . .
[and] should any of the whites molest them in their territory not
to take action themselves but to apply at this post for protection.
The force at this post is more than sufficient for any and every
purpose short of actual hostilities”35
Adjutant General Jones endorsed this report and forwarded
it to the secretary of war with this comment: “This is quite
satisfactory. Capt. Winder is a discrete officer of good judgment
and what he says about the Indians is just what we all supposed
to be the real state of the case, notwithstanding other vicious,
onerous reports.“36
On January 26, 1846, Winder noted that his standing orders
were to kill any hogs encroaching on the post “and now Kennedy
has had a soldier arrested on a warrant for killing a hog which
was depracating [ sic ] on the public property.” He concluded that
there appeared to be an understanding “among certain persons
here, that they will defy the orders of the Post and let their hogs
run at large, and if killed, to prosecute and annoy as much as
possible.” One answer was to build a fence capable of turning
hogs, which would cost about $1,000, but a better response would
be to authorize him “to kick out Thomas P. Kennedy, M. C.
Brown, J. T. Magbee, and such others as from time to time may
be found troublesome” and to close the Fort Brooke trading post.
After Captain Sprague reported that a trading post was in full
operation at Charlotte Harbor, Winder received permission to
close the Fort Brooke operation and to remove Kennedy and
company from the payroll.37
Orders arrived in February 1846 directing Winder to proceed
to Pensacola and take command of Fort Pickins. Company G was
far below strength at the time. Transfers and expiration of en-
listments had occurred during the winter of 1845-1846, and
Winder could muster only forty-one men, including officers. Part
of the company was on detached duty, and he had just twenty-
35. Ibid., December 20, 1845, Item W-534.
36. Ibid., Jones to William L. Marcy, January 6, 1846.
37. Ibid., Winder to Jones, January 1, 20, 26, 1846, Roll 329, Items W-II,
W-33, W-44.
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nine men at Pensacola with which to complete the armament of
Port Pickins. He repeatedly asked for replacements but was in-
formed that this was impossible at present.38 The war with
Mexico began in May 1846. Mustering in volunteer units for
that conflict took priority, and Winder’s company remained a
skeleton unit.
A number of regular army units were already with General
Zachary Taylor in Mexico when war was declared, and reinforce-
ments were immediately dispatched to him, but Company G was
not included. Winder became increasingly anxious to finish the
work at Fort Pickins, get his company up to strength, and sail for
Mexico. He reported in September that over one-third of his men
were ill and that he had been forced to hire a civilian to lacquer
some of the ordnance to protect it from the salt air.39 He found
that his convalescents were not able to perform even light duty,
and “I almost despair of seeing them well this winter.” At the
end of August he had only thirteen men present for duty.40
Winder received the news in January 1847 that he would
finally be allowed to go to Mexico. His orders directed him to
proceed to Tampico, then under siege and soon to become the
headquarters for Winfield Scott’s advance to Mexico City.
Taylor’s offensive in northern Mexico was relegated to a sec-
ondary role; the major thrust would be directed by Scott.
During the latter part of January and the first days of Feb-
ruary, Winder made every effort to get his company ready for
action. Transport was secured, supplies were loaded as rapidly
as possible, and drill was intensified. As busy as he was, he still
found time to purchase a United States flag and vowed this
would be the first flag to fly over the capital of Mexico.41
Before the month was out, Winder may have concluded that
he was not destined even to reach Tampico, much less raise his
flag over Mexico City. On February 12, 1847, he reported from
the Chandeleur Islands that Company G on board the schooner
Elizabeth had “sailed on the morning of the 11th and went ashore
at 12 o’clock same night on this island and is totally wrecked; with
38. Ibid., January 20, June 20, 1846, Items W-33, W-292.
39.
40.
Ibid., September 19, 1846, Roll 330, Item W-324.
Ibid., December 1, 1846, Item W-614.
41. Haskins, First Artillery, 333.
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much difficulty we saved the troops and guns.“42 A fishing boat
effected their rescue, and the company reached New Orleans on
February 13. They had been able to salvage their guns, but much
necessary material had been lost, and it took time to refit the
unit.43 On April 11, Winder and twenty-eight men landed at
Vera Cruz.44
Winder filled out his company with recruits, drilling them
intensely. His company was engaged in all of the major battles,
and he was able to recommend several of his men for certificates
of merit. He was himself cited twice for bravery, finishing the war
as brevet lieutenant-colonel.45 Winder also placed the first Amer-
ican flag over the Mexican capital and served as lieutenant gov-
ernor of Vera Cruz until the American occupation ended in
1848.46 Winder’s company sailed for New York on August 1, the
last unit to leave Mexico.47
When Winder rejoined his family at Smithfield in January
1849, he decided to sell his North Carolina holdings. The planta-
tion, improvements, and fifty-three slaves brought $37,396.94.48
Winder never owned another slave, but he had no moral scruples
against the existence of the institution. His decision to sell was
mandated by personal convenience and economic opportunity.
He felt he would not be posted at Fort Johnston again, and
attending to plantation affairs from afield was difficult. His three
sons had embarked on their own careers: William was in the
army, John was an engineer, and Sidney was studying law.49
42. Winder to Jones, February 12, 1847, R.G. 94, Roll 364, Item W-313.
43. Ibid., February 16, 1847.
44. Robert Anderson, An Artilley Officer in the Mexican War (New York,
1911), 71.
45. Cullum, Biographical Register, I, 252-53; John H. Winder File, United
States Military Academy Library, Special Collections Division, West
Point, New York (hereinafter Winder File, USMA).
46. Haskins, First Artillery, 333; Winder File, USMA.
47. Record Group 134, Orders AQ, National Archives; ibid., Record Group
137, Register of Officers at Post, Vera Cruz, 1-4.
48. Winder Papers, SHC M-914; Inventories, Accounts of Sales, Guardian
Accounts, 1847-1857, 394, New Hanover County Records, North Carolina
State Archives; ibid., New Hanover County Court Records, 1852-1854,
vol. 19, 182; Record of Deeds, Book P, 640, Brunswick County Court-
house, Bolivia, North Carolina.
49. William became a second lieutenant in 1848 but did not serve in
Mexico. John was an engineer working on the Croton Aqueduct in New
York, and Sidney was at Columbian College in Washington, D. C. See
Duffy, “Military Administrator,” 41; R.G. 94, Register of Letters, Roll
21, Item 245.
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Equally important, Winder had been investing most of the
profits from the plantation in real estate ventures with his
brother William of Philadelphia. William was a prominent
builder and a shrewd businessman. Perhaps the most lucrative
investment the brothers made was in Washington, D. C. In 1845
they secured a lot on the corner of F and 17th streets. The
Winder Building was finished in 1847, and they rented it to the
government until 1854 when they sold it to the United States for
$200,000 to house the war department. The records do not
reveal the percentage owned by each, but Winder’s must have
been substantial since he had invested over $10,000 in the proj-
ect.50 Winder was a wealthy man by 1854.51
Winder was at the zenith of his career when he returned to
Florida in 1850 for his fourth tour of duty. He was ordered to
take command of Fort Myers, in the area where the remaining
Seminoles lived. Although the Second Seminole War was de-
clared at an end in 1842, the intervening years resembled a state
of armed truce more than a permanent peace. As whites ad-
vanced into the interior, sporadic conflicts occurred and the
Indians attacked a trading post near present-day Wauchula in
July 1849. The army was again dispatched to garrison existing
forts and construct others in order to secure Florida for white
Americans. One of the forts reactivated and renamed was Fort
Myers, and Winder and his wife and stepdaughter reached that
remote Gulf coast post on December 10, 1850.52
At various times from 1850 to 1853, Winder was in command
of all the soldiers in Florida (usually about 300 men), and his
orders included organizing scouting missions and military patrols,
dispatching various units to designated posts, and building roads
and fortifications. They did not include acting as Indian agent,
and he soon found that his offer to serve in this capacity was most
unwelcome.
50. Winder Papers, SHC M-915; Duffy, “Military Administrator,” 36-37.
51. The census of 1850 does not reveal Winder’s wealth, but his step-
daughter, Carrie, for whom he was legal guardian, had assets of $20,000,
manuscript returns of the Seventh Census of the United States, 1850,
Schedule 1, Population, New York City, Ward 1, 214, Roll 534, on
microfilm at the Florida State Archives, Tallahassee.
52. Winder to Jones, December 23, 1850, R.G. 94, Roll 440, Item W-635;
R.G. 94, Register of Letters, Roll 22, Item 131; Louise Frisbie, Peace
River Pioneers (Miami, 1974), 15-16.
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In May 1851, Luther Blake was appointed as special Indian
agent for Florida, replacing Captain John Casey. Blake arrived
in Fort Myers on May 8 and was welcomed by both Winder and
Casey.53 Blake informed Winder that he would be absent for
some months and asked him to serve as agent in his absence.
Winder agreed and asked the adjutant general for instructions.
He reported that Billy Bowlegs and other chiefs were not happy
with the amount of powder and shot the army had authorized
them to buy, and wanted to know “at what age [Indian] boys are
to be entitled to the privilege of purchasing ammunition.“54
Winder’s request for instructions was passed from one official
agency to another until it was referred to the newly-created De-
partment of the Interior. Secretary Alexander H. H. Stuart
bluntly informed Winder that he had no authority to do any-
thing without special orders from Interior, that there was a
Special Department of Indian Affairs for Florida, and that they
would welcome his assistance only if it became necessary.55
Winder did not respond to this rebuke, but he probably was not
dismayed when he learned that Stuart’s subsequent efforts hardly
qualified as a success. Billy Bowlegs and other Seminole leaders
were feted in Washington and other cities by Interior officials in
July 1852 in a vain attempt to induce them to depart for the
western reservations. Less than forty emigrated, and the cost to
the government exceeded $20,000.56
It was fortunate for one of Winder’s men that all Seminoles
had not departed. Drummer boy Theodore Rogers wandered too
far away from the post and became lost in Big Cypress Swamp.
Winder hired several Indians for the search, and it took them
eight days to find Rogers and nine days to restore his health.
Winder paid them $90.00 for their efforts.57
Winder’s troubles in Fort Myers intensified after August 1851.
He reported in March 1852 that no paymaster had been in the






James W. Covington, The Billy Bowlegs War 1855-1858: The Final
Stand of the Seminoles Against the Whites (Chuluota, 1982), 19.
Winder to Jones, June 8, 1851, R.G. 94, Roll 456, Item W-255.
Ibid., Alexander H. H. Stuart to Winder, June 20, 1851.
Covington, Billy Bowlegs, 23; Charlton W. Tebeau, A History of Florida
(Coral Gables, 1972), 169.
Winder to W. W. Bliss, February 24, 1852, R.G. 94, Roll 474, Item W-151.
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August .58 Major G. H. Ringold was the paymaster, but he re-
mained in Charleston and employed agents to provide the service.
This caused problems, and Winder and Ringold were soon argu-
ing about the Florida situation. Ringold defended his use of
agents as paymasters and promised to visit Fort Myers if possible,
but pointed out that the trip there “almost always takes a month
. . . whether performed by Sea or Land.“59
Winder did not want to continue arguing with Ringold, but
notified Assistant Adjutant General W. W. Bliss in March 1852
that the arrangement had not been successful. Ringold’s agent
had attempted to reach Fort Myers in December, but lost the
money when he was attacked by Indians. He concluded: “I hope
some remedy will be applied to correct the evil— it is unjust to the
men to keep them six months without pay— and now it will be
eight months before they can be paid.“60
It was at this time that Brevet Brigadier General Thomas
Childs took command and ordered Winder to construct another
fort on the Peace River. Special Order No. 4, issued at Fort
Brooke, May 5, 1852, stated that since the forts were temporary
and would be abandoned as soon as Indian removal took place,
they should be built as inexpensively as possible. No skilled
mechanics could be hired and soldiers should not receive extra
pay for “constant duty” for a period exceeding ten days without
Childs’s permission.61
It took between fourteen and sixteen days for news to travel
from Tampa to Fort Myers, and Winder notified Childs on May
4 that he would need skilled labor and that extra duty for the
men would be required to complete the structure before the onset
of the rainy season in June. Unaware of the Special Order,
Winder proceeded with twenty-three picked men to build Fort
Winder, about two miles from present-day Fort Ogden. Keeping
the men on constant duty, Winder finished the fort on schedule,
and sent a bill for $96.45 on August 21. The men, he said, were
entitled to the extra pay since the climate and hard work took a
heavy toll on their clothing. He also reported that he had been
58. Ibid., March 2, 1852, Item W-172.
59. Ibid., G. H. Ringold to Winder, September 30, 1851.
60. Ibid., Winder to Bliss, March 2, 1852.
61. Ibid., Thomas Childs to Samuel Cooper, September 8, 1852, Roll 475,
Item W-438.
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forced to hire skilled carpenters.62 Childs not only refused to
authorize the expenditures, he charged Winder with disobedience
of orders and neglect of duty on September 8, 1852. Childs con-
cluded that “no matter how distinguished an officer’s record is
he must obey his superior’s orders.“63
This was the only serious accusation ever made against
Winder during his long career and he wad outraged. He presented
a thorough defense of his actions and demanded that the charges
be dismissed. He then launched a scathing personal attack against
Childs. Winder charged that when Childs took command he was
“completely ignorant of what was needed or planned” and that
he had preferred charges “simply to get them on my file to my
prejudice.” He concluded that this was only one of many ex-
amples of Childs’s personal hostility toward him and enclosed
affidavits from several officers to support his countercharges.
Winder’s case was airtight and Childs dropped the charges.64
This episode was not merely a personality clash between two
martinets, but also illustrates how the sectional tensions dividing
the nation frequently found expression in the army during the
1850s. Childs was too experienced an officer to prefer charges
without a proper investigation, no matter how intensely he dis-
liked Winder.65 He was misled in this instance by northern-born
junior officers in his command, but as an anti-slavery man from
Massachusetts he apparently allowed his passions to obscure his
professional judgment against the former slaveowner from Mary-
land. The officer who brought Winder’s conduct to Childs’s
attention was Colonel Ira B. Crane, also from Massachusetts.
Crane made his feelings clear as early as June 1848 when he
62.  Ibid., Winder to Cooper, August 21, 1852. The exact location of Fort
Winder cannot be determined (the area is now a subdivision), but it
was approximately one-half mile from the Peace River in De Soto Peace
River Heights. For a map of the Peace River area in 1891 which shows
Fort Winder, see Jay Shrader, Hidden Treasures: The Pebble Phosphates
of the Peace River Valley of South Florida (Bartow, 1891). There is a
description of the probable location in Park De Vane, De Vane’s Early
Florida History, 2 vols. (Sebring, 1979), II, Fort Winder, 162-63;
63. Childs to Cooper, September 2, 1852, R.G. 94, Roll 475, Item W-438.
64. Ibid., Winder to Cooper, November 14, 1852.
65.  Childs was Winder’s senior at West Point by seven years and was
breveted lieutenant-colonel in 1841 for distinguished conduct in the
Second Seminole War. He made colonel in 1846 and brevet brigadier
general in 1847 for his actions during the Mexican War. See Cullum,
Biographical Register, I, 117.
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requested that the “First Regiment of Artillery be stationed in
the northern states at the end of the [Mexican] war.“66 Winder’s
dispute with Childs ended with the latter’s death in 1853, but
Crane was one of the first to vilify Winder during the Civil
War.67
This tour of duty was difficult for Winder, but it was far
worse for Caroline and daughter Carrie. In October 1852, his son
Sidney noted that the women were “burned up, as it were, shut
out from all society,” and asked the adjutant general to transfer
his father to a more pleasant command.68
Winder had also decided that two years of Fort Myers were
quite enough, and in January 1853 he requested leave. He was
told that he would have to meet first with the Indian delegation
then returning from their Washington visit before he left the
state. A correspondent for the Florida Mirror reported the out-
come of this meeting in April 1853. The reporter shared a stage-
coach “with Col. Winder . . . who says the delegation which went
to Washington, left most of their presents at Fort Myers on their
return, and have since declined receiving them, as they have
failed to comply with their promises of emigration. He says also
. . . that there are only 286 Indians remaining in Florida, and
only 86 of these are men and boys able to bear arms.“69
Winder left Florida in May 1853, assumed command of Fort
Moultrie at Charleston, South Carolina, until 1856, and was
assigned to Key West Barracks in October of that year.70 Duty
there was not as arduous as Fort Myers, but it was not entirely
free from danger. Winder reported from Indian Key in September
1857 that “the yellow fever having broken out at Key West of a
very malignant type & every man in my company without ex-
ception is subject to the disease, I have deemed it prudent, after
consulting with the medical officer at the post, to remove the
command to this place. We left Key West the 12th inst. and
arrived here on the 14th. I have employed a reliable citizen to
take charge of the barracks at $75 per month and a ration & I
have left the only man of my company not subject to the yellow
66. R.G. 94, Register of Letters, Roll 21, Item C-434.
67. John D. Hayes, ed., Samuel Francis Du Pont: A Selection from His Civil
War Letters, 3 vols. (New York, 1969), II, 289-90.
68. Sidney Winder to C. M. Conrad, October 6, 1852, R.G. 94, Roll 475. Item
W-453.
69. Charleston Courier, April 29, 1853, quoting Fernandina Florida Mirror.
70. R.G. 94, Register of Letters, Roll 26, Item 194.
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fever to assist him. I trust this course will be approved as there
was no time for consultation. So far there are no symptoms of
the fever among the men. My own health is so much impaired
(not from fever) that I find a great difficulty in writing this com-
munication.“71
Winder was dispatched to Fort Dallas (Miami) early in 1858,
but left there in June to assume command in Pensacola. He sent
for his family and moved into his old barracks in mid-June. At
that time, Company G was eighty-nine strong, including the
officers, and they were to garrison the forts protecting Pensacola
Bay.72 The Third Seminole War (1855-1858) was over when
Winder arrived at Pensacola, and garrison duty there was not
demanding, but Winder was in poor health, physically and
mentally. He suffered recurring illnesses during his last two years
in Florida, and he was also emotionally depressed.73 His official
reports became more lackluster with each passing month.74
Winder’s family was divided in their loyalties as the critical year
1860 commenced. His brothers, William and Charles, became
avid secessionists, as did his sons John and Sidney, but his sister
Charlotte and his son William (an army captain stationed in
California) were pro-Union.75
Winder was still committed to the Union when he took leave
in May 1860. He left Company G under the command of
Lieutenant Adam Slemmer at Pensacola and never saw either
71. Winder to Cooper, September 15, 1857, R.G. 94, Roll 573, Item W-414.
72. Ibid., Winder to Cooper, June 19, 1858, Roll 594, Item W-202.
73. Ibid., October 31, November 29, 1858, Items W-372, W-401; R.G. 94,
Register of Letters, Roll 30, Item 291.
74.  See, for example, his March 3, 1859, report correcting an error he had
made the previous month about the death of one of his men. He knew
his men intimately, but reported that John Meanley had died instead
of John Malley. Winder never before made a mistake like this. His
dispatches were uniformly accurate, and this certainly indicates that
his mind was not on his work. Summaries of both letters are found in
R.G. 94, Register of Letters, Roll 31, Items 55, 56.
75. Both William and Charles were arrested in 1861; the latter was im-
mediately released, but William was jailed for over a year. Even
Winder’s eighty-three-year-old mother was arrested in 1863 for pro-
southern sympathies, see John A. Marshall, American Bastille (Philadel-
phia, 1884), 268-70, for the arrest of the brothers, and the Richmond
Examiner, December 2, 1863, for the arrest of Mrs. Winder. His son
William served on Alcatraz Island for most of the war. John was an
engineer at Fort Fisher, North Carolina, and Sidney served with his
father for the duration. Charlotte was married to William Townsend
of New York, Winder Papers, SHC M-195.
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again, but he certainly read about them the following year.
Winder remained in Baltimore, apparently bedridden, for four
months, but he was visiting his son John in New York when
Lincoln was elected. He was with William in Philadelphia in
February 1861 when the Confederate States of America came
into existence. He returned to Baltimore in March, found that he
had been promoted, and accepted a commission as major.76
Winder made no attempt to return to his command as the
situation at Pensacola became critical. He read of Lieutenant
Slemmer’s defiance of Confederate Florida by refusing to yield
Fort Pickens, but did nothing else. There was speculation in the
northern press after war broke out that if Winder had been in
command at Pensacola, he would have surrendered the fort and
the important harbor and navy yard would have served the Con-
federacy.77 Winder never revealed what his course of action would
have been, but it is doubtful that he would have yielded the
possession without a fight. The orders were to prevent Con-
federate seizure of the property, and Winder always went by the
book. He knew many people in the state and certainly identified
with the South, but in all probability Fort Pickens would have
remained in Union hands had he been on the scene. His absence
did not change the destiny of Confederate Florida, but had he
been at Pickins and performed in a manner similar to that of his
old friend Major Anderson at Sumter, he would probably have
been promoted to brigadier general and remembered as a dis-
tinguished and gallant officer.
That was not Winder’s fate. He remained idle as the months
passed, and even the firing on Fort Sumter, so decisive for so
many Americans, did not induce him to resign. Not until his
adopted state of North Carolina began the process of secession
and the Baltimore riot against the passage of Lincoln volunteers
occurred on April 19 did he make his decision,
Winder submitted his resignation on April 20, 1861. He wrote
that “it is a source of great regret that after nearly forty years of
service, I find it necessary to sever the ties which bind me to the
76. Winder to Cooper, September 16, 1860, January 31, February 28, March
14, 1861, R.G. 94, Roll 636, Item W-372, Roll 61, Items W-64, W-144,
Roll 62, Item W-185; and Winder to George Davis, November 7, 1860,
Roll 636, Item W-444.
77. New York Times, November 15, 1863.
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Army, but situated as I am, I may find myself arrayed against my
native state, against my children and kindred, this I canot do.“78
Winder’s decision to resign is understandable, but his deter-
mination to serve the Confederacy is not. He was a reluctant
rebel at best and had little to gain and everything to lose. He was
an old man of sixty-one and could have ended his military career
with honor and distinction. His conduct had been exemplary and
sufficiently noteworthy to overcome the stigma of his father’s de-
feat at Bladensburg. By April 1861, the Winder name was no
longer identified with military defeat and disgrace, and he could
have rested content in that knowledge. He chose instead to serve
the Confederacy and there acquired the odious historical image
that lingered long after his death.
Winder was commissioned brigadier general in Richmond on
June 21, 1861, and assigned dual commands which he held for
most of the war. Both were controversial, sensitive, and largely
thankless positions. As commander of the Department of Henrico
he was charged with preserving law and order in the Richmond
area and was designated provost marshal general after martial
law was declared in 1862. The unpopular tasks of arresting Union
sympathizers, issuing passports, suppressing drunken and dis-
orderly behavior, returning deserters and stragglers to their com-
mands, and even imposing wage and price controls to preserve
order in Richmond fell to Winder. The suppression of basic civil
liberties, although necessary to the war effort, resulted in much
criticism of Winder by Richmonders, and his enemies claimed
that he had instituted a “reign of terror.” He held this misprized
command until May 1864.79
In addition, Winder was placed in charge of Federal captives
in the Richmond area in 1861, and his responsibilities in this
area expanded steadily. As his duties increased, the resources to
accomplish his tasks diminished; by 1864 he was in an impossible
position. To relieve the desperate shortage of food in Richmond
the Confederate leadership decided to build new prisons in the
“grainery of Georgia” and to transfer the suffering Union cap-
tives there. Winder was ordered to Andersonville in June 1864.
He reported six weeks later that the prison, originally designed
78. Winder to Lorenzo Thomas, April 20, 1861, R.G. 94, Roll 62, Item W-300.
79. Thomas, Confederate Richmond, 81-84, 105-07.
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to contain 10,000 men, then had 29,400 prisoners, 2,650 guards,
and that there was “not a ration at the post.” He repeatedly
urged that new compounds be built and that a better system be
established.80
Winder was given control over all Confederate prisons in
Georgia and Alabama in July 1864, and was made commissary
general in November. He worked diligently but unsuccessfully
to improve the horrible conditions. Shortly before his death, he
recommended that all Union prisoners be paroled and sent home
since the Confederacy could not live up to the obligations of a
civilized nation.81
His conduct merited and deserved a better legacy, but the war
psychosis of the times indelibly typed him as a villain, the man
who cheated the hangman, the man who should have taken
Wirz’s place at the Old Capitol Prison that dreary day in No-
vember of 1865.
80.  Futch, Andersonville, 28-29, 80.
81. O.R., Ser. II, vol. VII, 1, 127-29; 1,151; 1,219-21.
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PLANTATION DEVELOPMENT IN
BRITISH EAST FLORIDA:
A CASE STUDY OF THE EARL OF EGMONT
by DANIEL L. SCHAFER
OVER dinners at their country estates and at the stylishShakespeare Head tavern in London, British aristocrats
talked excitedly in 1763 about the prospects of acquiring huge
tracts of land in East Florida, a recent prize of the Seven Years
War. “We are all East Florida mad,” one potential investor said,
describing a “land fever” that prompted his kinsman to abandon
prudent caution so as “not to miss a vast future prospect.“1 An-
other aristocrat described the activities of his friends as “a little
confused, . . . but you can make allowance for gentlemen settling
a Colony over a Bottle of Claret.“2
A prominent player of these “gentlemen’s games” was John
Perceval, the second Earl of Egmont. A member of the Irish
House of Commons from 1731 to 1748, and of the Privy Council
in 1755, Perceval had been named Baron Lovel and Enmore in
the county of Somerset in 1762, and became a member of the
House of Lords. In September 1763 he had been appointed First
Lord of the Admiralty, a post of prime influence in a government
which rewarded its worthies with huge grants of land. Egmont
used his influence well, eventually acquiring 65,500 acres of land
in Florida and 122,000 acres in Nova Scotia.3
After resigning from the Admiralty in August 1766, Lord
Daniel L. Schafer is associate professor and chairman, Department of
History, University of North Florida, Jacksonville.
1.  James Grant of Castle Grant to James Grant, governor of East Florida,
February 6, 1767, Ballindalloch Castle Muniments, Bundle 258 (herein-
after BCM followed by the appropriate bundle number); Alexander
Grant to Archibald Grant, May 23, 1767, Scottish Record Office, Edin-
burgh, Gift Deposit 1/32/38, Grant of Monymusk, no. 22 (hereinfater
SRO, GD); for an excellent discussion of British interest in East Florida,
see George Rogers, “The East Florida Society of London,” Florida His-
torical Quarterly, LIV (April 1976), 479-96.
2. Richard Oswald to Grant, July 26, 1764, BCM 295.
3. Wilbur Henry Siebert, Loyalists in East Florida, 1774 to 1785: The Most
Important Documents Pertaining Thereto, Edited With An Accompany-
ing Narrative, 2 vols. (DeLand, 1929), II, 3-4.
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Egmont was anxious to begin an East Florida venture. After
receiving munificent gifts of land in East Florida from the British
crown, a group of wealthy “Adventurers” had approached Eg-
mont and offered to assign a proportion of their land grants to
him if he “would advise and direct the whole.” Egmont insisted
that “they vest the whole in me, that afterwards I might execute
reconveyances to each of them, . . . [while retaining] about 20,000
acres to myself.“4 Egmont agreed to “take front place and all the
troubles,” in order to expedite the entire venture through his
personal network of influence. “I desire a great deal of land,”
Egmont explained, “because I can then be able to give away a
great deal. I take the deed because I see few able or willing to do
it.“5
After land warrants were issued, the “Adventurers” sent
Martin Jollie to East Florida to locate their estates, preferably
on both sides of the St. Johns River in the vicinity of Lake
George.6 Jollie, a former merchant and plantation agent in the
West Indies, located tracts totalling 60,000 acres, and chose
Mount Royal on the St. Johns River as the first site to develop.
Governor James Grant visited the site with Jollie late in 1767
and called it “fine indeed,” located in command of the “Great
and Little Lakes” and with a grand view of “one of the finest
Rivers in the World.“7 Grant stayed two days with Jollie to
supervise cutting of trees to provide a view for a “Noble House.”
There was, however, one oak “so big and so fine” that he ordered
it left untouched. “The Mount is certainly the work of former
inhabitants,” he informed Egmont in December of 1767, “but
it must have been raised a hundred years ago, for the oak trees
upon it are of that age.“8
Egmont was so “extremely pleased” with the land chosen on
the St. Johns River that he decided to accelerate development.9
4. Lord Egmont to Grant, June 1, 1768, BCM 264.
5.   Ibid., September 1, 1768.
6.  Ibid., January 5, 1767. In addition to Egmont, the “Adventurers” were
James Crisp, James Anderson, Richard Brett, Edward Wood, James
Morrison, Turner Fortrey, and Mr. Porett. By May 1767 they had applied
for a total of 60,000 acres of land, see List of Petitioners for East Florida,
May 1767, SRO, GD 1/32/38, Grant of Monymusk, no. 26.
7. Grant to Egmont, December 23, 1767, BCM, Bound Letter Book: Colonel
James Grant, Governor of East Florida, September 2, 1764 to March 20,
1771 (hereinafter BCM, LB).
8. Ibid.
9. Egmont to Grant, February 10, 1768, BCM 264.
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In partnership with four investors, none of whom were among
the original “Adventurers,” Egmont subdivided a 5,670-acre tract
at Mount Royal. Each investor agreed to draw by lot a 640-acre
subdivision, and to send ten Negro slaves the first year, ten the
second, and a total of forty over six years. The investors were also
expected to share the cost of building “a fortified house or small
Castle for a place of common retreat, either against the Indians
or the Negroes.“10 As the former First Lord of the Admiralty,
Egmont expected the government eventually to station “armed
vessels and floating Castles” on the St. Johns River for further
protection.
With several contiguous plantations, each employing laborers
to build shelters and to clear the forests and plant crops, and with
mutual security provided, this wilderness location on the west
side of the river was expected to show “neighborly improvements
and a sense of acquaintance,” making it attractive to other in-
vestors and settlers.11 Eventually, the remainder of the tract
would be subdivided and developed and the whole process would
be repeated in the other lands owned by the original “Adventur-
ers.” Through this process of joint development, Egmont planned
“to execute with the money of many, what my own purse could
never compass.“12 He worried only about locating enough white
persons able to withstand the heat and marshes of Florida in
order to fulfill the grant requirement of settling “the Lands with
protestant White Inhabitants within ten Years from the Date of
the Grant in the proportion of one person for every hundred
Acres.“13
The model for Egmont’s plan originated in Ireland, where
his ancestors had been given land grants totaling 262,000 acres.
According to Egmont, Ireland was then “a country almost as
wild as Florida,” and his family had settled it “partly by the
natives, but chiefly by younger sons of gentlemen and tenants in
England.“14 Through a series of awards and inducements the
family had given away 162,000 acres over a forty-year period. In
1768 Egmont retained only 50,000 acres, but hardly felt im-
10. Ibid., February 25, 1768.
11. Ibid.
12. Ibid., September 1, 1768; see also ibid., February 10, April 17, 1768.
13. Acts of the Privy Council of England, Colonial Series, 6 vols. (London,
1908-1912), V, 589.
14. Egmont to Grant, February 25, 1768, BCM 264.
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proverished since generous distribution of land had made his
family rich.
Convinced that the model was applicable to East Florida,
Egmont began recruiting white settlers for the Mount Royal
plantation. They would be expected to pay quitrents of “one
trifling penny per acre” to the investors and to share the produce
of their estates. The concept of quitrents was important to Eg-
mont in order to transplant a British class system to Florida:
“The use and intention of it is to class up those who engage with
me, to create a Bond of Union and a gentle subordination, which,
trifling as it is, must tend to produce a reciprocal and common
tie between all the present and future inhabitants.“15
After learning of these development plans, Governor Grant
awarded Egmont an additional 10,000 acres of land on Amelia
Island, which had been reserved for exclusive settlement by
small farmers from Bermuda. A humanitarian plan initiated in
1764 by Mr. John Savage of Charleston provided free passage
and a bounty of five pounds sterling for every impoverished
Bermudian settler that arrived in Florida. Concluding that the
project was a failure, Grant awarded Amelia Island to Egmont
and advised him to buy up land rights from the few remaining
Bermudians.16
The governor also advised Egmont not to depend on white
settlers during the initial stages of plantation development:
“Settlements in this warm climate must be formed by Negroes,
our indented white people can hardly be prevailed upon to work
for their own subsistence,” much less the interest of an owner.17
Only after plantations were established could white farmers on
small plots be utilized profitably, “but such a plan is not to be
thought of till this new World has in some means been cre-
ated. . . . This country can only be brought to that rich and
plentiful state by the labor of slaves.” Two hundred slaves, Grant
recommended, would be the minimum number necessary to
profitably market produce from the several plantations that Eg-
mont envisaged.
By September 1768 Egmont had placed ten whites and thirty-
three blacks on the Mount Royal tract at his own expense, and
15. Ibid., September 1, 1768.
16.
17.
Grant to Egmont, June 16, 1764, BCM, LB.
Ibid.
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an additional forty blacks had been supplied by the other in-
vestors. His personal expenditures had risen to 3,378 pounds
sterling, prompting him to look for a cheaper supply of slaves
than the forty pounds sterling that new Africans were selling for
in Charles Towne and Savannah. He had also decided to follow
Grant’s advice concerning the “dismissal of my white artificers
who are very expensive and I find but little useful.“18 He hoped
to replace them with “Negro Carpenters and Bricklayers at a less
expense than £40 per head . . . which would make the remedy
worse than the disease. In the meantime, lazy as they are, they
cannot but serve as able masters to my young Negroes.”
By this time Egmont had become alarmed by the heavy ex-
penses and by Martin Jollie’s infrequent communication— so in-
frequent that the partners were unsure if he was alive or dead.
Calling it “outrageous” that he had received no information
about the quality of land, water, and harbors in the province,
Egmont charged that interminable delays in receiving land titles
had caused him to lose six investors for one 20,000-acre tract.19
By March 1769 problems with land titles had been resolved.
Optimistic again, Egmont sent a small vessel directly to the
Guinea coast of Africa to purchase fifty slaves at what he hoped
would be cheaper prices and sent Governor Grant plans for a
series of villages on Amelia Island, including one for a port of
entry on the St. Marys River. Since crops were exported from the
St. Johns River plantations via the inland waterways to the St.
Marys before being shipped overseas, Egmont was confident that
“Every grantee upon the whole River St. Johns must certainly be
desirous to have one [town lot] for a warehouse or magazine.“20
He asked the governor to pick a site for the town and to transfer
ten slaves from Mount Royal to Amelia to clear the woods and
to lay out town lots.
Egmont also had plans for a series of Negro villages of sixteen
houses, each located on one-square-mile tracts. Individual fam-
ilies would be assigned one-acre garden plots and a five-acre field,
as well as a forty-acre plot in the commons ground. Tradesmen
in the families could earn extra income by plying their skills in
St. Augustine. Egmont encouraged the building of log houses
18. Egmont to Grant, September 1, 1768, BCM 264.
19. Ibid., April 17, June 25, 1768.
20. Ibid., March 27, 1768.
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modeled after the thirty-eight-by-fourteen-foot structures in-
habited by the Negroes of the French island of Cayenne. To
keep the male slaves “happy and contented, [give] each a wife.
This will greatly tend to keep them at home,” Egmont reasoned,
as well as augment slave numbers through natural increase.21
Babies raised in these villages would become “faithfully attached
to the glebe of their master.”
Although Lord Egmont continued to complain of heavy ex-
penses, he also acquired additional land and searched for more
laborers. In May 1769 he thanked Governor Grant for 8,000 acres
near “the Cattle ford, which is to my judgment, one of the most
desireable pieces of land belonging to me.“22 Egmont was also
trying to lure Carolina planters to East Florida by leasing them
640 acres and eight slaves if they brought eight additional slaves
with them. Proceeds would be equally shared for ten years, when
the land and the increase in stock and slaves would be divided
between Egmont and the planters.
Efforts were also underway to recruit Huguenot families from
France and from San Domingue, but Egmont found that “the
difficulty of getting them away is exceedingly great, for they are
closely watched and the punishment is no less than death.“23
Germans and Dutch were difficult to recruit because of propa-
ganda circulated among them defaming Florida as a “barren
sandy desert and cursed with a climate hotter than a furnace.”
Bad management continued to bother Egmont. In April 1769,
when expenses for the Mount Royal tract reached £7,000, and
after a 1768 crop valued by Egmont at £l,500 had been lost
during a three-month absence by Martin Jollie, he was demoted
to steward.24 Six months later Egmont decided to “dismiss him
totally from my service,” and to appoint Francis Levett “to
superintend my business.“25 The dismissal came after a letter
from Jollie, the first in thirty months, “informed us that the rest
of our lands at Mount Royal and the upper parts of the River of
St. Johns are good for nothing.“26
21. Ibid., May 4, 1769.
22. Ibid., May 29, 1769.
23. Ibid.
24. Ibid., April 19, 1769. According to Grant, Jollie had been in Georgia for
medical care, see Grant to Egmont, September 11, 1769, BCM, LB.
25. Egmont to Grant, October 27, 1769, BCM 264.
26. Ibid.
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Bitterness had not abated by May of 1770 when Egmont de-
scribed the “universal discontent” among the London investors
in Florida lands because of the ineptitude, definance,  and dis-
honesty of their agents. He warned that unless this problem was
resolved, efforts to promote the colony “will be rendered totally
ineffectual and your province will be disgraced and ruined.“27
Grant was stung by the criticism and lashed back. Conceding
that Martin Jollie had been slow and dilatory, the governor said
that he had tried to hurry the agent to “force a settlement at
Amelia,” but charges of dishonesty were unfair as he had “not a
doubt about his integrity.“28 Since the power to coerce or rep-
rimand agents could be used to abuse and destroy as well as to
assist the absentee landlords, Grant felt it fortunate that the
governor’s powers gave him “only a narrow field to go upon” in
this area.29
The governor was clearly perturbed that Egmont had not
been a bit more patient with the Mount Royal project. After the
arduous work of clearing the forest and digging, dredging, dam-
ming, and draining the swamps had been completed, a crop was
finally ready to harvest in September 1770, yet Egmont ordered
the plantation abandoned and the work force moved to Amelia
Island. In his letters to Egmont and to all grantees, the gov-
ernor had warned that quick profits were seldom possible where
large initial investments were needed to assemble a capable labor
force. Plantations were difficult and expensive to establish, but
once accomplished, a steady profit could be realized. Grant ac-
cordingly countermanded Egmont’s order to abandon Mount
Royal and instructed Frances Levett to keep a portion of the
workers there until the fifty acres of rice and the fields of corn,
peas, and indigo had been harvested.30
In December 1770, before his East Florida plantation experi-
ments had begun to show profits, Lord Egmont died.31 James
27. Ibid., May 11, 1770.
28. Grant to Egmont, July 18, 1770, BCM, LB: see also ibid., September 11,
1769.
29. Ibid., September 5, 1770.
30. Ibid.; for examples of Grant’s advice to other British absentee landlords,
see Grant to Thomas Thoroton, September 1, 1766, and Grant to John
Tucker, September 1, 1766, BCM 659; Grant to Earl of Cassillis, February
9, 1768, and Grant to Earl of Moira, June 20.1768, BCM, LB.
31. Siebert, Loyalists in East Florida, II, 3.
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Grant heard the entire dismal economic history of Egmont’s
Florida ventures from estate executors: Martin Jollie had drawn
over four times his allotment for any one year; Frances Levett
continued this pattern and was replaced by Stephen Egan, a
young man from one of Egmont’s Irish estates. The executors
ordered Mount Royal abandoned, with the hope that it could be
rented out, and the slaves transferred to Amelia Island. They
complained that Lord Egmont had “expended amazing large
sums, upwards of £12,000 in endeavoring to establish a planta-
tion. . . . We do not find that to this period of time, any returns
of profit have been made.“32 With all his abilities and resources,
even Lord Egmont had been unable to achieve financial success
in Florida, causing the executors to worry: “We may justly
tremble for any future attempt of ours.”
The executors sent Egan to “the Villa,” Governor Grant’s
plantation near St. Augustine, to observe the highly successful
methods of indigo production practiced there, Egan was in-
structed to become a resident superintendent, living at Amelia,
directing indigo production, and personally sending monthly
accounts and letters to Lady Egmont.33 Estate executor Henry
Drummond told Egan in November 1774 that the journals could
be discontinued as “your whole conduct meets with universal
approbation.“34
In May 1775 Lady Egmont sent two hogsheads of portar to
Egan, along with a large Cheshire cheese as a mark of her ap-
preciation. Henry Drummond sent along samples of French
indigo, which was then in demand in England, with instructions
to sort carefully by color in order to bring a higher return. In
December 1774 Egan had shipped 2,095 pounds of indigo to
London, which sold for an average price of four shillings and
sixpence per pound. Since Governor Grant’s indigo’ brought
much higher prices, Egan was encouraged to consult again with
32.  Henry Drummond to Grant, March 7, 1771, BCM 264. In addition to
Drummond, the executors were Brownlow Cust, John Cust, John Holli-
day, and Thomas W. Partington; see also Countess Egmont to Grant,
February 6, 1771, BCM 470.
33.  John Holliday to Stephen Egan, January 28, 1772, British Museum,
London, Additional Manuscripts 47054 A, Egmont Papers, folio 39 (here-
inafter BM 47054 A followed by the folio number).
34.  Drummond to Egan, November 1, 1774, BM 47054 A, 44; see also ibid.,
December 23, 1773, 41.
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Alexander Skinner, the manager of “the Villa.“35
It was at this time that William Bartram, the Philadelphia
naturalist, visited Egmont plantation. Bartram’s brief remarks
are perhaps the only recorded observations of what Egmont had
called the Lordship of Amelia: “After walking through a spacious
forest of live Oaks and Palms, and crossing a creek that ran
through a narrow salt marsh, I and my fellow traveller arrived
safe at the plantation, where the agent, Mr. Egan, received us
very politely and hospitably. This gentleman is a very intelligent
and able planter, having already greatly improved the estate,
particularly in the cultivation of indigo. Great part of this island
consists of excellent hommocky land, which is the soil this plant
delights in, as well as cotton, corn, batatas, and almost every
other esculent vegetable. Mr. Egan politely rode with me, over
great part of the island. On Egmont estate, are several very large
Indian tumuli, which are called Ogeeche mounts . . . [where] their
bones [are] intombed in these heaps of earth and shells. I ob-
served here the ravages of the common grey catterpillar, so de-
structive to forest and fruit trees in Pennsylvania.“36
Following Bartram’s visit, he was transported by Egan in “a
handsome pleasure-boat, manned with four stout negro slaves, to
row in case of necessity,” over the inland waterway to the St.
Johns River and on to the Cowford (present-day Jacksonville).37
Egan then went overland to St. Augustine, and Bartram con-
tinued his explorations upriver.
In July 1776 the 65,500 acres of East Florida land in Egmont’s
estate, along with the rents, issues, and profits, were divided
among the widow Catherine Perceval, Countess of Egmont, and
their sons, Charles George, Spencer, Henry, Philip Tufton, and
Edward. The Florida lands carried names derived from Egmont
titles and lands in Britain: Lordship of Arden, Lordship of
35. Ibid., May 6, 1775, 45. The indigo export data comes from John Holmes,
Deputy Collector of Customs, St. Augustine, Account Excerpts from the
Port of St. Augustine, December 24, 1774, enclosed in Patrick Tonyn to
Lord Dartmouth, January 23, 1775, Public Record Office, London,
Colonial Office, 5/555, no. 13. The total export of indigo for 1774 was
22, 129 pounds, with Governor Grant’s “Villa” producing 5,460 of it,
more than double Egan’s output of 2,094, and he was the second leading
exporter of indigo,
36. Francis Harper, ed., The Travels of William Bartram: Naturalist’s Edi-
tion (New Haven, 1958), 42-43.
37.  Ibid., 46.
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Amelia Island, Lordship of Compton, Lovel Bark, Lordship of
Gant, Lovel Parva, Lordship of Gournay, Lordship of Holland,
and Lordship of Somerset.38
The Amelia Island plantation continued under Egan’s direc-
tion to the satisfaction of all parties until it was destroyed during
the American Revolution. After receiving reports of the “de-
struction of our plantation on Amelia Island,” Lady Egmont and
Charles George Perceval wrote to Egan, reaffirming their belief
that Egan has “consistently done the best you could do for us. . . .
Your attachment to the interests of our family shall neither go
unnoticed or unrewarded.“39
Egan moved the slaves south to Cecilton plantation on the St.
Johns River where they were still producing naval stores on
January 1, 1785, when a census was conducted and sent to the
Percevals, giving them some indication of the people and their
lives in Florida. Listed as property were seventy-eight persons,
including fourteen families and eighteen single men. Three had
died shortly before— Robin of drowning, Nero of dropsy, and
Peter of old age. Juba, Joe, Nestor, Hannibal, and Pan had run
away to join the Indians in Georgia.40
Also living with Egan were his wife and three sons. He had
personal property of 100 wild horses still somewhere on Amelia
Island, and thirty head of cattle and twenty-two slaves living at
Cecilton, which Spanish officials located “on the St. Johns River,
two miles nearer than the Cow Ford.“41
The Perceval slaves were almost all working at production of
naval stores in 1785. Listed in the census were Dick, a driver and
a sawyer who “understands every branch of naval stores well.”
Charles was master of many skills, a sawyer, squarer, hunter, and
a field slave who also “understands management of horses and
cattle.” Billy and Castilio were both carpenters and coopers; Ned
was a sawyer who “makes Turpentine, Pitch and Tar”; while his
wife Diana could cook, wash and iron, and “spin Cotton exceed-
38. Estate Settlement, July 23, 1776, BM 47054 A, 47. There was also a tract
of 10,000 acres named Jollie’s Land, which included Mount Royal. The
tracts are also identified by the name of the original “Adventurers”:
Woods, Crisp, Fortrey, and Morrison.
39. Ibid., Lady Egmont and Charles George Perceval to Egan, July 28, 1783,
49.
40. Ibid., Return of Lady Egmont’s and Lord Arden’s Negroes, January 1,
1785, 53.
41. Spanish Census of 1783, copy at the St. Augustine Historical Society office.
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ingly well.” From February through March 12, Egan sold lumber
worth £l20 and shipped tar and oars worth £233.42
By 1785, however, British East Florida had been returned to
Spain and most British subjects had either left the province or
were making plans to leave. Patrick Tonyn, East Florida’s second
governor, wrote to the Percevals on June 20, 1785, from the ship
Cyrus, as it prepared to sail from the St. Marys River with the
last of the Loyalists. Egan had tried to sell the Negroes in Florida
but failed to get a good price and prudently took them to
Dominica, where Governor Orde had promised to provide land,
tools, and provisions.43
Egan wrote on September 4, 1785, to inform his employers of
the chaotic recent events. During the voyage to Dominica, Minto
had died, but he had been “long-time sick in Florida”; the others
had been sickly at first arrival but had all recovered. Some were
raising buildings on land granted by Governor Orde (thirty acres
per worker), and others were hired out to clear and cultivate
land. In just a few months at Dominica the workers had earned
£454.44
Egan recommended that the Negroes not be sold since prices
were depressed by the prevailing political uncertainties. He re-
minded the Percevals that they owned “a number of very valu-
able young Negroes who [could become] very useful in the coffee
business,” which commonly provided “a permanent revenue”
only five years after the trees were planted.45 The older slaves
could pick and clean the coffee, and with such a healthy group of
workers regularly birthing children, Egan predicted a profitable
future at Dominica.
Charles George Perceval, Lord Arden by then, had taken
charge of the Egmont estate and was unwilling to await a future
return. Blaming Egan for not communicating promptly, Perceval
instructed Governor Orde to sell the Negroes and to pay Egan’s
£100 annual salary out of the proceeds of the sale.46 Egan’s
letters to Perceval explaining the chaotic conditions attending
42. Copy of Accounts Current to March 17, 1785, Certified by Governor
Tonyn, BM 47054 A, 57-58.
43. Ibid., Tonyn to Egmont Estate, June 20, 1785, 59.
44.  Ibid., Egan to Lords, September 4, 1785, 61; folios 69, 71, 72, 76, and 83
have assorted accounts through September 26, 1786.
45. Ibid., Egan to Lords, September 4, 1785, 61.
46. Ibid., Lord Arden to Egan, October 2, 1785, 65.
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the transfer from British to Spanish rule and the futility of writ-
ing while aboard ship were ignored, as were copies of earlier
Perceval letters praising Egan for long and loyal service.47 On
September 26, 1786, Governor Orde forwarded the net proceeds
from the sale, £3,647, to Perceval and dismissed Egan as di-
rected.48
In September 1788 trustees of Egmont estate submitted a
claim to Parliament for £26,460 for land, Negroes, and other
losses sustained by the cession of East Florida to Spain.49 By then
Egan and the Negro workers had been gone from East Florida
for three years. The lordship of Amelia Island and the other
Egmont properties in Florida had been abandoned and would
soon be forgotten.
East Florida plantation development under Lord Egmont
had been dismal at first, but had stabilized shortly after his
death. Steady profits were realized by Egmont’s heirs for more
than a decade, despite the chaos attending the American Revolu-
tion and the cession of the province by the British government.
47.
48.
Ibid., Egan to Arden, January 4, 1786, 67.
Ibid., Governor Orde to Arden, September 26, 1786, 79, 80, 83.
49. Ibid., Copy of East Florida Claims, September 6, 1788, 84.
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CRACKER —  SPANISH FLORIDA STYLE
by JAMES A. LEWIS
0 VER the years the regional diversity of the United States hascoined scores of colorful words to describe groups of people
perceived to have something in common. On occasion, these
words, often pejorative in connotation, have worked their way
into other languages, a classic example being the term Yankee.
One of the more expressive regional terms to find its way into a
foreign language has been the word cracker, defined in the Oxford
English Dictionary as a “contemptuous name in [the] Southern
States of N. America [applied] to the ‘poor whites’: Whence
familiarly, to the native whites of Georgia and Florida.“1 Indeed,
few modern expressions relating to the white population of the
American South have had a more disparaging meaning. For a
number of historical reasons, this word found a brief life in the
Spanish language. To understand why cracker was incorporated
into Spanish, it is important to know the etymological develop-
ment of the word.
As part of the English language, cracker first appeared in the
time of Shakespeare, if not earlier, when it apparently meant a
braggart or talker. Scholars have allowed their imaginations free
rein in trying to connect the Old and New World sense of the
James A. Lewis is associate professor of history at Western Carolina
University, Cullowhee, North Carolina. He wishes to thank Melvin S.
Arrington, Jr., Alice E. Mathews, James Karl Nicholas, Max R. Wil-
liams, and William L. Anderson for their comments on an earlier draft
of this article.
1.  James Augustus Henry Murray, ed., The Oxford English Dictionary, 13
vols. (Oxford, 1933), II, 1124-25. The most recent discussion of cracker
is Delma E. Presley, “The Crackers of Georgia,” Georgia Historical
Quarterly, LX (Summer 1976), 102-16. Readers should also consult
Richard H. Thornton, An American Glossary (New York, 1962), 218;
Mitford M. Mathews, ed., A Dictionary of Americanisms on Historical
Principles, 2 vols. (Chicago, 1951), I, 426; William A. Craigie and James
R. Hulbert, eds., A Dictionary of American English, 4 vols. (Chicago,
1940), II, 666; and H. L. Mencken, The American Language: An Inquiry
into the Development of English in the United States: Supplement II
(New York, 1967), 609-10. Also useful is Spencer B. King, Jr., Georgia
Voices: A Documentary History to 1872 (Athens, 1966), 43, 156-57.
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word.2 As a description of certain groups in the New World,
however, the word did not surface until the 1760s.3 By the 1770s
and 1780s, cracker was common enough in the English colonies
to show up in numerous written documents. Once given a niche
in the English vocabulary of the New World, cracker never
forfeited its place.
The eighteenth-century meaning of the word in the English
colonies had much in common with current usage. Yet there were
some differences. Cracker originally referred to backwoodsmen
living in an area stretching from Maryland to Georgia. From the
beginning the word was reportedly more common the further
south one traveled, but this incidence might well reflect the re-
search quirks of recent scholars who have often searched only
the early records of Georgia and its neighboring states for its
existence. Eighteenth-century documents described crackers as
frontiersmen possessing a host of unpleasant characteristics.
Crackers were notorious braggarts, shiftless, sadistic in temper-
ament, and brutish in behavior. Such men and their families
usually earned a living by hunting and trading with the Indians,
primitive occupations compared with those practiced by other
inhabitants of the colonies. Crackers supplemented their legiti-
mate income by involving themselves in every type of illegal
enterprise available along the frontier. In fact, so important was
crime to the livelihood of crackers that it provoked one prom-
inent etymologist to argue that cracker and criminal were syn-
onymous words in the eighteenth century. Residents of the more
established parts of the English New World used cracker in much
the same way modern journalists have employed the Italian words
mafia and mafiosa.4 Be that as it may, it is not hard to find the
roots of the contemporary usage of cracker in these earlier
2. To sample some of the more interesting publications, see King, Georgia
Voices, 156-57; D. S. Crumb, “The Dialect of Southeastern Missouri,”
3.
Dialect Notes, II (1908), 310; and Thornton, American Glossary, 213.
Among the examples of cracker being used in the 1760s are Craigie and
Hulbert, American English, II, 666; M. M. Mathews, “Of Matters
Lexicographical,” American Speech, XXXIV (May 1959), 126-27; John
Richard Alden, John Stuart and the Southern Colonial Frontier: A
Study of  Indian Relations,  War,  Trade,  and Land Problems in the
Southern Wilderness, 1754-1775 (Ann Arbor, 1944; reprint ed., New
York, 1966) 215-16; Presley, “Crackers of Georgia,” 102-04; Richard
Maxwell Brown, The South Carolina Regulators (Cambridge, 1963),
27-28, 184; and William L. Anderson, “Journal of Thomas Griffiths:
1767-1768,” (forthcoming study).
4.  Mathews, “Matters Lexicographical,” 126.
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American antecedents.
Geography made it certain that this new word in the English-
speaking colonies would soon find its way into Spanish. Frontiers
have historically been good conduits for words passing from one
culture to another.5 The Spanish border colonies along the Gulf
of Mexico— East Florida, West Florida, and Louisiana— main-
tained a lengthy frontier of several thousand miles with the Eng-
lish dominions of North America. In the eighteenth century, the
Anglo-American population constantly crossed this frontier and
pushed the border ever further south and west. In many ways,
Spanish residents along this border had more contact with
English-speaking frontiersmen than did the inhabitants of older
English settlements along the eastern seaboard. It is not surpris-
ing, hence, that Spanish officials wrote about crackers. These
officials had to deal with the aggressive behavior of their neigh-
bors. The following report was one of the earliest, if not the first
Spanish document to employ the word cracker.
Don Vicente Manuel de Zéspedes y Velasco, author of this
report, had every reason to know something about crackers.6
Zéspedes was an experienced Spanish officer who served his king
as governor of East Florida from 1784 to 1790, a troublesome and
turbulent period for this Spanish colony. Spain had just re-
acquired East Florida from Great Britain in 1783 as part of the
Treaty of Paris ending the American Revolution. Zéspedes not
only had to concern himself with populating his province with
loyal Spanish subjects, but he also had to spend considerable time
worrying about the citizens of the new country that had just
emerged along his northern border, particularly the American
residents of the Carolinas and Georgia. Although he had no love
5. A classic example in American history is the Spanish contribution to the
vocabulary of cattle ranching, see Donald E. Worcester, “The Signifi-
cance of the Spanish Borderlands to the United States,” and Sandra L.
Myres, “The Ranching Frontier: Spanish Institutional Backgrounds of
the Plains Cattle Industry,” in David J. Weber, ed., New Spain’s Far
Northern Frontier: Essays on Spain in the American West, 1540-1821
(Albuquerque, 1979), 3-14, 81-94.
6. Helen Hornbeck Tanner, Zéspedes in East Florida, 1784-1790 (Coral
Gables, 1963); also Helen Hornbeck Tanner, “Zéspedes and the Southern
Conspiracies,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXVIII (July 1959), 15-28;
and John D. Ware, “Vicente Manual de Cespedes and Carlos Howard:
Service Records and Related Documents,” El Escribano, VIII (October
1971), 123-38.
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for these unwanted frontiersmen, the governor did think that his
superiors in Havana and Madrid needed to know something
about these strange people in order to make intelligent decisions
affecting the security of East Florida.
Governor Zéspedes had a number of observations to make
about these crackers. In order to make the backwoodsmen intel-
ligible to those who had never seen them, he reached back into
Spanish history for an appropriate analogy. Crackers, Zéspedes
felt, had many similarities to the North African Arabs that Spain
had contended with during much of her history. Both groups
were wild, nomadic, and recognized little governmental control.
Yet crackers were not a simple, homogeneous people. Zéspedes
divided these Americans into four socioeconomic classes, each
possessing distinctive traits. Although crackers were essentially
anarchical, Zéspedes argued that Spain could bend them to the
country’s national interest if crown officials understood them
properly.
As can be seen from reading the governor’s report, Zéspedes
had much more on his mind than just crackers. Writing his ac-
count upon retiring from his post in St. Augustine, Zéspedes
hoped to acquaint responsible officials with all the major prob-
lems and possible solutions confronting East Florida. Since
Zéspedes wrote in haste, never bothering to revise his thoughts,
he frequently repeated and contradicted himself. Nevertheless,
the governor was an experienced and astute observer of the dif-
ficulties facing Spanish East Florida. That he never succeeded in
getting his government to follow his recommendations in no way
detracts from the intelligent report that Zéspedes wrote for his
king.
* * * * * * *
Letter from His Excellency Luis de las Casas to His Excellency
Señor Conde del Campo de Alange7
7.  Luis de las Casas to Conde del Campo de Alange, August 14, 1790, ex-
pediente 1, letter 8, 529-529v, Archivo General de Indias, Santa Domingo,
2554 (hereinafter AGI, SD), The enclosed report covers pages 530-40.
Luis de las Casas y Aragorri was governor and captain general of Cuba
from 1790 to 1796. In addition to his civilian (governor) and military
(captain general) responsibilities in Cuba, he was also captain general
of the two Floridas (East and West) and Louisiana. In 1790, therefore,
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Havana, August 14, 1790
The Captain General of Florida forwards a copy of a report that
Don Vicente Zéspedes, former Governor of Florida, sent him
discussing populating the St. Marys River
Your Excellency:
At the conclusion of his administration, Brigadier Don Vicente
Zéspedes, former governor of Florida, sent me the enclosed report
which he says that he forwarded to your ministry in his confi-
dential letter of last January 8. His purpose is to demonstrate the
need to complete settling the St. Marys River, a site that Zéspedes
considers vital for the preservation of that province [East Florida].
Populating the area will impede the influx of rootless people
called Crackers, whose immigration will surely occur if the area
is abandoned. Their presence will cause further embarrassments.
The few days that I have had to consider this report, which ar-
rived shortly after I assumed my present position [Captain Gen-
eral of Florida and Cuba], has not permitted me yet to acquaint
myself with all of the antecedents to this matter. As a result, I
have decided to send the report to you without commenting on
its content.
May God Grant You a Long Life,
His Excellency Luis de las Casas
Report by Don Vicente Zéspedes
St. Augustine, Florida, June 20, 1790 - Duplicate
Las Casas was Zéspedes’s military superior. The Conde del Campo de
Alange was minister of war in Spain and in charge of military affairs
throughout the empire. The report by Zéspedes, hence, was working its
way up the military chain of command, see Gildas Bernard, Le Secrétariat
D’Etat et le Conseil Espagnol des Indes 1700-1808 (Geneva, 1972), 64-65;
and David P. Henige, Colonial Governors from the Fifteenth Century to
the Present: A Comprehensive List (Madison, 1970), 295.
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The two questions that have historically constituted the most
important tasks before this government of East Florida have un-
doubtedly been the weak defense of the St. Marys River and the
maintenance of good relations with the Indians. These will con-
tinue to be the most important problems facing the government
for the foreseeable future. The latter problem has already been
mastered and the crown has recognized this achievement in the
confidential Royal Order of March 23 [1789], a Royal Order that
was included in the directive of the interim Captain General of
Cuba dated June 26 [1789]. Since no decision has been made on
how best to defend the St. Marys River, the following report will
consequently concern itself only with this question.
The center of the St. Marys River is located 30°55’ north
latitude and the mouth and port of the river are situated seven-
teen leagues from this post [St. Augustine]. The river constitutes
throughout its length the dividing line between this province and
the state of Georgia— in spite of the fact that the river bed follows
a serpentine course for some twenty-five leagues from its upper
portion to the territory near the Seminole Indians. The head of
the river begins in an immense swamp called the Okefenokee,
impenetrable even to savages and bordering this Florida, West
Florida, and Georgia.
The Royal Order of April 5, 1786, directed that the royalist
families of British ancestry remaining in the province after the
English evacuation be given our protection and be permitted to
stay for the time being in the sites they presently occupied. In
issuing this order, the crown followed the advice of the Junta de
Estado which acted upon the recommendation of His Excellency
the Count of Gálvez.8 As a result, twenty-two families— amounting
to some one hundred and twenty-three whites and thirty-six
8.  The Count of Gálvez was Bernardo de Gálvez, hero of the seige of
Pensacola during the American Revolution. Because of his experience
in Louisiana and Florida during the war, Gálvez retained the duties of
captain general of Louisiana and the Floridas during the rest of his
life, even while serving as viceroy of New Spain (1785-1786). His advice,
consequently, was sought on military matters affecting these northern
provinces. For a partial view of Gálvez’s short life, see John W. Caughey,
Bernardo de Gálvez in Louisiana, 1776-1783 (Berkeley, 1934); Bernardo
de Gálvez, Yo Solo: The Battle Journal of Bernardo de Gálvez during
the American Revolution, trans. E. A. Montemayor (New Orleans,
1978); and Maria del Carmen Galbis Díez, “Bernardo de Gálvez (1785-
1786),” in José Antonio Calderón Quijano, ed., Los Virreyes de Nueva
Espana en el Reinado de Carlos III, 2 vols. (Seville, 1968), II, 327-59.
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slaves— have remained on the southern side of the [St. Marys]
river. Frightened by the impending war between the Indians and
the Georgians that seemed likely to break out in 1786 and that
finally did so in 1787, these families would have abandoned
their plantations and crops had they not known beyond any
question that the detachment of troops stationed on Amelia
Island since July 12, 1784 (the date when this province was re-
turned to Your Majesty), offered them protection from all hos-
tilities by the Indians. The confidential communications of
August 13, 1786 (number 9), and November 9, 1787 (number 24),
have explained to the Captain General of Havana the events
concerning the royalist families. The government has also sta-
tioned at Amelia a gunboat and gig to guard the forests, to con-
tain the neighboring Americans, and to maintain the respect for
this government among the British inhabitants and the nearby
Indians. The gig is specifically used to patrol the St. Marys River
and the interior waterway between the mainland and the coastal
islands (including Amelia) that connects [the St. Marys] with
the St. Johns River.
Such measures may perhaps seem unnecessary to those who
have never had to deal with the character of the majority of ad-
jacent Americans, especially those who dwell in the interior of
the southern states and who are called Crackers, a species of white
renegade.
Looking at the history of this region, it must be kept in mind
that this Florida at one time extended beyond the island of Santa
Elena in South Carolina before the English first started to settle
in North America. It is not known today why the Spaniards
abandoned the territory. Nevertheless, it is clear that once the
Spanish pulled back the English settled the deserted land all the
way to our own St. Johns River, only ten leagues from this city.
Since the British were already established on the northern bank
of this river when Florida was ceded to that country in 1763, it
can be claimed that [Spain] recovered all the rich territory be-
tween the St. Marys and the St. Johns rivers with the [recent]
restitution [of Florida] to our crown.
Far from disappearing, the insatiable appetite of the English
that has been implied above has demonstrated even greater
strength among the present inhabitants of the United States.
This can be seen in the various settlements that recent [American]
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immigrants have established along the Ohio, Tennessee, Yazoo,
and other rivers. It can also be seen in the repeated intrusions
that the Georgians have made into the land belonging to the
Indians along the Oconee River in West Florida, land which
Georgia unjustly claims as part of their state. The war referred
to earlier in this report grew out of this invasion, [a conflict]
supported in the beginning just by the crackers but encouraged
later by the government of Georgia.
These crackers are nomadic like Arabs and are distinguished
from savages only in their color, language, and the superiority
of their depraved cunning and untrustworthiness. As skilled as
the Indians in hunting, willing to dare immense rivers with
fragile rafts or to track man and animal through the densest
forests, these people erect Indian-style huts in the first unpopu-
lated space fit to grow corn that they stumble upon in order to
give shelter to their wives and children. Once done, they move
again, always keeping themselves beyond the reach of all civilized
law. In the land vacated by these crackers, other less antisocial
groups take their place. But like their predecessors, these in-
dividuals are also enemies of all civil control and generally lack
the rudiments of any religious morality whatsoever. This second
class of crackers likewise tends to abandon their homes upon the
approach of a third type of settler. Although this third wave
deigns to ask and receive legal title to the land, even they give
obedience to their mother republic only when they feel like it.
The government’s authority is always weak or held in low esteem
by the population along its frontier until a fourth class of people
arrive and buy at low prices the land granted to the third type.
These individuals are the first to become useful citizens to the
state.
The desire of the first three classes of crackers to escape all
legal authority is so strong that they prefer to live in Indian or,
better still, Spanish territory rather than live under the gentle
yoke of civilized society— all this at the price of exposing them-
selves to the unspeakable horrors of war with the savages, of see-
ing their crops frequently destroyed, their homes burnt, and their
families slain in the most excruciatingly cruel fashion.
Far from curtailing or opposing these seizures of land, the
southern states of America encourage them (just as England did).
[These states are] motivated by the desire to expand their fron-
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tiers and ultimately to gain control over the vacant and foreign
land that the crackers continue to usurp. There can be no doubt,
consequently, that Georgia fomented and aided, at first secretly
and then late ropenly,  the invasion that these crackers made in
the previously mentioned land around Oconee.
The subsequent war resulted in the previously discussed com-
munications numbered 9 and 24. This same war also resulted in
the arrival here of a commission from Georgia with a written
request from the governor of that state asking that we not send
any arms or munitions to the Indians. This request and our re-
sponse were sent to the Captain General of Havana in the re-
served letter number 3 (January 10, 1788). Señor Don Joseph de
Ezpeleta had in the meanwhile responded on December 20 [1787]
to the confidential letter number 24 by stating that we must pro-
tect the English granted asylum in our province.9 In light of this
position, the government drew up a set of instructions and placed
them in the hands of the individual charged with promoting
public tranquility along the St. Marys River. These instructions
have been translated [into English]. A copy accompanies this
report.10
In the war between England and her colonies, the Indians in
general and many crackers in particular followed the loyalist side.
As a result, the two developed a strong bond for one another.
Since the loyalist crackers were so closely tied to the royalist and
losing side in the conflict, they found themselves pursued and
persecuted by their enemies and were forced to take refuge in
this Florida and with the Creeks. Those that came to this prov-
ince brought with them their wives and children. But those who
fled to the Creeks (which we know from reliable sources to num-
ber some six hundred men) are said to live with squaws, either
because they were unmarried beforehand or because their wives
did not wish to accompany them. Everyone considers them today,
therefore, to be naturalized citizens of that society.
At the conclusion of the English evacuation of this province,
there remained here some eighty British families at the disposi-
9.  José Manuel Ignacio Timoteo de Ezpeleta Goldeano Discastillo y del
Prado was governor and captain general of Havana from 1785 to 1789,
see Henige, Colonial Governors, 295.
10.  Unfortunately, these instructions were not included with this copy of
the report.
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tion of His Majesty. With the exception of the few individuals
here in this city, these people are all from the best caste of
crackers. At the moment, their number surpasses one hundred
families, composed of some five hundred souls and an approxi-
mately equal number of slaves. The increase has come from mar-
riages contracted since the war and from the arrival of new fam-
ilies along the St. Marys and St. Johns rivers who claim, rightly
or wrongly, to have fled the clutches of the savages. In spite of
instructions contained in Article 11 of the previously mentioned
directives given to the government’s representative, these in-
truders have already constructed cabins and occupied themselves
in planting crops, all without permission of this government.
Until we learn His Majesty’s wishes on this matter, we will con-
tinue to ignore these violations for the reasons discussed below.
It is obvious that it would do little good to reproach them.
If we tried to compel them to leave, we would be required to use
force to detain these families, to tear down their shacks, and to
destroy their crops. The government here does not feel authorized
to employ such violent means without specific orders from
superiors. Nor must it be forgotten that the Royal Orders of
March 8 and April 5, 1786, have never been countermanded.
These orders notified us that the government was considering
attracting foreigners to populate this country and that we should
be ready to receive Irish priests sent here to work on converting
Protestants. In pursuit of this objective, the government had
printed the necessary instructions. The corresponding directives
about this affair had been sent to His Excellency the Count of
Gálvez by the Department of War and the Royal Exchequer of
the Indies and to the Chargé d’Affaires Don Diego de Gardoqui
by the Department of State.11 This government is responsible for
consulting and arranging its actions with both of these men. As
a result of the above, Don Diego has from time to time sent
various foreign families here with passports as settlers. Not all
these people were Catholics. The government received these in-
dividuals in accordance with the above Royal Orders and in
obedience to what their passports stipulated. Most importantly,
11.  Don Diego de Gardoqui served as Spanish chargé d’affaires to the
Confederation from 1785 to 1789, replacing Francisco de Rendon, see
James W. Cortada, Two Nations Over Time: Spain and the United
States, 1776-1977 (Westport, Conn., 1978), 274.
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we have admitted none as residents of this province except at
their own expense and with the understanding that they must
await the King’s decision on how and in what fashion they would
be received as loyal vassals. They obviously expect to receive the
King’s permission.
Because we lack instructions on these above points, the status
not only of the recent arrivals but also those long ago granted
royal protection through the Royal Order of April 5 remains
uncertain. All of these individuals are upset and dismayed to
find this government lacking authority to grant them land and
without the power to permit them to sell or exchange any fruits
of their labor.
The St. Marys district today, including the land around the
Nassau River (which is also navigable), contains forty-four fam-
ilies made up of two hundred whites and seventy-one Negroes.
The land is excellent for cattle ranching. It is also well-suited for
the cultivation of rice, indigo, hemp, flax, tobacco, and cotton—
not to mention possessing abundant forests. The inhabitants
harvest so much cotton that they cloth their families with this
product through the aid of homemade rustic looms.
The fertility of the land, the excellent location of the port of
St. Marys (situated entirely on the Spanish side), and the fact
that the river is navigable almost up to the previously mentioned
Okefenokee Swamp has resulted in numerous foreign families,
many of whom are wealthy planters, petitioning to become vassals
of His Majesty. On the American side of the river there is only
an anchorage that is dangerously exposed to the elements. These
foreigners are willing to pledge their obedience and loyalty if
permitted to settle at their own expense in this district. They ask
only that they be given free land. Judging from the number of
subjects who have contacted us in person or by mail, we can say
without much hesitation that over one thousand useful families
with three or four thousand slaves would be living between the
St. Johns and St. Marys rivers if we had the necessary permission
to admit settlers on a permanent basis. Among those who have
inquired recently have been some of the most distinguished cit-
izens of Georgia. One of these, a certain Don Diego MacQueen,
is the owner of at least five hundred slaves.12 He has declared his
12. This is probably John McQueen, see Walter Charlton Hartridge, “Don
Juan McQueen: A Biographical Sketch,” in John McQueen, The Letters
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determination one way or another to become a Spanish citizen
by moving with his entire estate to the island of Trinidad since
he has not been allowed to settle here as a vassal of the King.
Turning our attention once again to the St. Marys river, it
should be mentioned that after this province was turned over to
His Majesty the government commissioned Don Enrique O’Neille
of the Virginia Volunteers (he had once been a sergeant major
in the royal British army) to maintain public tranquility and to
secure the loyalty and control the King needed along the fron-
tier.13 Before appointing O’Neille, the government had received
good reports about his honesty, prudence, and temperament.
Don Enrique completely lived up to our expectations. At the
time of his appointment, vagrants, thugs, and sadists produced
during the last war infested the entire territory that stretched
between the St. Johns and St. Marys rivers. Nevertheless, he
understood how to contain, intimidate, and harass this element
so much so that by the end of 1786 the country was free of them.
Some of these undesirables fled to the Indians. Others retired to
the United States. A portion moved on to Nova Scotia, and the
rest escaped to the Bahamas. Don Enrique also resisted per-
mitting new people of such character to settle in the area and
cracked down on the illegal lumbering of wood. Unfortunately,
Don Enrique died at the beginning of 1788 as a result of a gun-
shot wound treacherously inflicted on the Georgia side of the
river by an American whom Don Enrique had discovered shortly
before involved in illegal business and contacts with our citizens.
He left behind a widow and nine children condemned to poverty.
In his place, the government appointed the present commissioner,
Don Ricardo Lang.14 Although being the most apt for such a job
of Don Juan McQueen to his Family: Written from Spanish East Florida,
1791-1807 (Columbia, 1943), xxi-xxxiv.
13. For O’Neille’s (O’Neill) murder, see Gardoqui to Johnday, March 19,
1788, Estado 3894, apartado 3, letter 291, Archivo Historico Nacional,
Madrid (hereinafter AHN); Tanner, Zéspedes in East Florida, 188-89. He
also appears in a number of letters in Joseph Byrne Lockey, East Florida
1783-1785: A File of Documents Assembled and Many of Them Trans-
lated (Berkeley, 1949), 539-40, 542, 544, 548, 556, 565-67. Also Carole
Watterson Troxler, “Loyalist Refugees and the British Evacuation of
East Florida, 1783-1785,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XL (July 1981),
17.
14.  This same Richard Lang leads a revolt in 1795 against Spanish control
of Florida, see Richard K. Murdock, The Georgia-Florida Frontier, 1793-
1796: Spanish Reaction to French Intrigue and American Designs
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among the residents of the area, he in no way possesses the ad-
mirable characteristics of his predecessor. In addition to being
relentless in the performance of his task, Don Enrique never
asked for nor received a reward or compensation for the many
trips that he made throughout his district nor for his frequent
trips back and forth from this town. He was content with the
promise that he would be taken care of once the Royal Orders
were received detailing the settlement of this country. In contrast,
Lang declared at the end of last year that he had not nor could
not attend to the responsibilities of his appointment unless he
was compensated for the time taken from his own affairs to per-
form his public duties. For this reason and because it is vital that
the frontier have an individual who upholds the authority of
this government, we decided to pay him sixteen pesos a month
starting from the first of the year until the Ring decides what his
Royal Wish is concerning a permanent establishment on the St.
Marys river.
At the same time that Lang was named commissioner, he was
also given the previously discussed instructions translated into
English for his guidance. In spite of these regulations, however,
we learned within a few months that various violations of the
instructions were being committed along the river. In particular,
[Lang was permitting] the settlement of entire foreign families
without any permission whatsoever. In reaction to these develop-
ments the government ordered Don Pablo Catajal (First Lieu-
tenant of the Mountain Fusileers), assisted by Don Manuel
Rengil (sole official of this secretariat) and by Don Juan Leslie
(the individual primarily responsible for commerce with the
Indians in this province), to proceed to that area with an Indian
interpreter to discover what was happening.15 Leslie and Rengil
(Berkeley, 1951), 39-45, 113; and J. Leitch Wright, Jr., William Augustus
Bowles: Director General of the Creek Nation (Athens, 1967), 140-41,
148.
15. Juan Leslie is John Leslie (1751-1804?), one of the senior partners of the
famous English firm, Panton, Leslie and Company. The best sketch of
this company is William S. Coker, “Entrepreneurs of the British and
Spanish Floridas, 1775-1821,” in Samuel Proctor, ed., Eighteenth-Century
Florida and the Caribbean (Gainesville, 1976), 15-39. Manuel Rengil
came to East Florida with Zéspedes in the 1780s and stayed after the
governor had left. While in Florida, he taught himself English. In the
1790s he became the Spanish vice-consul in Savannah, see Las Casas to
Conde del Campo, June 13, 1793, AGI, SD 2562, letter 312; certificate of
Dn. Manuel Rengil, November 20, 1797, Spanish Consulate Records.
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were included because the former speaks middling Spanish and
the latter speaks English.
The commission learned that there were some fifteen families
without licenses currently settled along the river under the al-
ready discussed pretext of seeking refuge from the Indians. It
would require the use of force to remove them. Since not one
Spanish subject has visited the area to conduct trade (not even
with goods covering the basic necessities of life) from the time
this province was returned to the control of His Majesty, the in-
habitants of the river have lacked in the past a legal means to
import the goods they need and to export the fruits of their labor.
This is still true today. As a result, they take their goods to the
stores at Cumberland, an American island located in front of
our island at Amelia at the mouth of the [St. Marys] river. At-
tracted to the seemingly miserable commerce [of the region], the
Americans and a few Englishmen (who pretend to be from the
same country as the latter) have taken advantage of the absence
of Don Enrique O’Neille to begin to ascend the river in boats of
forty, sixty, and eighty tons under the guise of cutting wood on
the bank of the river that belongs to them. In practice, they take
our timber as well, either exchanging goods for the lumber or
paying our citizens to permit them to cut the wood themselves.
Since the Indians frequented this river often, it was not long
before a few foreign speculators established trade with them.
Using the river to transport goods, [these foreigners] provided
the Indians with general wares as well as weapons and powder.
In return the Indians traded pelts, bear grease, and medicinal
herbs. At the same time, some of these traders slipped into Indian
territory near the headwaters of the [St. Marys] river with the
twin objectives of monopolizing trade with these savages and
creating discontent with the Spaniards. We know that this illegal
commerce is carried on by merchants living in Charlestown and
by a Frenchman living on Cumberland Island who has contacts
in Guarico and New York.16 We also have the case of a boat
loaded with goods for the Indians arriving here from the port of
Halifax in Nova Scotia. In order to remedy this abuse, we have
allowed a certain Diego Allen to establish himself at the head of
Duke University Archives, Durham, North Carolina. The author has
no information on Catajal.
16. Guarico is the Spanish name for Cap François.
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the river and to do business with the Indians.17 We have required
that he obtain his merchandise from Panton, Leslie and Com-
pany, the only merchants permitted by His Majesty to engage in
this trade. There seemed to be no other way at the time [to stop
the illegal trade]. Our measures have partially rectified the prob-
lem, but they do not get at the root of the difficulty. This can not
be done until a permanent store is set up at this site (the above
firm being willing to do so) and until a detachment of troops is
formally stationed in the area, protected by a palisade and fosse.
These troops will stop those who introduce fortune hunters and
malicious Europeans among the Indians. One look at the map
will show that the source of the St. Marys river is almost parallel
with the fort of San Marcos de Apalache along the Mexican Gulf
where there is a detachment of troops with an officer. This fort
is only thirty-five leagues from the head of the river. The area in
between constitutes the neck of land that separates the eastern
peninsula from West Florida. These two detachments, helping
one another, would consequently serve to form an imperceptible
barrier to the Indians, hindering at the same time their contacts
with the English and Americans.
Considering the importance of the affair, the above is the
most exhaustive description that has been composed of the pres-
ent state of affairs along the St. Marys river and its environs and
how [these events] affect the local government of this province.
We will now expand our examination to look at the intentions
of our immediate neighbors, the United States of America, a new
nation and the first and only civilized one that we find inde-
pendent in this New World. This independence permits her to
work directly for her own intersts,  and it makes her even more
ambitious. As a result, the Spanish border provinces need to
watch her every glance and step even more jealously than when
she was a British colony and had the power of England behind
her. In the performance of its duties over the last seven years,
this government has come to know the basic goals of the Amer-
17. Diego Allen ran an Indian-trading business at the head of the St. Marys,
see Las Casas to Conde del Campo, June 13, 1793, AGI, SD 2562, letter
312. For more information on Allen, see Alexander McGillivray to Juan
Nepomuceno de Quesada, March 13, 1793, Estado 3888, document 27,
attachment 1, AHN; Juan Forrester to Quesada, March 13, 1793, Estado
8137, atado 2-66, Archivo General de Simancas; ibid., March 19, 1793,
atado 2-69.
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icans. As a result of these lessons, there is no doubt that the
insidious policies of the United States are aimed at monopolizing
not only the Indian trade but also at turning these people against
us. By doing so, [the Americans] hope that their designs against
our western territory will be easier to accomplish. Once they
have succeeded, it would not be long before the Indians would
fall victims to these same people, now hiding behind the false
disguise of protectors of [the Indians] while really being people
with unlimited ambitions.
At the moment there are two major parties among the Amer-
icans, although these are further divided into other factions de-
pending upon the peculiar interests of each particular group.
The most powerful party is called the Federalists or supporters of
the aristocracy, all of whom backed the new constitution estab-
lished under the presidency of General Washington. In this party
are those who remained secretly loyal to England and to mon-
archical government. Their number is large. The other party,
almost as strong as the first, is the Democrats, bitterly opposed to
the aristocratic faction and hence to the new government. Luck
has it that these two parties rarely agree on anything, except their
desire to seize the western territory and to acquire the right to
navigate the Mississippi. The only difference in these last two
questions is that the southern states concern themselves with these
events far more than do the northern states.
A third group of considerable size, composed in part of native-
born Americans and in part of Europeans, has emerged from the
two parties above. These individuals are deeply upset at the
collapse of the hopes they had when they left their homelands to
come to America and they are determined not to be taxed or, if
so, only at a very modest level. These people resent the efforts of
the new government to impose higher taxes and duties than those
which caused the country to rise in arms against England in
order to avoid paying them. In addition to this discontent, which
is almost universal throughout the United States, the citizens of
Georgia are particularly upset over the lack of progress in their
war with the Indians, a conflict that has caused several thousands
of them to abandon their plantations and homes in order to flee
the atrocities of the savages.
A good half of the officers who served in the last war should
also be counted among the discontented Americans. Not only
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were these soldiers discharged from service and poorly compen-
sated at the end of the last war, but they have been treated in
addition with disdain by the civilian government now in power.
These officers find it distressing and outrageous that supreme
authority has passed into the hands of men who in many cases
did not participate in the war and who in other cases openly
favored the enemy.
There has recently occurred an event which might produce
even more discord among the Americans than any of the above
events. A [religious] sect of individuals called Quakers have in-
troduced a bill in Congress soliciting the emancipation of the
existing slaves and the abolition of all future bondage in the
United States. The debate over this issue in the House of Rep-
resentatives has been long and emotional. The majority of mem-
bers from the northern states have supported the bill, while all
of the southern representatives, without a single exception, have
opposed the measure. Some southern members have indicated
that acceptance of the bill would be a sure path towards dis-
solving the nation. For the time-being, nothing has come from
this debate, but Southerners have become so disgusted and dis-
turbed by the issue that many staunch Federalists have changed
their colors and have embraced the opposition to the new gov-
ernment.
The above turmoil has been enhanced by the efforts of the
government to force repayment of old debts because of the powers
granted to it in the new constitution. The old government could
not or would not do this. As a result, this province, Louisiana,
and other [Spanish] colonies have been swamped by petitions
from thousands of individuals requesting admission as vassals to
our King.
In no way have I tried to say or insinuate that it is desirable
or expedient to accept these settlers into the dominions of the
King. Only the wisdom of His Majesty can and should decide this
important and delicate point. Nevertheless, I respectfully believe
and advocate that it is important that we first populate as soon
as possible our side of the St. Marys and then the banks of the
Mosquito and Ys rivers.18 The [bank of the] St. Marys is located
twenty leagues from this plaza and the latter two rivers are some
18. Ais is the more common spelling for Ys.
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fifty leagues south. If this is not done, we will never be able to
prevent contact between malcontents [in Georgia] and neighbor-
ing Indians. Nor will we be able to stamp out the well-known
affection in the hearts of these Indians for the British.
It is generally felt that the St. Marys river should receive the
initial attention because it is, as we have said before, navigable
all the way to Indian territory and because the northern bank
belongs to Georgia all the way to the Okefenokee Swamp. Hence,
the waters of the river belong jointly to that state and to our-
selves. The Americans take advantage of the ignorance of the
savage and his affection for the English by pretending to be from
Great Britain. This makes it easier for them to live among the
savages. Once there, Americans slowly but surely wean away the
loyalty that Indian crackers of British descent have for us stem-
ming from the King’s permission to provide them with goods
directly from England. These Americans replace the old affection
with greater ties to the United States. The existence of these
crackers among the Indians is undoubtedly prejudicial to our
interests, but it is a problem that does not submit to a prompt
or violent solution. To try to evict them suddenly would cause a
direct break with the Indians and would propel one [Indians] or
the other [crackers] into the waiting arms that the Americans
would certainly extend to them. Nevertheless, just as we want to
guard against the Americans who pretend to be English along the
St. Marys river, we also want to take the same precautions along
the Mosquito and Ys rivers against authentic Englishmen from
Providence. The need for such caution is demonstrated by the
activities of the adventurer Bowles and his band of ruffians that
we described to the Captain General in Havana in the reserved
letters numbered 14, 15 and 16 of October 11, 15, and 18, 1788.19
In subsequent communications sent to the Captain General (num-
ber 162 of last March 12), we informed him that this adventurer
had fortified himself on land near the Florida cape, a post he
uses to sally forth in a sloop armed with esmerils to commit acts
of piracy.20 It is common knowledge, moreover, that numerous
ships from the Bahamas cruise this coast under the pretext of
fishing for turtles but with the real purpose of despoiling ships
19. Bowles is the famous William Augustus Bowles, see Wright, Bowles.
20. An esmeril is a small, light cannon.
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that pass through the keys. They also take advantage of the
situation to engage in illegal trade with the Indians, particularly
those living at the mouth of the Ys river. The most effective way
to gain the support of these Indians would be to eliminate both
the Americans and the English from all commerce and communi-
cation with the area. If we could cut off this contact and at the
same time staff with Spanish directors, accountants, and employ-
ees the present English firm permitted by the King to do business
here, we would find the crackers living among the Indians dis-
appearing in such a fashion that there would hardly be a trace of
them within twenty-five years. The children that they have or
would have from squaws (there being no white females among
them) would speak their maternal tongue and grow up complete
savages. Since by adulthood they would be accustomed to rub-
bing elbows only with Spaniards, their loyalties would be with
us. Experience shows that the Indians like those with whom they
do business. In the past they have not had such contact or free
trade with us. Instead they have been forced to trade exclusively
with the French and English, resulting quite naturally in their
affection for other Europeans. All this happened while a Spaniard
dared not show his face outside a fort without imminent fear of
losing his life.
Although we agree that it is important to populate these
rivers, we are not in any way proposing that we fortify the area,
especially since such is forbidden by the Royal Order of Novem-
ber 11, 1787, that followed from a review by the [junta de] gen-
erals. Besides, the best fortification would be a living wall of
industrious citizens. This barrier would have people of means
interspersed among those of humble origin to give the latter pro-
tection and to encourage their loyalty.
We do not count as a fortification the fosse and palisade that
were mentioned earlier as convenient for the detachment of
troops and the store at the head of the [St. Marys] river. The sole
purpose of this wood fort is to resist whatever spur-of-the-
moment attack [some] savages, vagabonds, or British and Amer-
ican crackers might attempt.
It is possible, of course, to argue that more harm than good
would come from populating the discussed locations, following
the old Spanish policy (the one that was in effect before this
province was turned over to the British) of leaving the frontier
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unpopulated and reducing this plaza to the small area covered
by the guns of the fortress. This government has no choice but
to obey without question the orders of superiors. Nevertheless,
we would be remiss in our duty as good vassals not to state that
such a decision would slowly but surely permit the American
crackers to penetrate and to establish themselves between the
St. Marys and St. Johns rivers. Later on, they would do the same
with all the territory between the latter river, the Gulf of Mexico,
and the narrow neck of this peninsula. This would be done with-
out major opposition from the Indians. Once the Indians saw us
abandoning our frontiers, they would attribute such a move
either to cowardliness or to a lack of strength, motives that
Spaniards could never have in their breasts. No matter how mis-
taken such ideas are, the consequences would be that the Indians
would turn their backs on us and ally themselves with the Amer-
icans. It must be kept in mind that after the last peace treaty,
when this Florida was returned to Spanish control, the Americans
led the Indians to believe that the Spaniards would be content to
restrict themselves to the confines of this plaza as they had in the
past. The Americans evidently believed this themselves. We know
for certain how disappointed the Georgians have been to discover
that our government is determined not only to guard its frontier
and populate the province but also to encourage free trade with
the Indians in all things that they need.
When presented with the proper evidence, one would think
that the United States would disapprove of the incursions per-
formed by their citizens and take the necessary steps to prevent
more. There is no question that they have offered to do so, but
whether they will follow through on this in good faith is very
doubtful. More than likely, they will be governed by the example
of the British in the past. When our court protested to the British
about the usurpation of certain lands around the Great and
Little San Fille rivers (which today compose part of Georgia),
the British government appointed commissioners (we did like-
wise) to make sure that the contested land was vacated.21 Once
these commissioners left, the squatters returned to their old sites
with the connivance of the local British government. [This old
pattern will undoubtedly reappear in the future]. We will protest
21. The San Fille rivers are probably the Little Satilla and the Satilla rivers.
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[to Congress]. Congress will ostensibly reply with satisfaction,
[but nothing will happen] until we reach the point where we
have to appeal to arms. It does not appear that the Americans
are now in a position to offer much resistance. They lack the
strength to want an open break unless they could be assured of
strong aid from abroad (which seems unlikely to us here). As a
result, we feel that [Spain] should take advantage of the current
[American] weakness and internal disunion to stop their am-
bitious desires to expand. This can be done by placing this,
province immediately in a position to defend itself against what-
ever might occur. We are not talking about an imaginary event,
for we know that there are troops being prepared in New York
to send to Georgia. We so informed the Captain General in
Havana in our letter number 175 last April 24. The King’s envoy
before Congress, Don Diego de Gardoqui, has repeatedly warned
us about this and so has his temporary successor, Don Joseph
Ygnacio de Viar.22
In no way do we wish to presume or argue that it would be
convenient to break diplomatic relations with the Americans.
But in light of all that has been mentioned above it would be
prudent to be prepared for whatever event that might affect this
Florida. This we have so written to the Captain General on vari-
ous occasions, most recently in the above letter number 175.
22. Viar served in the United States from 1789 to 1796. He shared the chargé
d’affaires duties with José de Jaudenes, see Cortada, Two Nations, 274.
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Tampa: The Treasure City. By Gary R. Mormino and Anthony
P. Pizzo. (Tulsa: Continental Heritage Press, 1983. 272 pp.
Prologue, photographs, illustrations, maps, bibliography, in-
dex, photo credits. $29.95.)
Tampa: The Treasure City is the newest title in an enlarging
body of popular coffee-table volumes on historic Florida topics.
This volume appears after those already authored on Pensacola
by Lucius and Linda Ellsworth, on Miami by Arva Moore Parks,
on Jacksonville by James Ward, and on Fort Lauderdale and
Broward County by Stuart B. McIver. A pictorial history of
Orlando by Jerrell Shofner is soon to be published by Continental
Heritage Press, also in its American Portrait Series.
Like much of this form, the Tampa book lures its readers into
an interpretative presentation of the past by utilizing all the
technical advantages of the present. Continental Heritage’s so-
phisticated treatment of its topics includes a complex layout
designed with creative graphics— full-spread archival photographs
in sharply reproduced black and white as well as contemporary
subjects shot in dazzling full color. The result is an historic
Tampa that is visually lively, appealing, and instructive. Busch
Gardens, for example, springs out at the reader complete with
lifelike giraffes, their long necks nearly swaying off the page
thanks to the sensitive contributions of Judy Deese, a native
Tampan who worked on this publication as the photographer for
current subjects. Nor is Deese the only native Tampan associated
with this project. She is joined by another whose impulse is dis-
tinctly personal, an author and preservationist long associated
with historic Tampa— Tony Pizzo. Pizzo’s picture appears on
page eleven at the apparently ripe old age of about ten, amid
street car tracks and Model As parked along Seventh Avenue,
circa 1926. Pizzo co-authors the book with Gary Mormino of the
University of South Florida Department of History, and that is
an appropriate combination. The book contains elements of old
Tampa viewed familiarly by Pizzo (who wrote Tampa Town and
Tampa’s Italian Heritage), alongside the fresh perspective of
Mormino who became a resident more recently.
[205]
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Mormino’s narrative is effectively laced with literary allusion
and prominently includes evidence, particularly in the Ybor
City chapters, of his sensitivity to the historic definitives of the
ethnic urban community, a subject he has pursued through the
research technique of oral history since completing his doctoral
dissertation (University of North Carolina) on an Italian im-
migrant community of St. Louis. (That dissertation is soon to
be published by the University of Illinois Press as The Hill
Upon a City: An Italian American Neighborhood.)
Narrative and the accompanying several hundred photographs
are organized into eleven chapters, beginning with pre-discovery
and interpretative archeological data, the Tocobaga Indian
peoples, and the arrival to the Gulf coast of the Old World in
the persons of Ponce de León, Narváez, de Soto, and Menéndez.
Following more than three centuries of Spanish control, the
narrative makes the transition to emerging American enterpise
and entrepreneurial immigrants such as sea captain James McKay
and those settlers who were enticed to the coastal wilderness by
land patents initially offered by provisions within the Homestead
Act of 1842.
From agricultural and seafaring beginnings, Tampa enter-
prise evolved toward its 1980s essence through the eras of in-
dustrialists and developers like Henry Lindsey, Henry Plant, and
Peter O. Knight to become the city of today. That city of today
is detailed for historians of tomorrow in a final seventy-page
Sponsor Index, in which individual Tampa corporations, pro-
fessional associations, and educational institutions detail their
esoteric histories through narrative and illustration.
The authors augment the relatively brief narrative with
numerous side bars, topical asides of special human interest,
dealing with men and women and events. These are attractively
packaged and contribute another interpretative dimension to the
general historic determinants of a complex city’s overall composi-
tion.
The Tampa Historical Society (whose founding president
was Pizzo) served as principal sponsor for the book, which con-
tains bibliography and index. Not since D. B. McKay’s three-
volume Pioneer Florida have Tampans been treated to such a
comprehensive history. Mormino and Pizzo have made a hand-
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some contribution to the rich body of work on their city.
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Mizner’s Florida, American Resort Architecture. By Donald W.
Curl. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1984. xii, 249 pp. Foreword,
photographs, illustrations, notes, bibliography, lists, index.
$30.00.)
Addison Mizner is the most widely recognized, most written
about architect in Florida. He moved among the highest circles
of Palm Beach society and created a style to fit their every need
and whim. His architecture has been admired, copied, and
ridiculed. Most recently, it has become the object of several
major publications. One such work is Mizner’s Florida, American
Resort Architecture. Its author, Donald W. Curl, is professor of
history at Florida Atlantic University.
Professor Curl’s book is handsomely done, with excellent
photographs— even if somewhat small to show the beauty of
Mizner’s detail— and an attractive, inviting cover design. The
text is a pleasure to read. The development in the life and works
of Addison Mizner is presented in vivid detail, placing equal
focus on the private, social, and professional aspects of Mizner’s
brilliant career. The strongly biographical and historical ap-
proach in Professor Curl’s style does not detract from his work.
The book contains exhaustive architectural cataloguing and de-
tailed descriptions of the master’s works, from his earliest com-
missions in New York to his last efforts during the Depression
years, right before his death in 1933. It covers the exotic glamor
of the resort palaces Mizner created for the nation’s social elite,
as well as his visions for Boca Raton, a planned, middle-class
residential development, in the fashion of the many suburban
legacies of the 1920s real estate boom in Florida. It explores the
many products, from tiles to furniture, manufactured by Mizner
Industries. It clearly describes the brightness and hues of the tile
work produced by the industry. It gives technical insights on the
kilns’ firing capacities, methods used to produce “antique special
effects” on new materials, and even exposes the reader to the
“Papa Mizner chair.”
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The book is particularly strong on the colorful anecdotes
about Mr. Mizner’s minglings with the best known of Palm
Beach’s social register, and his penchant for a little gossip now
and then. His sense of humor and witticisms made him a
charmer among high-power moguls and grande dames, as he
beautifully captured their commissions with quotes from his
Cynics Calendar, such as “Be hailed truthful that your lies may
count,” and “A word to the wise is resented” (p. 13). In another
instance, as a lady quoted long passages from Classical literature
to prove the lack of authenticity of his Calendar quips, Mizner
retorted “You must admit that at least I paraphrased it into one
line” (p. 16).
Mr. Mizner’s personality, as his designs, epitomized the ex-
cesses, frivolity, and glamor of that pre jet-set era of the roaring
twenties. Mizner created the real-life settings for a social class of
storybook characters. Fitzgerald’s Gatsby would have been Miz-
ner’s perfect client. Once a woman reporter was soundly ad-
monished for daring to enter the dining room of the Everglades
Club in her daytime clothes. Mizner also publicly admitted to
occasional omissions, such as bathrooms, kitchens, and staircases,
from his designs. It all made his anecdotes the more amusing to
tell at the next dinner party; it kept him in the social limelight,
and it kept him busy.
The author becomes more conservative in his architectural
analysis of Mizner’s work. Throughout the chapter “Creating
the Palm Beach Style” Curl primarily alludes to the Spanish
influence on Mizner’s work. Other times he describes its Moorish,
Venetian Gothic, or Romanesque strains. The sources for Miz-
ner’s inspiration, whether Spanish, Italian, or Mediterranean,
are never quite tied together. An early, concise definition of the
Mediterranean Revival style, of the eclectic variations in its
vocabulary, would have provided a better perspective to the
many changes in expression found in Mizner’s architecture. It
is not until the last sentence of the chapter that Curl confirms
Mizner’s work in these words: “Mediterranean architectural
ornamentation had become the rule for Palm Beach” (p. 133).
Another point in Mizner’s Florida which could be argued is
Professor Curl’s claim that “Mizner’s architectural visions for
the Everglades Club made it the first major building in south
Florida in the Spanish style” (p. 60). Although Mizner is com-
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monly acknowledged as the creator of the Spanish Mediterranean
Revival style in Florida, the Pittsburgh firm of Kiehnel and
Elliot may just take the honors by a nose. In 1917, John Bindley,
president of the United States Steel Company, commissioned
Richard Kiehnel and John Elliot to design his winter home in
Miami. Their bayside creation, El Jardin, is a full-grown, perfect
specimen of Spanish Mediterranean architecture, complete with
low hip roofs covered in clay tiles, with rough-textured stucco
walls, whose soft overlapping shades of pink paint were especially
treated to give the surface an antique, mildewed quality. El
Jardin, begun one full year before Mizner’s Everglades Club, is
built around an interior central courtyard overlooking Biscayne
Bay. Its front door of heavy wood panels with brass studs, was
imported from Spain, and the elaborate ornamental stucco work
that climaxes around the central doorway, flanks balconies, and
wraps around cornices and the rear of the courtyard, are of
Spanish Churriguresque inspiration.
Somehow, in spite of laments from the most academic of his-
torians, such technical details about the publication’s contents
will not make a bit of difference to all other readers, who will




Stetson University: The First 100 Years. By Gilbert L. Lycan.
(DeLand: Stetson University Press, 1983. xii, 502 pp. Fore-
word, preface, note on sources, photographs, appendix, index.
$15.95.)
Not many histories of universities have won much recognition
for author or institution. They are suspect as house documents
usually commissioned and published by the institution. They are
likely, and fortunately so, written by faculty members long asso-
ciated with their subject, and adjudged unlikely to be at all
critical in their evaluation of people or events. Nor is there agree-
ment among authors as to the relative importance of the complex
of elements that make up a university. Nor yet is it always clear
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to whom and for what purpose they are written. This reviewer
has written a university history.
Professor Lycan answers one of these doubts quite clearly. He
has spent his entire professional life at Stetson. Who else could
have put together such a meaningful story of Stetson? Who but
an “insider” ever understood the workings of a university. The
official records are usually scanty and “clean.” Minutes of the
most controversial meetings are limited to a report of the action
taken, sometimes in executive session. Lycan notes one instance
in which an all-day session produced a stenographic report of
fifty-two pages and only one “bland” paragraph in the minutes.
Understandably Lycan has his heroes and his villains, but
none of his heroes are anywhere near perfect. According to him
all of Stetson’s presidents, with the possible exception of Paul F.
Geren (1967-1969), were capable administrators. The chapter on
Dr. Geren is a lesson in the consequences of choosing a president
for the wrong reasons, and for not inquiring into a person’s quali-
fications to do the job at hand.
Professor Lycan has a clear view of what he is about. He notes
that the unique feature of Stetson University is its devotion to
the Christian ideal. Further, he concludes that everything in a
university revolves about the president and the trustees but with
the president at the center of all action and activities. This pro-
duces a lively story because it is written in terms of personalities
and is filled with human interest accounts.
The Stetson story reveals again the problems of a church re-
lated school— of which this country has had many— in competi-
tion with better funded nonsectarian private and state-supported
schools. Running through Stetson’s history also is the fight for
control of the institution between the Florida Baptist State Con-
vention and the academic community with its substantial bene-
factors. The keys to the outcome of this battle are the original
chartering of the institution by the Florida legislature with a
self-perpetuating board of trustees, and the failure of the church
body to provide a proportionate share of operating funds. An-
other part of the problem was the fear that the availability of
government dollars, particularly since World War II, might re-
sult in a violation of the principle of separation of church and
state. Only during the administration of President John E. Johns
(1970-1976) was there a viable balance of contending forces which
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permitted Stetson to develop into an institution with more
than just a narrow Baptist appeal. This was no mean feat.
At the end of the nineteenth century, along with three other
small colleges— Des Moines College, Kalamazoo College and
Butler— Stetson was for a time affiliated with the University of
Chicago. This was the brainchild of Chicago’s President William
R. Harper who had visited Stetson in 1898 and was impressed
with what he saw there. Harper hoped through a series of agree-
ments of affiliation to achieve uniformity and high standards
among the nation’s colleges. It involved monitoring of Stetson’s
operations— academic and administrative programs— and the
school had to satisfy some specific requirements. The relation-
ship with Chicago did improve the faculty and curriculum and
it attracted a number of quality students. However, it caused a
considerable strain on Stetson’s resources and there was opposi-
tion among the broader Baptist constituency.
Equally instructive is Lycan’s account of Stetson’s relations
with accrediting agencies which the school first resisted and then
embraced as the road to academic respectability and even sur-
vival. The accreditation of the oldest law school in Florida led to
the upgrading of curriculum, library, and faculty, and improving
its financial support. Interestingly, in the process the law school
was moved to St. Petersburg where it is, for all practical purposes,
autonomous. Admission to the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools and the American Association of College
Schools of Business, among others, also helped to strengthen
Stetson.
The book ends with the appointment of President Pope A.
Duncan in 1977, following John E. Johns. To the end of World
War II, Stetson, like many small educational institutions through-
out the United States, was continually faced with the problems of
survival. Since that time the situation has improved considerably
for Stetson. While Professor Lycan does not venture a look into
the future for his institution, he does provide a lively and useful
account of the first one hundred years of the history of Stetson.
University of Miami CHARLTON W. TEBEAU
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Their Number Become Thinned. By Henry F. Dobyns. (Knox-
ville: University of Tennessee Press, 1983. 378 pp. Acknowl-
edgments, introduction, tables, maps, bibliography, index.
$29.95.)
Another book will probably be necessary to explore fully the
implications and judiciously assess the methods and conclusions
of Their Number Become Thinned. In this study, Dobyns offers
a radically new perspective on the population structure of Flor-
ida’s Indians on the eve of contact. His contribution should be of
intense interest to historians, anthropologists, and archeologists
working in the southeastern United States, and the methods used
to arrive at his conclusions should provide fuel for a lively ex-
change among scholars in these disciplines.
The primary thesis of Their Number Become Thinned is that
the American Indian population prior to European contact
(either direct or indirect) was enormously larger than it is pres-
ently believed to have been by the scholarly community in gen-
eral. This discrepancy, Dobyns suggests, is due to the dependency
of ethnohistorians and anthropologists on documentary accounts
of Indian population during the late sixteenth and early seven-
teenth centuries. These sources reflect a native population greatly
diminished from that of the pre-contact period, primarily through
the agent of epidemic disease.
Dobyns uses the Florida Indians as an example of the manner
in which a seriously distorted population estimate may have re-
sulted from a too-conservative assessment of the available demo-
graphic information. In this process he has made a significant
contribution by challenging traditional and possibly complacent
views of Florida Indian population demography; by offering
alternative methods for approaching the reconstruction of proto-
historic demography; and by organizing a body of evidence that
could be interpreted to indicate a considerably larger population
than is presently assumed. The nature of this evidence is, how-
ever, largely circumstantial, and can be used more to speculate
than to demonstrate that the Florida Indians were as numerous
as Dobyns proposes. It is around this issue that much of the ex-
pected controversy over the book will probably center, for un-
doubtedly more than one student of Florida history or prehis-
tory will gasp at the suggested population figures of 722,000
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Timucuans and 919,000 combined Timucuans, Apalachees, and
Calusas around 1515 (p. 292).
Dobyns approaches the question of aboriginal population
dynamics from several different directions. A number of chapters
deal with the nature and impact of epidemic disease, using cross-
cultural comparative data to suggest mortality rates for the
Florida Indians during the early sixteenth century. Dobyns then
explores methods by which we might more accurately reconstruct
the pre-epidemic fifteenth-century Indian population.
An underlying assumption in Dobyns’s assessment of pre-
contact population is that contagious disease was virtually ab-
sent in pre-European America. In the absence of such disease, he
argues, the native population had increased to a size that was
equivalent to the full carrying capacity of the environment (that
is, the life-sustaining and food producing potential of a certain
ecological region). The archeological data that would be neces-
sary either to test or verify these assumptions unfortunately does
not exist, and they must be considered speculative, Dobyns de-
votes several chapters to a detailed discussion of the wild food
resources available in pre-contact Florida, using various studies
of contemporary plant and animal communities as a basis. The
potential caloric contributions of these resources to sustaining
human life are estimated, and then compared to other regions
with more reliable native population density figures than Flor-
ida’s. This procedure is followed in order to suggest a population
density for Florida based on the reconstructed environmental
carrying capacity. The exercise also depends upon certain un-
demonstratable assumptions— that contemporary analyses of plant
and animal communities can be extended to pre-contact times,
and that the full carrying capacity of Florida was, in fact, reached.
Dobyns also approaches the reconstruction of population
through the analysis of cultural institutions, including farming
systems, settlement size and distributions, and army sizes. One of
the most interesting of these is the analysis of Timucuan army
sizes. Based primarily upon the number of Timucuan warriors
depicted in the LeMoyne-DeBry illustrations of the Saturiwa
tribe, as well. as on reports and rather casual comments of
sixteenth-century Spanish and French observers, Dobyns and
William Swagerty suggest a warrior population of between 26,000
and 28,800. This number was multiplied by five, to reflect a
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family size of four plus one extra to account for what the authors
believe to have been a very large number of berdache (men who
performed women’s cultural functions and menial tasks) in
Timucuan society to arrive at a Timucuan population figure of
130,000 to 144,000.
The methods used by Dobyns to extract this information are
innovative and instructive; nevertheless, scholars of early Florida
history are likely to be uncomfortable with the relatively un-
critical use of the often goal-oriented Spanish and French military
accounts, as well as with Dobyns’s frequent reliance on modern
translations of colonial period historiography. The uses made of
the DeBry engravings and the Fontaneda accounts are cases in
point.
In addition to its reconstruction of Florida Indian popula-
tions, Their Number Become Thinned makes several original
and provocative suggestions about Florida’s native cultures at the
time of contact. Examples of these include the identification of
the central Florida “Mocozo” groups as Timucuan, the interpre-
tation of Calusa economy as being essentially horticultural, and
the assertion that the eastern Timucua were fully sedentary.
These suggestions should provide tinder for discussion and con-
troversy.
This is one of the major contributions of Their Number Be-
come Thined.  Others include Dobyns stimulating discussions of
the cultural and physical processes underlying changes in Amer-
ican Indian demographic structure, settlement patterning, and
subsistence systems as a result of depopulation through disease.
Dobyns also offers non-traditional methods for approaching these
issues through the unsatisfactory data base that is presently avail-
able, and focuses attention on seemingly minor and often ignored
technological factors that may in fact have been quite important
in the development of Florida Indian culture (such as canoes
and root crops).
It is unfortunate that the data upon which Dobyns was forced
to rely are occasionally questionable, and the book’s frequent use
of these data to build on unverifiable assumptions is its major
weakness. Although it cannot conclusively demonstrate that Flor-
ida Indian population was as large as Dobyns suggests, Their
Number Become Thinned will shift our attention to alternate
interpretations of American Indian population dynamics. It
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should also open our eyes to the possibilities of non-traditional
approaches, and serve as a stimulus to thought and research for





Catholics in the Old South. Edited by Randall M. Miller and
Jon L. Wakelyn. (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1983. vi,
260 pp. Introduction, afterword, notes on contributors, index.
$15.95.)
Although there is a considerable literature on the Roman
Catholic Church in the pre-Civil War North, where high concen-
trations of immigrants gave this largest of United States denomi-
nations the distinctly urban cast that it retains today, until now
the reader has not been as fortunate in finding a corpus of his-
torical work on southern Catholicism in the antebellum period,
when cotton, slavery, and Protestant nativism flourished together.
Scattered biographies of bishops such as of John England of
Charleston, accounts of lay trustee controversies such as that at
St. Augustine, Florida, or missionary church histories of states
such as Kentucky and Mississippi, are representative of the scarce
resources for Old South Catholicism from 1850 to 1861. Now this
fine collection of original essays seeks to provide our first over-
view of the pre-war church and to mark out the several directions
that further research in the period might take.
Editors Randall M. Miller and Jon L. Wakelyn provide an
introduction and afterword, respectively, in addition to substan-
tive contributions, Miller writting on Catholic identity in the
Old South and a second chapter on black Catholics; and Wakelyn
addressing what he finds are general similarities between Catholic
elites and the dominant evangelical Protestant elites. Miller’s
southern Catholics are defined by a pronounced localism in struc-
ture, habits, and attitudes, owing in great part to their dispersal
over vast territories. In these circumstances episcopal authority
had less claim on the faithful than it did in the closely packed
cities of the North, and innovation in church order, combined
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at times with recalcitrance, abounded. Where priests were long
absent from their charges, or nonexistent, large number of Irish
immigrants “lost the faith” and joined Protestant communities,
where many a Kelly or Murphy or O’Donovan can be found on
church rolls today. Miller points out that because of their small
number and scattered condition, together with their general
integration into southern culture, Catholics were not feared as
threats to the prevailing social system, despite the hysteria of the
Know-Nothings. Their principal spokesmen, England at Charles-
ton and Bishop Augustin Verot at St. Augustine, supported slav-
ery and, in Verot’s case, secession.
In the main, these studies approach the church as people— as
communities of laity and clergy, white and black— rather than as
episcopal sees, parishes, or other institutions which for too long
a time have been the principal focus of Catholic historical atten-
tion. The lone exception is an overview of institutions in the
southern church by Raymond H. Schmandt, but perhaps it is
necessary so that the reader unfamiliar with the Catholic terrain
might gain a foothold. Richard R. Duncan writes about the
sometimes precarious minority status of Catholics, and Sister
Frances Jerome Woods, C.D.P., reviews the special challenges
faced by comunities  of religious women (nuns) in the southern
states. Relying on original documents in the Jesuit archives of
Rome and of the Maryland Province, R. Emmett Curran, S. J.,
describes the little known Jesuit slaveholdings in Maryland, 1805-
1838, where the condition of blacks in bondage was no better,
and sometimes worse, than what one could find on lay planta-
tions; indeed, the saying originated in Maryland, “as bad as a
priest’s slave.” Mass sales to slavers in Louisiana ended the Jesuit
holdings at about the same time that anti-slavery sentiment was
rising in Maryland. Miller’s chapter on missions to blacks reveals
how little real contact Catholicism had with blacks, even with
those-an estimated 100,000 in 1860— who adopted that religion
because it was their masters’. No more than a veneer of the white
man’s faith characterized those passive populations, and many
Catholic ex-slaves left the church during Reconstruction. In a
telling case study of a colony of Catholic creoles de coleur in the
civil parish of Natchitoches, Gary B. Mills finds that in the midst
of racial intolerance Catholics of color maintained an impressive
record of moral rectitude. Finally, Dennis Clark reflects on the
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sense of isolation experienced by immigrant Irish Catholics in
the region— some 84,000 in 1860. This chapter on a long-neglected
theme makes an important contribution. The entire book may be
described as a significant addition to the bookshelf of Old South
history.
University of Florida MICHAEL V. GANNON
John Bell Hood and the War for Southern Independence. By
Richard M. McMurry. (Lexington: University Press of Ken-
tucky, 1982. xi, 239 pp. Maps, preface, illustrations, notes,
bibliographic essay, index. $19.50.)
During his lifetime General John Bell Hood was a contro-
versial character. He still is. He was a superbly successful battle-
field commander who moved rapidly through the ranks of regi-
mental, brigade, division, and corps command to became the
youngest of the Confederacy’s eight full generals. Yet as an army
commander he proved to be a disaster. Was he simply a man
promoted too far for his talents or were there other explanations
for his failures? This was the large task which Richard M.
McMurry of North Carolina State University set for himself in
this short but important study.
Hood was a Kentuckian who graduated from West Point near
the foot of the class of 1853. His career at the Military Academy
was distinguished by limited attention to his academic burdens
but a devotion to “boyish sports” which reflected his failure to
develop a sense of responsibility. At West Point, and subsequently
as an officer in the 2d Cavalry, he came under the influence of
Robert E. Lee who McMurry believes Hood selected as his model.
Unfortunately, Hood lacked the intelligence, character, and self-
confidence to emulate his hero successfully. He displayed instead
an aggressiveness which verged on rashness and belief in the of-
fensive as the only acceptable method of waging warfare.
After resigning from the Federal service, Hood joined the
Confederate army and rapidly advanced to the colonelcy of a
Texas regiment. He acquired his stars as commander of the
“Texas Brigade.” McMurry cannot determine the basis of that
appointment, but the brigade and its commander functioned
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brilliantly during the Peninsular campaign, and at Second
Manassas and Antietam. The latter earned Hood a second star
and command of a division in James Longstreet’s corps. As
McMurry points out this was an unfortunate assignment since
Hood was temperamentally out of step with Longstreet and
would have better fitted into Stonewall Jackson’s command.
Hood missed Chancellorsville, but was wounded severely in the
early fighting at Gettysburg. He was wounded again at Chick-
amauga, losing a leg. Despite his injuries he was promoted to
lieutenant general and was assigned to command a corps in the
Army of Tennessee. McMurry accepts the argument that the
assignment was legitimate and denies that Hood was intended as
a spy for Jefferson Davis and Braxton Bragg, both bitter enemies
of Joseph E. Johnston, the army’s commander.
McMurry’s characterization of Johnston is excellent— friendly
but critical. Despite their antithetic personalities Johnston and
Hood initially worked well together, but the latter became
frustrated by the Fabian campaign before Atlanta. His feelings
were mirrored in Richmond so it was no surprise when Hood
was chosen to replace Johnston. Events proved the selection to
be a poor one. Hood was not up to the command. He did not
have enough experience to command an army or to prevent the
fall of Atlanta. McMurry defends Hood against charges of in-
competence by pointing out the difficulties under which he op-
erated, especially his lack of experienced senior subordinates.
Hood’s striking limitations as an administrator led him into poor
planning for the attack into Tennessee. It is not surprising, there-
fore, that the campaign culminated in Hood’s disasterous defeat
at Nashville.
Professor McMurry offers us a beautifully reasoned, rationally
argued, and balanced evaluation. It depicts both the strengths
and weaknesses of Hood and offers explanations which go far
towards explaining the successes and failures of that brave, rash,
forthright, but overly ambitious officer. While Hood may not
represent the beau ideal of the Confederate officer, he was a
reflection of the men who actually led the Confederacy. Not only
is this volume likely to remain the standard study of Hood for
many years, but it needs to be considered seriously by all students
of the Confederate command structure and war effort.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute K. JACK BAUER
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The South Returns to Congress: Men, Economic Measures, and
Intersectional Relationships, 1868-1879. By Terry L. Seip.
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1983. xxi,
322 pp. Acknowledgments, tables, bibliographical essay, index.
$25.00.)
Terry Seip’s The South Returns to Congress is another ex-
ample of the historical usage of quantification to document that
which was previously either unknown or only interpretive for
“traditional” historians. His work focuses on the 251 Southerners
who served in Congress during the Reconstruction period. Sensi-
bly enough, Seip does not dwell upon the politics of the period.
He concentrates instead on those economic issues— debt manage-
ment, revenue, appropriations, tariffs, and monetary questions—
that separated South from North in the wake of the Civil War.
Seip’s thesis stakes out his research ground. He argues logically
and with an impressive array of statistical data that the destructive
factionalism that plagued the Republican party during Recon-
struction arose from an unwillingness of northern party mem-
bers to see economic reconstruction as at least as vital as political
reconstruction to the South. Using the Texas and Pacific Rail-
road struggle of the 1870s as an example, Seip succinctly il-
lustrates the problem: southern Republicans needed internal
improvements and large sums of federal monies to finance them
in order to stay in power. Southern Democrats, on the other
hand, did not; they needed only to rally voters to the “Lost
Cause” mythology and raise the specter of Negro Republicans to
guarantee their own political survival. Furthermore, as Seip
points out, many southern Democrats by tradition had never
accepted the Whig philosophy of development anyway. By ignor-
ing the needs of their southern counterparts in this and similar
issues, northern Republicans doomed Reconstruction to failure.
According to Seip it was this kind of behavior, not political nor
social prejudice, that shaped the history of the post-Civil War era.
Given this perspective, it is not surprising that Seip can find
little of significance in the backgrounds, education, previous life
experiences, or personalities of the men who sat in the Recon-
struction Congresses. According to Seip, blacks were set apart by
race; carpetbaggers were nearly as young as the blacks and set
apart by northern background; scalawags were distinct from
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northern Democrats only in minor variations of educational level
and race. The chief differences among all groups were in heritage
and political/economic philosophy.
Given this perspective, it is not surprising that none of the
Florida representatives to Congress— Senators Welch, Gilbert, and
Conover, nor Representatives Hamilton, Purman, Walls, or Bis-
bee— receive any attention by the author. Indeed, only Purman
and Walls are even mentioned in the index.
As a “traditional” historian who still prefers index cards to
computer cards, this reviewer is a little troubled by Seip’s work.
It is one thing to claim that economic issues were equal to po-
litical and social issues during Reconstruction, but it is another
to argue that economic issues were more significant. Also it is a
little hard to accept the notion of a generalized political heritage
unadulterated by individual believers acting out the Reconstruc-
tion drama. I do accept that economic statistics are far more easily
“computerized” than social issues, but does the methodology re-
quire that this be the reason that Reconstruction was doomed to
failure? I doubt it.
Daytona Beach Community College PETER D. KLINGMAN
Southern Progressivism. By Dewey W. Grantham. (Knoxville:
University of Tennessee Press, 1983. xxii, 468 pp. Acknowl-
edgments, introduction, tables, maps, photographs, biblio-
graphical essay, index. $34.95.)
“I don’t know of any progressive sentiment or any progressive
legislation in the South,” Senator Robert M. LaFollette of Wis-
consin declared in 1912. For a generation afterward others tended
to accept uncritically what C. Vann Woodward in 1951 termed
“the stereotype of a Reactionary South.” During the three dec-
ades since the publication of Woodward’s monumental study
which included a chapter entitled, “Progressivism— For Whites
Only,” the historical scholarship devoted to southern reform in
the first two decades of the twentieth century has been ex-
traordinarily impressive in both quantity and quality. Grant-
ham’s volume, which in a sense represents a culmination of these
scholarly endeavors, puts, or surely should put, to rest once and
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for all any suggestion that the complex, multi-faceted reform
effort known as progressivism somehow by-passed the South.
Progressive reform in the South occurred within the context
of a substantially altered regional landscape: a restructured po-
litical system had produced a drastic shrinkage in the electorate
primarily as a result of a variety of Jim Crow devices; a new
middle class had emerged that was essentially urban and indus-
trial in orientation; and the traditional introspective piety of the
region’s religious faith had turned outward and given rise to a
strong humanitarian impulse. Despite its rhetoric, Grantham
argues, southern progressivism was not a mass political phenom-
enon. Its primary impetus came from businessmen and middle
class professionals, thoroughly committed to economic develop-
ment, who sought to achieve an orderly, efficient, and humane
society through the expansion of the regulatory power of the
state, social controls, and social justice. Grantham describes this
disparate group as being at once innovators and cultural tradi-
tionalists, as men and women ready to embrace “progress” so
long as it did not mean rejecting southern traditions. Function-
ing as “both agents of modernization and as guardians of the
Southern tradition” (p. 419), regional progressives succeeded in
developing a workable synthesis and a harmony of interests in
behalf of their major reforms. Their synthesis, though ultimately
a victim of its own inconsistencies and contradictions, nonethe-
less exerted a profound influence in the South for a half century.
Not the least among the many strengths of this volume is the
attention it devotes to the diverse and often overlapping motives
and incentives that underlay reform crusades, especially those
concerned with education, prohibition, and municipal govern-
ment, and to the different rates at which reforms developed in
the several states. Grantham, throughout, emphasizes the evolv-
ing nature of progressivism. By 1906 reformers, having achieved
substantial political power in almost all southern states, were re-
sponsible for the first outpouring of progressive legislation. The
regulatory motif found expression in a succession of laws de-
signed to disfranchise blacks, control railroads, corporations, and
banks, reform penal institutions, and banish alcohol, while the
cause of social justice achieved varying degrees of legislative suc-
cess in restricting child labor, expanding the rights of women,
ameliorating the plight of the poor and disadvantaged, including
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blacks, and improving education. The school, for many progres-
sives, represented the primary redemptive force in the develop-
ment of a better South. The progressives’ emphasis on social
efficiency underlay their campaigns to modernize the organization
and administration of southern cities, expand state services espe-
cially in the areas of conservation, public health and “good
roads,” and rehabilitate the farm population and economy.
By 1910 “most important reform movements had acquired a
regional focus” (p. 351), and reformers had begun to shift from
state to federal solutions. The election of Woodrow Wilson two
years later marked a new phase in the evolution of southern
progressivism; with one of their own in the White House, south-
ern progressives “looked to the new administration for recogni-
tion, political support and beneficial legislation” (p. 359). Wil-
sonian leadership, Grantham contends, contributed significantly
to nationalizing southern politics and to making reform re-
spectable in the region. Although World War I created an
environment that encouraged additional reforms and brought to
fruition older movements to banish alcohol, grant women the
franchise, and improve race relations, it also nourished attitudes
of intolerance and coercive conformity that thwarted the efforts
of social reformers.
By any standard Grantham’s study of southern progressivism
is an impressive achievement. Written in tight, lean, and emi-
nently readable prose, it rests not only upon extensive research
in primary sources, especially manuscript collections, but it also
extracts the essence of an extraordinarily large body of published
and unpublished secondary literature in a manner that demon-
strates once again Grantham’s talent for sophisticated synthesis
and analysis. The result is a work that constitutes a highly im-
portant chapter in the history of American reform.
University of Arkansas WILLARD B. GATEWOOD, JR.
Reform and Reformers in the Progressive Era. Edited by David
R. Colburn and George E. Pozzetta. (Westport, Conn.: Green-
wood Press, 1983. xi, 196 pp. Introduction, bibliographic
essay, photograph, George E. Mowry’s publications, index.
$27.95.)
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This festschrift of a leading historian of reform, George E.
Mowry, adds to a body of recent scholarship which treats the
progressive movement as an ambiguous coalition of diverse inter-
est groups. A common theme unites these essays: reform was a
complex process, different in its particulars yet joined together
in broad agreement about the need to restructure American
social and political institutions.
Three of the essays treat reform in an urban setting. In an
interpretative essay, Blaine Brownell shows how far historians
have come since Mowry’s The California Progressives first ap-
peared in 1951. Far from being the product of a single social
group, he concludes, municipal reform possessed broad-based
leadership and had the support of diverse constituencies. In an
account of the notorious Triangle Shirtwaist fire in New York
City in March 1911 and its subsequent effect, Colburn analyzes
the coalescence of a reform coalition, composed of Tammany
Democrats and socal-justice reformers, that engineered the passage
of legislation regulating working conditions. Pozzetta discusses
another dimension of urban reform in the immigration re-
former Gino C. Speranza. A second-generation Italian American,
Speranza grew so frustrated with his fellow reformers— and with
Italian padrones, immigrants, and officials— that he became an
advocate of immigration restriction after the First World War.
The remaining essays concern other aspects of reform. Based
largely on two interviews with Upton Sinclair in 1963, Judson
Grenier discusses the muckraker’s rather ambiguous status as
journalist-reformer and socialist and his frequently stormy re-
lationship with contemporary journalists. Robert C. Vitz places
the Ash Can artists in a reform context, while Edwina C. Smith
explores the evolution of twentieth-century conservatism by ex-
amining two Republican senators, both of New England— Massa-
chusetts’s George F. Hoar and Connecticut’s Orville H. Platt.
Robert A. Rosenstone attempts to locate John Reed and Green-
wich Village bohemianism in the reform tradition, but concludes
that both were in distinct reaction against a progressive,
“bourgeois” world. In a final, concluding essay, Keith M. Heim
provides a memoir of Mowry as scholar and teacher.
Both as a tribute to Mowry and as a publication of recent
work on reform, Reform and Reformers is valuable for scholars
of early twentieth-century America. All of the essays eschew
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portraying the progressive movement as a sinister, antipopular
phenomenon responsible for the dire condition of the late
twentieth-century world; the collection itself offers solid proof
in support of “progressivism” as an organizing historical concept.
Yet, because these essays primarily concern reformers, they pro-
vide an incomplete picture of reform itself. Variously manifested
though it was, the progressive movement was nonetheless pre-
eminently political. Here, however, the attention is directed more
toward personalities than processes, individuals than structures:
little mention is made, for example, of the political realignment
of the 1890s, its relationship with political reform, and their
combined effect on voting and policymaking. The extent to
which these essays concern social reform also revolves around
individuals, and there is little attempt by the authors or the
editors to discuss institutional effects of social reforms in educa-
tion, child welfare, and public health.
University of North Carolina
at Greensboro
WILLIAM A. LINK
The Southern Enigma: Essays on Race, Class, and Folk Culture.
Edited by Walter J. Fraser, Jr. and Winfred B. Moore, Jr.
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1983. x, 240 pp. Preface,
tables, illustration, suggestions for further reading, notes,
index. $35.00.)
American historians have long attempted effectively to ex-
plain the “enigmatic” nature of the southern past. Many, follow-
ing the earlier interpretation of Ulrich B. Phillips, viewed race
as the “central theme” of southern history: others pointed to the
importance, of class distinctions. More recently, a number of
southern specialists have urged us to reconsider the supposed
centrality of southern folk culture. Borrowing its title from David
Potter’s seminal 1961 essay, Fraser and Moore’s anthology ex-
amines the relative significance of these three powerful forces in
southern life.
The fifteen essays in this volume are selected from the more
than eighty papers presented at the April 1981 Citadel Confer-
ence on the South. These essays, together with the editors’ earlier
collection of papers from the Citadel conferences —  From the Old
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South to the New: Essays on the Transitional South (1981)—
testify to the fecundity of both those conferences and contem-
porary research in southern history.
Several essays are of particular value. Papers by Leon Litwack,
Lacy Ford, and John Scott Strickland effectively demonstrate how
postbellum free-labor ideology foundered in practice upon the
rock of white supremacy. Richard B. Westin suggests that the
politics of educational reform in fin de siecle North Carolina
presented a similarly harsh paradox— reformers sympathetic to
blacks ultimately unleashed the very forces that lessened what
little control blacks held over their own schools. George
Frederickson surveys the growing tension between aristocracy and
democracy in antebellum southern society. Research by Jack P.
Maddex concludes that southern Presbyterian clergymen served
the interests of the planter elite in ministering to the slave com-
munity. Grady McWhiney’s and Charles L. Flynn’s articles un-
cover elements of folk tradition in antebellum southern anti-
intellectualism and the Georgia Klan respectively. Prescriptive
essays by Charles Joyner and Emory Thomas round out the vol-
ume. Joyner urges southern historians to employ a synthesis of
the “new social history” and folklife studies to understand the
agricultural history, demographic patterns, and material folk
culture of the region. Considering the “paradox of Confederate
historiography,” Thomas suggests further study of the Civil War
years as a transitional period in southern culture, arguing that
cultures in “crisis and convulsion” best reveal their true identity.
The substantive contributions of these essays vary. A few fall
below the high quality generally found in the volume. The sec-
tion of essays on the role of class in southern life is not as effec-
tively interrelated as those dealing with race and folk culture.
Peter Woods brilliant speculative piece on racial themes in
Winslow Homer’s art seems curiously out of place and would
have been better published elsewhere. But despite these weak-
nesses, The Southern Enigma is worthwhile reading for scholars
interested in the state of contemporary southern historiography.
Those not expert in the field would also do well to consult Fraser
and Moore’s fine bibliography of monographs and articles on
race, class, folk culture, and Confederate historiography.
Florida State University ROY E. FINKENBINE
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South-Watching, Selected Essays by Gerald W. Johnson. Edited
by Fred Hobson. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1983. xxxi, 207 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction.
$19.00.)
An observer once called historians “lazy journalists,” since
they “cover” events twenty or more years after the fact. How
interesting it is, then, to examine a journalist who might be
called a “speedy historian.” Gerald W. Johnson observed the
early Twentieth-Century South with iconoclastic insights that
delighted the likes of H. L. Mencken, but outraged his own
southern peers.
Fred Hobson, professor of English at the University of Ala-
bama, has gathered into this volume twenty-two of Johnson’s
essays. Most of them appeared between 1923 and 1929 in the
Richmond Reviewer, Virginia Quarterly Review, and Mencken’s
American Mercury.
Johnson can best be described as the southern mirror image
of Mencken. With tart tongue and flamboyant phrase, he flayed
the self-image of South. In one essay, for example, Johnson says
the Ku Kluxers are little different than Rotarians or Knights of
Columbus. Rather, he condemns “those agencies that have
pumped the empty skulls of the knights [of the Ku Klux Klan]
full of hatred.” Those guilty “agencies,” he contends, were
“large and influential sections of the Southern press, pulpit and
political organizations.”
Johnson complained that it was idle to talk about “bringing
the South back to the Union.” Salvation for the South, he said,
lay only in bringing the Union to the South. He clearly saw the
Union coming to the South in the form of education for both
white and black citizens. Unfortunately, he predicted, the danger
was not that the South would be changed by importing the civ-
ilized and economic values of the North, but that the South
would conquer the North by exporting Ku Kluxism, funda-
mentalism, and white supremacy.
The basic challenge facing the South, Johnson said, was this:
“To raise 30 per cent of the population, now handicapped, to the
level of the rest, politically, economically, and culturally.” Al-
though Johnson was a liberal by any measure, when compared
to his fellow Southerners, he did not consider integration as one
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of the possible solutions to this problem. He assumed through-
out his essays that “separate-but-equal” would be a continuing
legal, as well as social, way of life in the South.
Hobson’s introduction to the essays is concise. He places
Johnson in the context of the South of his day and in the en-
vironment of his writing peers. From the vantage of the 1980s,
we can see that Johnson, with a journalist’s cynicism and a loner’s
objectivity, was able to observe his native South much as Gulliver
observed the Brobdingnags. No matter how much he liked the
people and the culture, he was so close to this giant that he could
hardly fail to fix his attention on its blemishes.
Whether these essays had any impact on the evolution of the
South is another matter. One would assume that Johnson had
much more impact as an editorial writer for the Baltimore Sun
until 1943, and as a contributing editor for The New Republic
until 1980. This aspect of Johnson’s career is outside the pur-
view of this book.
Gerald H. Johnson provided insights about the South, espe-
cially in its relationships to black citizens, that were penetrating
— and unpopular. Fred Hobson has done a good job of bringing
these essays together in a form that provides an excellent per-
spective on the uneasy South of the 1920s.
University of Florida RALPH L. LOWENSTEIN
The Oral Tradition in the South. By Waldo W. Braden. (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1983. xiv, 131 pp.
Preface, acknowledgments, selected bibliography, index.
$17.50.)
In this book, Waldo W. Braden attempts to show the his-
torical significance and complexity of southern oratory. Reject-
ing familiar stereotypes, Braden seeks to identify what he often
refers to as the “flesh-and-blood” orator of southern tradition
and to delineate more fully the role of oratory in its southern
setting.
The book consists of six relatively independent essays, four
of them previously published. The first interestingly explores the
twentieth-century origins of stereotypes of southern orators and
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oratory, mainly through a comparative analysis of nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century southern books on literature and
public address. The second seeks to identify the role of the
audience in motivating and molding southern oratory, stressing
the “orality” of many areas of life, including the love of story-
telling and the intensely oral character of religion, the law, and
politicking in the region. In the third essay, Braden offers an in-
depth account of the role of oratory in a specific context, the
campaign for Memphis votes during the presidential election of
1860.
The last three essays deal with post-Civil War matters. In one,
Braden discusses the ways in which post-war orators used myths,
particularly the myths of the Old South and the Lost Cause, in
order to reach southern audiences. The next discusses what he
aptly terms the “rhetoric of exploitation” used by twentieth-
century southern demagogues, and examines the characters and
careers of some of the more prominent in order to highlight their
purposes and the cruel impact on southern life of the tradition
they maintained. The book concludes with an examination of
segregationist rhetoric in Mississippi during the height of the
civil rights movement.
The various essays have much intrinsic interest, and the book
will be of significant value if it serves to make historians aware
of what their colleagues in the field of speech communication are
doing. In the essay on Memphis, in particular, Braden demon-
strates that a rhetorician’s appreciation for the patterns and
traditions of public address in the South can greatly enhance
one’s understanding of what southern politicians had to say when
they took one case or another to the people.
At the same time, one suspects that this book will leave many
readers unsatisfied. Given the growing sense, in many fields, of
the importance of rhetoric as a focus for study, Braden’s book
will seem to many peculiarly limited in both its sources and its
discussions. Thus, his efforts to describe the role of the audience
in southern oratory seem far behind the work of folklorists,
anthropologists, and literary critics on such questions. In addi-
tion, because several of the essays predate important recent work
in southern cultural history, historians may feel that many of the
issues raised in this book have been dealt with more fully else-
where. Thus, for example, the discussion of the role of myth has
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clearly been superceded by Charles Reagan Wilson’s discussion
of the Lost Cause myth in his book Baptized in Blood. Historians
familiar with such recent scholarship, and with theoretical work
in other fields of the humanities and social sciences, will prob-
ably find Braden’s essays on southern oral tradition provocative
but incomplete. Still, the book provides a useful, readable intro-
duction to a valuable approach to southern politics and culture.
University of California, Irvine DICKSON D. BRUCE, JR.
Louisiana’s Legal Heritage. Edited by Edward F. Haas. (Pensa-
cola: Perdido Bay Press, 1983. xiii, 212 pp. Foreword, il-
lustrations, index. $12.50.)
During the past decade interest in the legal history of the
South, a section long torn by ambivalent attitudes toward the
Rule of Law, has matured. Yet the legal history of individual
southern states has remained unexplored. Thus, this useful vol-
ume of essays on the legal heritage of Louisiana contributes at
once to the growing literature in southern legal history while
affirming that legal change in this one state marched in cadence
with broader social and economic developments. Louisiana’s cul-
tural milieu, with first French and then Spanish settlement, was
distinctly Latin; its system of law derived from the European
civil rather than the English common law tradition. Indeed,
Louisiana remains the sole solid enclave of the civil law in the
United States.
The chronologically arranged essays seek to illuminate this
uniqueness. Vaughan Baker and his coauthors argue that during
the Spanish colonial period frontier conditions altered the in-
stitution of marriage in ways that granted women greater
autonomy than their counterparts in France enjoyed. Jack D. L.
Holmes also stresses that the raw environment of the Spanish
period modified in practice the law governing sex and marriage.
The relative contributions of French and Spanish settlers to
early Louisiana law receive attention in three subsequent essays.
Hans W. Baade argues convincingly that the predominance of
the Spanish tradition in the law of slavery explains why Louisi-
ana had such a high ratio of freedmen to slaves in the early
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nineteenth century. A. N. Yiannopoulos, on the other hand,
concludes that the famous Louisiana Civil Code of 1808 owed
much to both the French and the Spanish inheritance. Richard
H. Kilbourne synthesizes these arguments by showing that during
the first four years of American control-from 1804 to 1808— the
territorial Superior Court forged a distinctive “Louisiana law”
that the 1808 Civil Code largely ratified.
Three other essays place Louisiana in the legal history of
nineteenth-century America. George Dargo incisively analyzes the
law of negligence as it applied to steamboat accidents on the
Mississippi River. He suggests that while the fault principle and
industrialization grew side by side, American tort law may owe
more to steamboat explosions than, as is usually argued, to jail-
house escapes and stagecoach collisions. Ronald M. Labbe, in a
revisionist examination of the famous Slaughterhouse Cases of
1873, concludes that conflicting visions of state economic regula-
tion, and not sordid Reconstruction politics, precipitated the
controversy. Otto H. Olsen’s detailed account of the separate-
but-equal case of Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896 stresses less the
justices’ racist views and more the growing role of the United
States Supreme Court in using judicial power to “determine
major questions of national policy at moments of social crisis”
(p. 163).
Warren Billings in the final and perhaps most significant
essay offers a compelling strategy for future research in state legal
history. Certainly, his arguments should provoke students of
Florida history to discover their own long-neglected legal her-
itage— a heritage with cultural roots as unique as Louisiana’s.
University of Florida KERMIT L. HALL
Hope and Dignity: Older Black Women of the South. By Emily
Herring Wilson with photographs by Susan Mullally. (Phila-
delphia: Temple University Press, 1983. xxii, 200 pp. Fore-
word, acknowledgments, introduction, photographs, epilogue.
$19.95.)
“I leave you hope . . . I leave you love . . . I leave you racial
dignity,” reads Mary McLeod Bethune’s “Last Will and Testa-
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ment.” Taking its title from this document, Hope and Dignity
is an imaginative book celebrating black women of North Caro-
lina ranging in age from sixty-five to 104. Each of the twenty
chapters describes one, two, or three businesswomen, teachers,
professors, midwives, artists, community activists, gospel and
folk singers, and politicians. Most are mothers and grandmothers;
all shared biographical information and discussed major in-
fluences of parents, family, church, and community on their
lives with interviewer Emily Herring Wilson. A poet by pro-
fession, Wilson begins many chapters by having her interviewee
retell a significant event. After providing the reader with a
thumbnail sketch of each woman and her community, Wilson
allows her to tell her story. She sometimes inserts a transition
such as “as Betty Lyons pauses in her narrative one can almost
hear the door close on a log schoolhouse in a rural county nearly
one hundred years ago” (p. 189).
Wilson has perfected the technique of posing questions and
standing aside. As Maya Angelou suggests in her introduction
to Hope and Dignity, the black women “appear to be speaking
more to their ancestors and even to their unborn progeny than to
Emily Wilson and therein must lie the book’s success” (p. xii).
As one interviewee exclaimed, “I haven’t expressed myself this
way in a long time” (p. 116).
Each chapter is illustrated to provide a visual image of each
woman achiever. The photographs and text are “coequal, mu-
tually independent and fully collaborative” (p. xxii). Wilson
and Mullally traveled over 20,000 miles in three years to collect
their sketches and asked prominent black and white leaders and
scholars to suggest the names of possible candidates.
Wilson and Mullally, both white, were gratified to discover
how many black women would talk to them despite a potential
racial barrier. Of course, some did refuse, and the co-authors
admitted that black women would probably tell different stories
to black interviewers. “Yet because we believe in the relation-
ships we established with the women we met, we believe in the
‘truth’ of that they told us” (p. xxi). In this reviewer’s opinion,
such an NEH-funded project should have included a black inter-
viewer and a social historian who could have added an important
dimension by the questions they would have asked and the
answers they would have received. There is little explanation
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here of methodology; it is unclear what questions were asked,
how the narrative was pieced together and edited, what was in-
cluded and excluded.
Despite these scholarly qualms, Hope and Dignity is a well-
designed documentary that will serve as a starting point for any-
one who still asks if women, especially minority women, have
made a contribution to our history. The richness of these narra-
tives along with the fine artistic touches of Wilson and Mullally
make this book an important contribution to the celebration of
black women who have left their mark on their communities,
states, and the nation.
Indiana University D’ANN CAMPBELL
The Black Worker: The Era of Post-War Prosperity and the
Great Depression, 1920-1936. Edited by Phillip S. Foner and
Ronald L. Lewis. (Philadelphia: Temple University Press,
1981. 610 pp. Preface, tables, notes, index. $22.50.)
The Black Worker from the Founding of the CIO to the AFL-
CIO Merger, 1936-1955. Edited by Phillip S. Foner and Ronald
L. Lewis. (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1983. 666
pp. Preface, tables, notes, index. $34.95.)
The most recent two volumes in the monumental docu-
mentary undertaking on The Black Worker deal with perhaps
the most critical epoch, the years from 1920 to the merger of the
AFL-CIO in 1955. Black workers had experienced a rapid decline
in status between 1900 and 1920, AFL internationals had ex-
cluded them from skilled crafts, and the black exodus from the
South after 1915 had nationalized the “Negro problem.” All of
these trends are reflected in the two volumes which split the De-
pression at 1936.
Many of the patterns examined in the first five volumes re-
appear in volumes six and seven. The black worker emerges as a
complex, resourceful, often economically sophisticated person.
But he was also desperate and economically the most deprived
American. Because he seldom felt any sense of class solidarity
with white workers, he would “scab” if necessary (as would
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desperate whites). Contrary to the general stereotype of docility,
blacks often organized and managed successful strikes. But at
other times frustrated union leaders could not mobilize them
because they were too willing to accept disgracefully low salaries
as better than the near starvation of earlier, less prosperous years.
Relatively less space is devoted to individual strikes in these
two volumes and more to sustained, long term organizational
efforts. Documents describe the general economic conditions,
then examine the major labor unions and their attempts to as-
sist black workers. The major elements in volume six are the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters and the American Federa-
tion of Labor, both involving familiar antagonists from earlier
periods. Because nearly half of all black Americans lived outside
the South by 1955, the events become more national and less
distinctly southern.
The new elements which predominate these two volumes in-
volve the increasingly important role of black women workers
and the relationship between left wing unionism and blacks.
Because the AFL took such a negative (or at best ambivalent)
attitude toward blacks until the 1930s, radical unions were often
the only active pre-CIO groups committed to racial justice for
the black working class. Many of the documents pertain to the
largely unsuccessful struggle of America’s radical left to win the
allegiance of black industrial workers and tenant farmers. Docu-
ments which demonstrate this clash come from the Socialist and
Communist parties, the I.W.W., the Trade Union Education
League, the National Negro Congress, and the Southern Tenant
Farmers Union.
Of particular interest to students of the New Deal will be
materials on the CIO, the Steel Workers’ Organizing Committee,
the 1941 March on Washington proposed by A. Philip Randolph,
the FEPC, and the battle over racial policy within the AFL.
Many documents reveal the simple eloquence of poor blacks
striving against incredible odds. Perhaps the most moving are a
series of letters from Phillip Wills, a black sharecropper and
STFU organizer who lived in the Mississippi Delta town of Mt.
Sterling. His desperate appeal for help to a young white college
student, the murder of his best friend and co-organizer as well as
a white union organizer, his determination to persist in his work
anyway, reveal as no narrative summary can how difficult and
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desperate those years were. Both traditional proponents of New
Deal reforms and revisionists can find evidence for their case in
volume seven.
Most of the documents in these volumes fall into one of two
categories: correspondence from manuscript collections or re-
prints from periodicals such as The Daily Worker, The Survey,
American Federation, or Opportunity. But some of the finest
material comes from black folk tradition such as the original
ballads of STFU member John Handcox. One could wish for
more such material. The few folk items were taken from the
STFU Papers, but the rich Folk Music collection in the National
Archives was largely untapped. Also, some important topics are
omitted altogether.
Notwithstanding such criticisms, this multivolume series is a
treasure for those who are laboriously trying to reconstruct the
history of the American working class.
Auburn University J. WAYNE FLYNT
Artifacts and the American Past. By Thomas J. Schlereth. (Nash-
ville: American Association for State and Local History, 1980.
vii, 294 pp. Introduction, photographs, maps, appendices,
notes, index. $14.95.)
Material Culture Studies in America. Edited by Thomas J.
Schlereth. (Nashville: American Association for State and
Local History, 1982. xvi, 419 pp. Preface, tables, bibliograph-
ical essay, notes, index. $22.95.)
Thomas J. Schlereth, director of Graduate Studies in Amer-
ican Studies at the University of Notre Dame, has produced two
books which should be of great use to all individuals who are
engaged in historical studies. In both works, Schlereth examines
the methods of utilizing artifactual evidence in the writing and
teaching of history, and makes a persuasive case for reducing
dependency on written documents as the quintessence of histor-
ical knowledge.
Material Culture Studies in America is an anthology consist-
ing of twenty-five articles, the stated purpose of which is to
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introduce the beginning student to the field. Schlereth defines
material culture as “the study through artifacts (and other
pertinent historical evidence) of the belief systems— the values,
ideas, attitudes, and assumptions— of a particular community or
society, usually across time” (p. 3). The book is divided into
three main sections: theory, method, and practice. Also provided
is a tidy history of material culture studies in America from 1876
to 1976, as well as an excellent bibliographic essay.
Many traditional historians may well peruse this book and
conclude that it deals not with history so much as with anthropol-
ogy or some other field. This, Schlereth explains, is the legacy of
the ascendancy of “scientific” history in the late nineteenth cen-
tury. Scientific historians rejected what they thought to be sub-
jective judgments; they considered the written word to be the
most objective source. Thus, by the early twentieth century, the
study of artifacts had been left to historical societies, museums,
and private collectors. Material Culture Studies in America is an
attempt to reintroduce historians to a methodology that has been
in disuse for nearly a century. Its major weakness is that many
articles provide a rather narrow focus. They examine a type of
artifact such as coke bottles, gravestones, or service stations, but
fail to give the reader a broad view of society based on a multi-
tude of different material objects. Still, one has to be impressed
with the ingenuity and resourcefulness of scholars such as Wil-
liam Rathje who can analyze household refuse and determine
levels of economic stress over time.
Artifacts and the American Past is, in many ways, a “how to”
book. Historians and educators should have no trouble incorpo-
rating the ideas in the book into their work. In ten compact
chapters, Schlereth discusses the utilization of artifacts as in-
structional devices, concentrating on graphics (photographs,
maps, and mail order catalogs), historic houses and villages, and
the landscape as shaped by human activities. This book should
be useful in sensitizing students to the omnipresence of historical
documentation in the world around us. Having steadfastly touted
the use of artifacts in historical studies, Schlereth, in his conclud-
ing chapter, points out that historians are as prone to make con-
ceptual mistakes while relying on material culture as they are in
their use of written documents. In a clever comparison of text-
books and museums, he shows that the historian is the essential
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factor; that without a critical evaluation of the assumptions
being made, any historical source can be used to produce a
skewed view of our past.
Finally, the American Association for State and Local History
is to be congratulated for publishing these two works. In recent
years, this organization has been offering some of the best works
available on the theory and practice of what is often called “pub-
lic history.” In doing so it has met a need virtually ignored by
other publishers. It is hoped that AASLH will continue along
this path.
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society DANIEL T. HOBBY
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One of the best and most interestingly written Florida guide
books was compiled by the Federal Writers Project of the Works
Progress Administration. It was published in 1939 by Oxford
University Press. Florida: A Guide to the Southernmost State in-
cludes a short foreword by President John J. Tigert of the Uni-
versity of Florida and a preface written by Carita Doggett Corse,
state director of the Florida Federal Writers Project. The volume
included chapters on history, archeology, Indians, agriculture,
sports and recreation, folklore, literature, music and theater,
art, architecture, and other related areas. There are short de-
scriptions of what were then Florida’s principal cities: Daytona
Beach, Jacksonville, Key West, Miami, Orlando, Palm Beach,
Pensacola, St. Augustine, St. Petersburg, Sarasota, Tallahassee,
and Tampa. There were also suggested tours which followed the
routes of the major U.S. and state highways then in existence in
Florida. These roads were mostly narrow two-way thoroughfares,
and many had only recently been paved. Florida in 1939 was a
much less populated area, and the scenery along the roads and
highways was not obstructed by billboards, fast-food operations,
trailer parks, and the other kinds of visual-blinders which have
appeared in recent years. The Florida guide book has always been
valuable because of the historical data which was included.
There are also pictures, an historical chronology, a bibliography,
and an index. Pantheon Books of New York has reprinted the
volume in a paperback edition under the title The WPA Guide
to Florida. It includes a new introduction by John I. McCollum.
It sells for $14.95.
The Gulf of Mexico coast stretches 1,700 miles from Browns-
ville, Texas, to Dry Tortugas, Florida. Some of the most im-
portant historical events in American history have occurred in
this area. There is also a great diversity of wildlife and plant life.
C. C. Lockwood, a natural history writer and photographer, has
provided the photographs and text for The Gulf Coast: Where
Land Meets Sea. Lockwood has divided his book into five coastal
habitats: The Fringe (swamps, rivers, and springs that bring
[237]
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fresh water to the marsh); The Marsh; The Bays; The Islands;
and The Deep Blue. All of the photographs are in color and
many of them are Florida Gulf coast scenes. The appendix in-
cludes a list of Gulf coast state parks and notes on the photo-
graphs. There is also an index. The Gulf Coast was published by
Louisiana State University Press, and it sells for $29.95.
Parker & Blount in Florida, by Virginia W. Westergard and
Kyle S. Van Landingham, traces the history of two families who
have been living in Florida since the territorial period. Luke
Parker moved to Columbia County in 1831, and his descendants
live in Florida today. John Churchill Golding Readding Blount
moved from South Carolina in December 1835. He settled at
Alligator (now Lake City) near the Suwannee River. Readding
saw service twice during the Second Seminole War as a private
in Captain Stewart’s Company, Second Regiment Dancy’s Florida
Militia, Mounted. The Blounts later moved to South Florida.
This study also includes data on the Varn, Hires, and Hooker
families, the Joshua Creek cemetery, and a collection of family
pictures. The price is $20.00. Order from Kyle S. Van Landing-
ham, 1905 Southwest 5th Drive, Okeechobee, FL 33472.
In conjunction with the sixtieth anniversary celebration of
the Junior League of Jacksonville, Inc., a childrens festival was
held to showcase children’s agencies and entertainment. The
League and the Jacksonville Journal jointly sponsored the pub-
lication of The Children’s Guide to Jacksonville as part of this
event. Young people gathered the material and wrote the articles.
Important historical sites, museums, the zoo, restaurants and
amusements, and attractions near Jacksonville are areas covered.
For information on this booklet write to the Junior League, 2165
Park Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204.
English-born John Abbot is referred to as the “Pioneer Nat-
uralist of Georgia.” He arrived in Georgia in February 1776, and
remained there the remainder of his life, studying and illustrating
in watercolor the natural resources of Georgia and its birds,
plants, butterflies, moths, and other insects. He completed more
than 5,000 watercolors, and because of his work the insect and
bird species of Georgia were more thoroughly recorded at an
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earlier date than those of any other section of the country.
Abbot’s watercolors, notes, and published works are preserved in
collections around the world. In 1983, as part of Georgia’s Semi-
quincentenary Celebration, the Madison-Morgan Cultural Cen-
ter, Madison, Georgia, mounted a major exhibition on John
Abbot. In conjunction with the exhibit, a catalogue, compiled by
Vivian Rogers-Price, was published. It includes a short intro-
duction by Joseph Ewan of Tulane University and several essays
by Rogers-Price. The catalogue also includes photographs of
Abbot’s watercolors. John Abbot in Georgia: The Vision of a
Natural Artist (1751-ca.1840), may be orded  from the Madison-
Morgan Cultural Center, 434 South Main Street, Madison, GA
30650; the price is $15.00.
Ethnic Genealogy, edited by Jessie Carney Smith, focuses on
ethnic groups whose origins have been difficult to trace-Ameri-
can Indian, Asian-American, black, and Hispanic. It is designed
as a reference tool for librarians, researchers, archivists, genealo-
gists, historians, oral historians, and others interested in ethnic
history and genealogy. There is a foreword by Alex Haley. Ethnic
Genealogy: A Research Guide was published by Greenwood
Press, Westport, Connecticut; it sells for $37.50.
Tell About The South, The Southern Rage to Explain, by
Fred Hobson, is in the Southern Literary Studies series published
by Louisiana State University Press. It won the Jules F. Landry
Award for 1983. Hobson discusses some fifteen nineteenth and
twentieth-century non-fiction authors who have all had a com-
pulsion in their writings “to tell about the South.” These in-
clude Thomas N. and Walter H. Page, Howard Odum, Donald
Davidson, W. J. Cash, Lillian Smith, Richard Weaver, James
McBride Dabbs, Edmund Ruffin, Hinton Rowan Helper, and
Daniel R. Hundley. The paperback edition sells for $12.95.
Oral History: An Interdisciplinary Anthology is a collection
of thirty-seven articles on all phases of oral history. The volume
was edited by David K. Dunaway of the University of New
Mexico, and Willa K. Baum, director of the Regional Oral His-
tory Office at the University of California, Berkeley. It was pub-
lished by the American Association for State and Local History,
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which also published Ms. Baum’s earlier works: Oral History for
the Local Historical Society and Transcribing and Editing Oral
History. The volume is divided into six parts: The Gateway to
Oral History; Interpreting and Designing Oral History; Oral
History Applied: Local, Ethnic, Family, and Women’s History;
Oral History and Related Disciplines: Folklore, Anthropology,
and Gerontology; Oral History and Schools; and Oral History
and Libraries. Among the authors represented in this volume are
Jan Vansina, Barbara Tuchman, Allan Nevins, Louis Starr, Alex
Haley, Theodore Rosengarten, Eliot Wigginton, and Saul Beni-
son. Special sections outline techniques for teachers and li-
brarians to incorporate oral history into educational programs.
Interviewing techniques, ethics, and project design are among
the many topics covered. Order from AASLH, 708 Berry Road,
Nashville, TN 37204. The paperback volume sells for $17.95
($16.15 for AASLH and OHA members).
The Louisiana Historical Association’s collection of manu-
scripts, books, newspapers, and periodicals are on deposit in
the Howard-Tilton Memorial Library, Tulane University, New
Orleans. The Association has published an inventory to its
collections. Order from the Louisiana Historical Association,
New Orleans; the price is $10.00.
America’s 400th Anniversary Committee was established by
the state of North Carolina to observe the quadricentennial of
the first English attempts to explore and settle North America.
In 1584 Queen Elizabeth I granted a charter authorizing the dis-
covery and occupation of territory on the Northern Coast, and
Sir Walter Raleigh promptly sent a reconnaissance expedition to
what is now North Carolina. This was later followed by a coloniz-
ing expedition under the leadership of Ralph Lane. Head-
quarters were established on Roanoke Island. Lane returned to
England for supplies, and his departure was the last contact with
the settlers who have since been referred to as the “Lost Colony.”
The Anniversary Committee authorized the publication of The
Lost Colonists, Their Fortune and Probable Fate by David Beers
Quinn. This book is available for $2.00, plus postage and han-
dling, from the Historical Publications Section, North Carolina
Division of Archives and History, 109 East Jones Street, Raleigh,
NC 27611.
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Dr. Gary R. Mormino, associate professor of history, Uni-
versity of South Florida, has been named executive secretary of
the Florida Historical Society effective August 15, 1984, and he
will be directing the Society’s activities from his office at the
University of South Florida, Tampa. Dr. Mormino is a graduate
of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and is a
specialist in immigration history. His book, The Hill Upon a
City; An Italian-American Neighborhood, 1880-1950, is being
published by the University of Illinois Press. He is also the co-
author with Tony Pizzo of Tampa: The Treasure City, published
by Continental Heritage Press. Dr. Mormino is the author of
many articles and essays, including “Immigrant Women in
Tampa; The Italian Experience— 1890-1930,” co-authored with
Dr. George Pozzetta, which was published in the Florida His-
torical Quarterly, January 1983. Dr. Mormino was a Fulbright-
Hayes Scholar at the University of Rome, 1980-1981, served as
assistant editor of Tampa Bay History, and as editor of the
American-Italian Historical Association Newsletter. He is also
director of University of South Florida’s Oral History Program.
He has presented papers at professional and scholarly organiza-
tions, and is frequently invited to speak to organizations through-
out the Tampa Bay area. As executive secretary of the Florida
Historical Society, Dr. Mormino will be in charge of business
and membership matters and the Society’s library at the Uni-
versity of South Florida.
Announcements and Activities
The Florida legislature in the 1984 session enacted several
historic preservation bills, and $400,000 of grant monies was
secured for historic preservation projects. Approximately $150,000
will go to the National Main Street Center to start a Main Street
program in Florida. Funds will also be provided for rehabilita-
tion, survey, and education grants. New and amended legislation
enables all public and private organizations and individuals to
[241]
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compete for historic preservations grants-in-aid-(private for-
profit groups and individuals are eligible for federal money
only); creates a direct support organization for the St. Augustine
Preservation Board; gives historic preservation boards authority
to publish books, articles, brochures, etc.; provides for a deferral
of ad valorem taxes in the case of historically-significant prop-
erties conveying development rights of the county or entering
into a convenant with the county governing board that such
property not be used for purposes inconsistent with historic pres-
ervation for a term of not less than ten years; changes the name
of the Historic Boca Raton Preservation Board and merges sev-
eral area historical boards and commissions; sets up criteria for
establishing a state railroad museum; and designates a portion
of Coral Way in Coral Gables as a state historic highway.
The Florida College Teachers of History will meet in Miami,
March 7-9, 1985, at the Holiday Inn, 112 Street and Biscayne
Boulevard. Sister Eileen F. Rice O.P., vice-president of FCTH
and professor of history at Barry College, is program chair.
Those interested in presenting a paper or planning a panel
should contact her at Barry College, 11300 Northeast Second
Avenue, Miami Shores, Florida 33161 (305) 758-3392, ext. 231.
A tour of the South Florida Historical Museum is planned for
Saturday March 9. Randy Nimnicht, president of the Florida
Historical Society and director of the Museum, will be the
luncheon speaker.
At the national meeting of the National Trust for Historic
Preservation in Washington, D. C., Tampa Mayor Bob Martinez
received a citation for his commitment to historic districts like
Ybor City and the restoration of several historic Tampa struc-
tures.
The Florida Legislature approved a $600,000 grant to the city
of Pensacola for the renovation of the Old City Hall for the T. T.
Wentworth State Museum.
A special exhibit prepared by the Historic Pensacola Preserva-
tion Board Museum staff for the Old Capitol Building in Talla-
hassee has been returned to Pensacola and has been installed in
the foyer entrance of Pensacola City Hall.
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The Southern Geneaologist’s Exchange Society will hold its
annual seminar in Jacksonville, October 19-20, at the Ramada
Inn Conference Center, Mandarin. For information, write the
Society, Box 2801, Jacksonville, Florida 32203.
The Transfer of Flags, a ceremony commemorating the 300th
anniversary of the return of East Florida to Spain by Great
Britain in 1784 was held in St. Augustine on July 12, 1984. Flor-
ida Governor Bob Graham portrayed the role of Spanish Gov-
ernor Vizente Manuel de Zéspedes, and Michael Hewitt, British
Consul, acted the role of British Governor Patrick Tonyn. The
exchange ceremonies took place at the Castillo de San Marcos
and at Government House. The 1784 transfer mark ended the
American Revolution and the retrocession of Florida to Spanish
sovereignty. The second Spanish period continued until 1821
when Spain transferred the territory to the United States.
Linda B. Ellsworth has been named director of the Historic
Tallahassee Preservation Board, succeeding Nancy Dobson. Mrs.
Ellsworth was research historian for the Historic Pensacola Pres-
ervation Board. She was former secretary of the Florida Historical
Society, is active in the Florida Trust for Historic Preservation,
and serves on the Florida Review Committee for the National
Register for Historic Sites.
The Florida Folklife Technical Bulletin carries information
about events, people, and employment opportunities relating to
Florida folklore, folk art, and folk culture. To receive copies or
submit notices for inclusion, please write to: Editor, Florida
Folklife Technical Bulletin, Florida Folklife Programs, P. O.
Box 265, White Springs, FL 32096.
The United States National Publications Commission makes
awards to projects that seek to improve or establish archival pro-
grams anywhere in the United States. Particular emphasis is
placed on establishing government records programs, however,
the program also aids state and local historical societies, colleges
and universities, libraries, museums, professional associations,
and other institutions. Interested organizations should contact
the NHPRC, National Archives Building, Washington, D. C.
20408 (202) 724-1616.
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The Forest History Society has relocated its national head-
quarters from Santa Cruz, California, to Duke University, Dur-
ham. Mailing address for the Society is 701 Vickers Avenue,
Durham, North Carolina 27701. The Society supports programs
in research, publications, service, library, and archival collecting,
relating to all aspects of forest history. It publishes the Journal
of Forest History. Membership for individuals is $15.00.
The Kentucky Historical Society has presented its annual
Richard H. Collins Award to Professor George W. Robinson of
Eastern Kentucky University for his article, “Conservation in
Kentucky: The Fight to Save Cumberland Falls, 1926-1931,”
which appeared in the winter 1983 issue of the Register of the
Kentucky Historical Society.
The Tenth Annual Chancellor Symposium on Southern His-
tory was held at the University of Mississippi, October 3-5, 1984.
The theme at the conference was Religion in the South. Speakers
included J. Wayne Flynt, Samuel S. Hill, Edwin S. Gaustad,
John B. Boles, C. Eric Lincoln, and David E. Harrell, Jr. The
symposium is sponsored by the Department of History, Uni-
versity of Mississippi, and the Center for the Study of Southern
Culture.
A conference that will examine the role of women as medical
practitioners and patients will be held at the University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, February 15-16, 1985. The theme is
“A Century of Women’s Health-Practices and Practitioners.” For
further information contact Lolly Dwan, Continuing Medical
Education, University of Arizona, College of Medicine, Tucson,
Arizona 85724.
The Society for Historians of the Early American Republic
(1789-1848) will hold its annual conference July 26, 1985 at
Gunston Hall, Virginia. Send proposals (in triplicate) for sessions
or papers, plus brief vitae, to Shear Program 1985, William H.
Pease, Department of History, -University of Maine, Orono,
Maine 04469.
The American Indian Quarterly is interested in receiving
articles over a broad range of topics relevant to American Indian
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studies in the fields of history, ethno-history, literature, folklore,
the arts, anthropology, politics, and economics for consideration
for publication. Articles should be approximately twenty to
twenty-five pages, following the Chicago Manual of Style. Send
manuscripts to the editors, Native American Studies, 3415 Dwin-
nele Hall, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720.
Obituaries
Charles H. Fairbanks
Dr. Charles H. Fairbanks died at his home in Gainesville on
July 17, 1984, after a long illness. Dr. Fairbanks, Distinguished
Service Professor Emeritus of Anthropology at the University of
Florida, was a leading expert in the field of American Indian
and historic archeology in the Southeast. He taught at Florida
State University and was for several years chairman of the De-
partment of Anthropology at the University of Florida. He served
as superintendent of the Ocmulgee National Monument at
Macon, Georgia, and as superintendent and archeologist at the
Fort Fredrica National Monument at St. Simons Island, Georgia.
He played a major role in originating the investigation of slavery
by the excavation of slave cabins on plantations on the Georgia
coast and the Zephaniah Kingsley plantation on Fort George
Island. He was the founder and past president of the Society for
Historical Archeology. In 1983, the Society presented him with
the first J. C. Harrington Award for excellence in the field of
historical archeology. Dr. Fairbanks was also one of the original
members of the Florida National Register Review Board.
Charles Tinsley Thrift, Jr.
Dr. Charles Tinsley Thrift, Jr., former persident  of the Flor-
ida Historical Society and president of Florida Southern College,
died on May 25, 1984, of a heart condition. A native of Virginia,
Dr. Thrift studied at Duke University and received his Ph.D.
from the University of Chicago. He also held honorary degrees
from Southwestern University and Bethune-Cookman College.
He became professor of religion at Florida Southern College in
1940, served as vice-president of the College from 1946 to 1957,
and was named president in 1957. His writings include The Trail
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of the Florida Circuit Rider (1944), Through Three Decades at
Florida Southern College (1955), and A Study of Theological
Education in the Methodist Church (1956), and articles and
book reviews. He served as director of the Florida Historical So-
ciety, 1944-1946, vice-president, 1952, and as president, 1954-
1956. He was a contributor to the Florida Historical Quarterly;
and an active participant in the affairs of the Society.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE EIGHTY-SECOND









Holiday Inn/Holidome-Riverfront, Fort Myers, Florida
Morning Sessions
Agency Overlap: Your Turf or Mine?
Daniel T. Hobby, Fort Lauderdale Historical Society
Marcy-Jean Mattson, St. Augustine Historical Society
L. Ross Morrell, Division of Archives, History and
Records Management
Big Museum, Small Museum— What Do They Have in Common?
Robert C. Cottrell, Crowley Museum and Nature Center
Lane Green, Tallahassee Junior Museum
Afternoon Session
Insuring Your Museum: Knowing Your Needs— and Your Agent!
M.S. (Rusty) Keeney, William D. Eisele and Company
Assessing Archival Needs for Florida Institutions




MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS
247
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Friday, May 4
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY: REGISTRATION
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY SESSIONS
Session I: Aviation in Florida
Chair: Kendrick T. Ford, Pinellas County Historical Museum
The World’s First Scheduled Airline:
The St. Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line
Warren J. Brown, Florida Aviation Historical Society
Pensacola Naval Aeronautic Station, 1914-1916,
The Only One of Its Kind
George Pearce, University of West Florida
Session II: Historical Introduction to Southwest Florida
Chair: Ernest Hall, Fort Myers
Thomas Edison in Florida
Robert Halgrim, Fort Myers
Edge of Wilderness: A Historical View of Southwest Florida
Janet Snyder Matthews, Sarasota
Evening Program
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY BANQUET
Presiding: Olive D. Peterson, president
Florida Historical Society
Parochialism: A Defense
Gerald George, American Association for State and Local History
Presentations of Awards
Florida History Fair Awards
Presented by Jane Dysart
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Award in Florida History
Presented by Thomas D. Graham to William R. Gillaspie
Rembert W. Patrick Book Prize
Presented by Marcia Kanner to James R. Ward
Charlton W. Tebeau Junior Book Prize
Presented by Charlton W. Tebeau to Jean Craighead George
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Florida Historical Confederation First Annual Award




Session III: Naturalists View Florida
Chair: Randy Nimnicht, Historical Museum of Southern Florida
Exploring His Majesty’s Imperial Garden:
British Naturalists and the Floridas, 1763-1783
Robert R. Rea, Auburn University
Audubon in Florida
Kathryn Hall Proby, Key West
Philadelphia Naturalists in Florida 1774-1824
Charlotte M. Porter, Florida State Museum
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
MINUTES OF THE BOARD MEETING
May 4, 1984
The annual meeting of the board of directors of the Florida
Historical Society was called to order at 7:30 p.m., May 4, 1984,
at the Holiday Inn-Riverfront, Fort Myers, Florida, by President
Olive Peterson. Present were Randy Nimnicht, Lucius F. Ells-
worth, Samuel J. Boldrick, Hampton Dunn, Kendrick T. Ford,
Ernest W. Hall, Daniel T. Hobby, Alva L. Jones, Marcia Kanner,
Peter D. Klingman, Mary C. Lineham, Gerald W. McSwiggan,
George F. Pearce, Bettye D. Smith, John K. Mahon, Pat Wick-
man (representing the Florida Historical Confederation), Paul
Camp, and Jane Dysart. Also attending were Tom Greenhaw,
editor of the Newsletter, Hayes Kennedy, chairman of the finance
committee, and Gary Mormino, incoming executive director of
the Society. Dr. Samuel Proctor, Richard Brooke, Jr., and Dr.
Daniel L. Schafer were absent.
The minutes of the January 1984 board meeting in Orlando
were approved as printed in the Florida Historical Quarterly,
LXII (April 1984).
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Paul E. Camp, executive secretary, presented the financial
report for the quarter ending March 31, 1984. The Society’s total
assets are $95,435.47. Mr. Camp pointed out that the breakdown
of the E. F. Hutton account showed $37,843.08 in the Yonge pub-
lication account and $65,814.00 in the Society’s main account. He
also provided the directors with a financial breakdown of all the
other dedicated accounts along with an explanation of the pur-
pose for each one.
Mr. Camp then presented the membership report noting that
even though the total membership of 1,349 represented an overall
loss of members, there was a fifty per cent increase over last year’s
figures for new members joining during the first quarter of 1984.
He reported that O. C. Peterson’s membership party in Fort
Pierce had generated several new members. Members who died
during 1983 include Bern K. Bullard of Sarasota, William H.
Fuller of Winter Haven, Addie Holmes Emerson of Fort Pierce,
Berenice R. Keller of Fort Walton Beach, Clyde Maddox of
Manchula, Dexter A. Pillsbury of Jacksonville, Mrs. Donald G.
Topping of Grange Park, and Walt Marchman of Fremont, Iowa.
Dr. Lucius Ellsworth reminded the directors that the esti-
mated income of $31,150 included funds from the Yonge account
which were unavailable for spending and needed to be returned
to the publication fund. He noted a bookkeeping deficit which
needed to be covered and suggested that the earnings from the
Yonge account could legitimately be used for publication of the
Florida Historical Quarterly thereby avoiding a deficit. If neces-
sary the new director, Dr. Mormino, can request authorization
from the executive committee to transfer those funds. Dan Hobby
asked if the Society had a policy respecting gifts and donations
of books to the library. Mr. Camp responded that materials ac-
cepted as gifts were at the disposition of the Society. The report
of the executive secretary was approved unanimously.
In the absence of Dr. Proctor, Randy Nimnicht presented the
editor’s report. During the past year, the Florida Historical
Quarterly received thirty-four articles, nine of which were re-
turned either because they were unsuitable for our journal or
because they needed major revision and rewriting. “A total of
twenty articles were published in the four issues of the journal.
The articles covered the following periods of Florida history:
Prehistoric and First Spanish (two); British (three): Second
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Spanish Period (two); Territorial and Statehood (five); 1876-
1916 (two); World War I through 1941 (two); and World War
II to the present (one). The others deal with bibliography,
research in progress, library acquisitions, and Florida history in
other periodicals. All submissions are read and evaluated by me
and at least by one other reader. I depend heavily on the mem-
bers of the Editorial Board, but I frequently call on the assistance
of other referees. We are receiving more articles now than we did
in the mid and late 1970s. While many of these are poorly writ-
ten, many are excellent articles making important contributions
to our knowledge and understanding of Florida history. A total
of 129 books were reviewed in the Book Review and Book Notes
sections of the Quarterly. Approximately sixty per cent of the
books dealt exclusively with Florida and the remainder all had a
southern theme. The policy of the Quarterly is to review all
books dealing with Florida, but also to review books relating to
the South if the focus of the book relates to historical matters in-
volving Florida. “The editor thanked his office staff including his
editorial assistant, Jeffry Charbonnet, and Roberta Young, our
secretary, personnel of the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida His-
tory, and Joan Morris of the State Photographic Archives. He
credited Dick Johnston, printer of the Quarterly, and others
associated with E. O. Painter Printing Company for the work
done on the Quarterly. He also thanked the members of the
Editorial Advisory Board: Herbert J. Doherty, Jr., Michael V.
Gannon, John K. Mahon, Jerrell H. Shofner, Charlton W.
Tebeau, and J. Leitch Wright, Jr. Finally, he noted the con-
tinuing support of the University of Florida since 1944. Included
in Dr. Proctor’s report was the announcement of the 1983-84
literary prizes. The Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in
Florida History will be awarded to William R. Gillaspie for his
article “Survival of a Frontier Presido: St. Augustine and the
Subsidy and Private Contract Systems, 1680-1702,” which ap-
peared in the January 1984 issue of the Quarterly. The Rembert
W. Patrick Memorial Prize will be presented to James R. Ward
for his book Old Hickory’s Town: An Illustrated History of
Jacksonville. The Charlton W. Tebeau Junior Book Award will
be given to Jean Craighead George for her book The Talking
Earth. These awards will be presented to the recipients at the
banquet on Friday evening.
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Dr. Thomas Greenhaw, editor of the Newsletter, reported
that more news items are now being submitted. The new format,
he noted, provides for publication of photographs. He requested
that members continue to submit news of their local group’s ac-
tivities.
Pat Wickman, chairperson of the Florida Historical Con-
federation, pronounced the group’s meeting on Thursday, May
4, a success. Sixty people attended the sessions. The awards com-
mittee chaired by Dr. Proctor and including James Moody and
Linda Ellsworth recommended that no awards be given this year
owing to a paucity of nominations. The committee believed
that more time was needed to publicize the criteria for selection.
Ms. Wickman indicated a good response to the recent survey
sent out by the Confedaration.  A report of the survey results will
be forthcoming when the committee has time to assess and evalu-
sent out by the Confederation. A report of the survey results will
meet next year on Wednesday evening before the annual meeting
on Thursday and the Archives Society will continue to hold its
meeting in conjunction with that of the Confederation. Ms.
Wickman asked if the new executive director would continue to
serve as treasurer of the Confederation as the executive secretary.
President-elect Nimnicht replied that the soon-to-be revised by-
laws should clarify that situation. Ms. Wickman announced that
the present slate of Confederation officers was re-elected. Ms.
Wickman, in commenting on the success of the Confederation
meeting, noted that the discussions of how various organizations
perceived their role as historic agencies and the sessions dealing
with “nuts and bolts” matters seemed to have wide appeal. Mr.
Hobby added that the meeting of the Society of Florida Archivists
had contributed to the success of the meetings. Ms. Wickman
commented that she had sent surveys and a notice of the meeting
to 342 organizations which had connections with Florida history
and that eighty-five per cent of those responding represented
museums, historical societies, or libraries. The majority of those
organizations have annual budgets of less than $50,000. Lucius
Ellsworth announced that the Confederation was progressing
with the compilation of a directory of Florida historical organiza-
tions.
Hayes Kennedy presented the report of the finance commit-
tee. He noted that the E. F. Hutton account had earned approxi-
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mately $2,900 during the last quarter of 1983 and the first quarter
of 1984. He asked for updated resolutions granting authorization
for certain Society officers to sign the Mid-South Utilities stock
shares. The motion to adopt the resolutions was unanimously
approved. Mr. Kennedy asked the board to consider taking up to
fifty per cent of the E. F. Hutton funds and investing them in
longer-term securities in order to get a higher return. Mr.
Nimnicht asked Mr. Kennedy to return with that recommenda-
tion at the December meeting. He also requested that Mr.
Kennedy and the other members of the finance committee con-
tinue to serve in that capacity.
Olive Peterson gave the report of the membership committee.
She commented on the success of Pete Peterson’s fish fry. Thirty-
five new members were added to the Society’s rolls as a result of
that event.
In the absence of publicity committee chair, Julie Enders,
Olive Peterson also presented that committee’s report. She called
attention to Ms. Enders’s successful publicity campaign and
showed examples of newspaper articles highlighting the Society
activities and members.
Jane Dysart, the chair of the history fair committee, re-
ported that there had been successful history fairs in Escambia,
Volusia, Leon, Seminole, Orange, and St. Lucie counties. The
committee recommended that representatives from each county
participating in the history fair constitute an advisory committee
to Dr. Mormino who will be the State History Fair coordinator.
That committee will be chaired by Bettye Smith. Dr. Dysart also
urged Dr. Mormino to seek support for the history fair program
from the Department of Education and the Florida Council of
Social Studies. She pointed out that several thousand students in
Florida schools had participated in history fairs the last several
years. The success of the program was also underscored by Ms.
Smith’s achievement in helping establish a junior museum for
social studies in Seminole County and in Dr. Peter Klingman’s
fostering the PRIDE program. Dr. Ellsworth moved that the
directors establish a history fair advisory committee consisting of
representatives from each county holding a history fair, that the
executive director of the Society serve as history fair coordinator,
that the board authorize the same level of support for history
fairs as last year, and the executive director be instructed to seek
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approval and official recognition of the history fair program from
the Department of Education. The motion passed unanimously.
Dr. Ellsworth presented a proposed modification of the So-
ciety’s bylaws to include the chairperson of the Confederation as
a voting member of the Society’s Board of Directors. He recom-
mended amendment of Article III, Section 3 of the bylaws to
read:, “The immediate past president, the editor of the Florida
Historical Quarterly, and the chairperson of the Florida Histor-
ical Confederation should be ex-officio directors.” The board
unanimously approved the motion.
Ken Ford, chairman of the nominating committee, reported
the following committee nominations which will be voted on at
the business meeting: District 2 directors, Owen North of Clear-
water and Mike Slicker of St. Petersburg; District 3 director,
Dr. William Straight of Miami; District 4 director, Kyle Van
Landingham of Okeechobee; at-large director, Dr. Larry Rivers
of Tallahassee; recording secretary, Linda Williams of Miami;
and vice-president, Paul George of Miami.
President Peterson called for old business. Pat Wickman
presented a proposal for a logo for the Society. Several directors
objected to the idea of a changing motif, and a few did not like
the idea of using a building in the logo. Mr. Hobby moved that
the committee bring back a logo design representing the state
that could be used by both the Society and the Confederation.
The motion passed. Dr. Ellsworth initiated a discussion of the
qualifications for office of the nominee for vice-president. Ken
Ford defended the nominating committee’s choice. He was sup-
ported in his defense of the candidate’s qualifications by Gerald
McSwiggan of Miami. President Peterson announced that the
auditor will complete his review of the Society’s books before
early August 1984. She also reported that the Society had been
invited again by the Florida Trust for Historic Preservation to
have representatives on the committee to select award recipients.
At the annual meeting of the Florida Trust in Miami last fall
Dr. Paul George represented the Society in that capacity. Speak-
ing to the issue of setting fees for microfilming and answering re-
search inquiries at the Society’s library, Samuel Boldrick, as chair-
man presented the committee’s recommendations. During the
discussion which followed, several board members expressed con-
cern about charging for research services. Mr. Camp announced
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that after the board’s discussion of this issue in January he had
instituted a $3.00 minimum fee for photocopying. Mr. Nimnicht
suggested that commercial interests should pay for research in-
quires, photograph copies, and photocopying. The incoming ex-
ecutive director was instructed to look into the matter and report
to the board at a later date.
Under new business, Paul Camp stated that he had collected
a series of articles appearing in the Tampa Tribune on Tampa
history. He commended it as an excellent local history series. He
moved that President Peterson send a letter of commendation to
Mr. Harris of the Tribune for his articles. Julie Ender’s name was
added to the motion. The board approved the motion unani-
mously. Dr. Mormino requested clarification of his authority over
expenses. President-elect Nimnicht assured Dr. Mormino the
same latitude of authority over expenses as Mr. Camp has ex-
ercised. Mr. McSwiggan congratulated Mr. Nimnicht on the new
Miami museum. Paul Camp expressed his pleasure in working
with the Society as its executive secretary and his intention to re-
main active in the Society’s meetings.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:50 p.m.
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Minutes of the Business Meeting
May 5, 1984
Olive Peterson, president, called the annual business meeting
of the Florida Historical Society to order on Saturday, May 5,
1984 at 9:00 a.m. at the Holiday Inn-Riverfront, Fort Myers,
Florida.
The minutes were approved as published in the Florida His-
torical Quarterly, LXII (October 1983), 260-63.
Dr. Thomas Greenhaw gave the report for the Florida His-
torical Quarterly as well as the Newsletter. Articles submitted to
the Quarterly are improving in quality as well as quantity. The
Newsletter, likewise, is prospering. Dr. Greenhaw called for more
news from southwest Florida. President Peterson commended
Dr. Greenhaw for an outstanding job of editing the Newsletter.
Olive Peterson then acknowledged receipt of a check for
$1,000 from the Wentworth Foundation, Inc. Mr. William M.
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Goza, president of the Foundation, was out of the country and
was unable to present the check in person.
Paul Camp, executive secretary, presented the financial report.
AS of December 31, 1983, the Society’s assets totaled $92,286.
During 1983 income was $31,218, while expenses totaled $25,929.
The Society’s assets at the end of the first quarter of 1984 were
$95,435. The increase in assets is primarily the result of interest
on funds in the E. F. Hutton account. Mr. Camp reported mem-
bership at 1,349 as of March 31, 1984. During the first quarter of
1984 the Society added eighty members. He reported that there
has been an increase in members joining and a decline in the
number becoming delinquent in dues. A total of 404 people used
Society materials in the library, and the staff answered 284 postal
research inquiries. Mr. Camp also announced that this would be
his last meeting as executive secretary.
In the absence of Mr. Goza, chair of the resolutions commit-
tee, Kyle VanLandingham presented the following resolutions
which were unanimously approved by the membership:
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Florida Historical Society, in an-
nual meeting assembled as follows:
That the Society extends its appreciation to the sponsoring
host organizations: Fort Myers Historical Museum and Southwest
Florida Historical Society.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Society expresses
its thanks and appreciation to Paul Camp for his years of dedi-
cated service as executive secretary.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Florida Historical
Society expresses its sorrow and sense of loss in the death of the
following members during the past year:
Bern K. Bullard, Jr., Sarasota, Florida, twelve years
William H. Fuller, Winter Haven, Florida, thirty-seven years
Addie Holmes Emerson, Fort Pierce, Florida, seventeen years
Berenice R. Keller, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, two years
Dexter A. Pillsbury, Jacksonville, Florida, nine years
Mrs. Donald G. Topping, Orange Park, Florida, thirteen years
Watt Pearson Marchman, Fremont, Ohio, forty-seven years
The report of the bylaws committee was given by Dr. Lucius
Ellsworth, chairman. He announced that the board has unani-
mously recommended a change in the Society’s bylaws, which was
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approved by the membership. The change of Article III, Section
3, will read: The immediate past President, the Editor of the
Florida Historical Quarterly, the Chairperson of the Florida
Historical Confederation shall be ex-officio directors.
Patricia Wickman, chairperson of the Florida Historical Con-
federation, announced that sixty people had participated in the
workshops held Thursday, May 3, 1984. The Confederation plans
to continue the luncheon program. She announced that the first
phase of the survey project was complete and that results will be
interpreted and published as soon as possible. Plans for next
year’s workshops, Wickman reported, are already underway.
President Peterson commended Ms. Wickman for an outstanding
job as chairperson.
Gerald McSwiggan, substituting for Kendrick Ford, chair-
person of the nominating committee, recommended the following
slate of candidates: Vice-president, Paul George, Miami; secre-
tary, Linda Williams, Miami; District 2 directors, Owen North,
Clearwater, and Michael Slicker, St. Petersburg; District 3, Dr.
Michael Straight, Miami; District 4, Kyle VanLandingham, Okee-
chobee; at-large, Dr. Larry Rivers, Tallahassee. There were no
nominations from the floor, and the slate was adopted unani-
mously.
President Peterson extended her thanks to Dr. Jane Dysart
for her work with the history fair, to Paul Camp for his assistance,
and to Catherine Camp for making the name tags and helping
at the registration desk. She also thanked Pat Bartlett for her
work in preparing for the annual meeting, and to Lucille Rights
for her service on the hospitality committee. Finally, President
Peterson graciously thanked the Society for giving her the op-
portunity to serve as president. She then introduced the new
president, Randy Nimnicht.
President Nimnicht introduced Dr. Gary Mormino, the new
executive director. Mr. Ben Rogers, a long-time resident of
Florida, at present living in Iowa, suggested that the Society con-
sider a program session at the annual meeting on articles for the
Quarterly on people who wrote and made outstanding contribu-
tions to Florida history such as Julian Yonge, Rembert Patrick,
and Arthur W. Thompson.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:45 a.m.
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The meeting was called to order at 4:00 p.m. by Pat Wick-
man, Chair. Present were Patti Bartlett, Terri Horrow, Sandy
Johnson, Bob Cottrell, Donald Curl, Lucille Rights, and Patsy
West. Also present were Dr. Thomas Greenhaw, Paul Camp,
and Dr. Lucius Ellsworth.
The minutes of the January 20, 1984, Executive Committee
meeting were approved as presented. The treasurer’s report was
distributed by Paul Camp. The expenditure of $214 for the
Florida History Newsletter was explained as a prorated cost
based on Confederation members who are not Florida Historical
Society members. The treasurer’s report was accepted.
The format of this year’s meeting was discussed. It was agreed
to continue with the luncheon business meeting and to leave the
logistics each year to the local planning committee.
Although the Confederation awards have been postponed
until next year, the same judges have agreed to serve again. Short
lead times and not enough publicity were viewed as the main
problems this year. The deadline for all applications will be
February 15, 1985, to give the judges adequate time to evaluate
nominations. The committee set up to establish the guidelines—
Patti Bartlett, Bob Cottrell, and Paul Camp— will continue to
serve. American Association for State and Local History awards
guidelines will serve as a guide. Publicity is a priority for these
awards to work; a good public relations list needs to be compiled
with deadlines included. Terri Horrow volunteered to put to-
gether a public relations list of statewide publications in order
to solicit nominations in the early fall. Dr. Ellsworth reported the
Florida Historical Society board’s feeling that the Confederation
awards should be presented at the Society’s banquet along with
the organization’s other awards.
Ms. Wickman reported on items which concerned the Con-
federation and which were discussed and acted upon at the
Florida Historical Society Board meeting in January 1984: logo—
although there was no unfavorable action, the idea was tabled
until printing costs are available; the chair of the Confederation
will now be a voting member of the Florida Historical Society
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Board, and a by-law modification to this effect will be voted on
this evening; and the Florida Historical Confederation is now a
line-item in the Florida Historical Society annual budget. The
Confederation will have $1,000 to operate with each year.
Ms. Wickman noted that the response to the Confederation’s
statewide survey indicates a need for a resource handbook. The
survey itself, she felt, could act as a basis for the handbook. Ms.
Wickman reported on her meeting with Ross Morrell, Florida
Division of Archives, History and Records Management, about
the idea of the handbook; and the Division is willing to co-
operate in this endeavor. The economic and financial aspects, the
time frame, and the format all need to be considered. Dr. Ells-
worth suggested that a proposal paper be prepared for presenta-
tion to the Florida Historical Society board by next December.
Mr. Cottrell volunteered to serve as chairman of the committee
set up to write the paper. He will ask Ms. Gibson of the Eaton
Library, Mr. Kenneth Ford of the Pinellas County Historical
Society, and Ms. Bartlett to serve with him on the committee. A
deadline of September has been set for a draft of the paper to be
distributed to the Confederation Executive Committee. The
Resource Handbook Committee will incorporate the “directory”
idea into their proposal. Ms. Bartlett asked that $200 be allocated
as reimbursement for telephone bills for the committee, and her
request was approved.
Ms. Wickman reported that she had received sixty-two re-
sponses to the needs assessment survey; nineteen per cent of those
in the mailing. Terri Harrow, Lucille Right, and Patsy West
volunteered to work on the interpretation of these surveys and to
make recommendations on their use. Ms. Wickman will furnish
copies of the surveys to the committee. The interpretive report
will be made available to the Florida Historical Quarterly, Flor-
ida History Newsletter, and other publications. The deadline for
the interpretation paper is December, prior to the Florida His-
torical Society Board meeting.
Ms. Wickman proposed that the Confederation Executive
Committee meeting be held on the Wednesday evening before
the general meeting, instead of afterwards.
The survey results indicated a need for more workshops
throughout the year. All Confederation members will receive an
invitation to the Southeastern Museum Conference to be held in
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Tampa, October 16-19, 1985, to help fulfill this need.
There is no provision for the election of Confederation
officers in the by-laws, but the understanding is that there will
be an annual election by the Executive Committee. Ms. Wickman
will clarify with the Florida Historical Society Board what Dr.
Gary Mormino’s role will be in terms of acting as treasurer for
the Confederation. Dr. Greenhaw moved that the following
officers continue for another term: chairman, Pat Wickman;
vice-chairman, Patti Bartlett; and secretary, Terri Horrow. The
motion was carried.






The meeting was called to order at 1:05 p.m. at the Holiday
Inn/Holidome-Riverfront, Fort Myers, by Pat Wickman, chair.
Present were Patsy West, Terri Horrow, Sandy Johnson,
Lucille Rights, Bob Cottrell, Patti Bartlett, and Dr. Donald
Curl. Dr. Thomas Greenhaw, editor of the Florida History News-
letter, and Paul Camp, Florida Historical Society executive sec-
retary, were also present. The minutes of the general member-
ship meeting, May 5, 1983, were approved as read. Mr. Camp
presented the treasurer’s report and announced a balance of
$1,431.54. The Confederation has seventy-eight members as of
March 1984.
In order to determine the constituency of the Confederation,
342 organizations in Florida were surveyed this year. Any organi-
zation which interprets history, in either an active or passive
manner, was included in this survey. Nineteen per cent of those
surveyed responded. Museums constituted thirty-two per cent;
libraries, twenty-nine per cent; historical societies, twenty-six
per cent; heritage organizations, nine per cent; and genealogical
societies, three per cent. The results indicate a need for funda-
mental types of information which the Confederation feels it
can provide. A more extensive interpretation of the survey will
be available in printed form at a later date. A Florida museum
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resource handbook— a directory of resources within the state-is
being undertaken by the Confederation. This handbook will at-
tempt to fill this need for basic information within the state.
Comments and concerns are welcome and needed.
The guidelines and initial publicity has been set for the
Confederation award. Based on the recommendations of the
judges no award will be presented this year. Publicity is needed
to make more organizations aware of the award. A deadline of
February 15, 1985, has been set for the receipt of all nominations.
Awards will be announced at the annual meeting in May.
It was announced that the Society of Florida Archivists is
meeting with the Confederation again this year; that the Florida
State Archives has been conducting a statewide survey on record
location and archival needs: and that the Florida Museum Asso-
ciation, an informal group of museum professionals, will be
meeting in Tampa on October 16-19, 1984, in conjunction with
the Southeastern Museum Conference. Dr. Greenhaw requested
information from all organizations for the Florida History News-
letter. He encouraged everyone to send follow-up information
on their events and programs. Photographs can also be printed
in the Newsletter.
Marinus Latour, chairman of the nominating committee,
presented the following slate for membership of the Confedera-
tion Executive Committee: District 1, Sandra Johnson and Susan
Clark; District 2, Patsy West; and District 3, Lucille Rights.
A motion was made that the slate be accepted; the motion was
seconded and approved.
Pat Wickman thanked the local arrangements committee—
Patti Bartlett, Ernie Hall, and Randy Nimnicht.
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NEW MEMBERS
For the year 1983
Barbara E. Akers, Key West
Albert E. Backus, Fort Pierce
*Eirlys M. Barker, Avon Park
*Susan H. Bendfelt, Longwood
*Michael L. Bishop, Gainesville
Leslie A. Blau, Casselberry
Seth H. Bramson, Miami Shores
**Mr. and Mrs. William D. Brantley,. Miami
J. Tom Bridges, Jr., Jasper
Canter Brown, Jr., Annapolis, MD
Lillian G. Burns, Sarasota
David W. Burrows, Fort Pierce
Robert Bussey, St. Petersburg
Georgie Elyse Call Carleton, Daytona Beach
Kent Chetlain, Bradenton
Louise Childers, Perry
David Cole, Bryn Mawr, PA
Robert C. Cottrell, Sarasota
F. L. Dancy, Fort Pierce
Lynn DeLong, Inverness
Patrick W. Doyle, Winter Park
Harry A. Edwards, Crystal River
*Mary Louise Ellis, Tallahassee
Pauline V. Ellis, Tampa
David Fisher, Winter Park
Eugene W. Flemm, Cochran, GA
Annette W. Folsom, Tallahassee
Anne G. Foshee, Tallahassee
John M. Fraser, Tallahassee
Cappy Gagnon, Durate, CA
Patricia S. Garretson, Alachua
William Gillaspie, Memphis, TN
**John W. and Kathleen E. Gray, Jacksonville
Clara Hackney, Fort Pierce
**Mr. and Mrs. William R. Hall, Fort Pierce
John C. Hanley, Winter Haven
**John and Fredrica Harris, Jr., Fort Pierce
Edith A. Hempel, New Port Richey
Teresa S. Harrow, Miami
John Hudiburg, Miami
William Hutton, North Lauderdale
**Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hyatt, Gainesville
**J. Robert and Jean E. Innis, Homosassee
Harry S. Jennings, Fort Pierce
Roberta M. Jensen, Port St. Lucie
Elaine J. Jordan, Bokeelia
Martin Douglas Kelly, Miami
*Patricia D. Kenney, Jacksonville
M. G. and C. L. Keplinger, Port Orange
Ethel Kicliter, Fort Pierce
David Liddy, Venice
Godfreya Lipianin, Pembroke Pines
Francis J. Loughran, Olustee
Charles B. Lovier, Okeechobee
**Claude L. and Carol McBride, DeLand
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Isabel McClintock, Fort Pierce
John I. McCollum, Jr., Coral Gables
Jack L. McGowan, Fort Pierce
Fr. Michael L. McNally, West Palm Beach
Charles R. McNeil, Tallahassee
**John and Elizabeth Mallonee, Jr., Fort Pierce
Philip E. Marshall, Philadelphia, PA
**William H. Meyer, Fort Pierce
Anna P. L. Minear, Jupiter
John O. Moench, Longwood
Betty N. Moore, Fort Pierce
Emma Grace Moyle, Temple Terrace
Kevin Mulholland, Micanopy
John M. Murphy, Tallahassee
Owen North, Clearwater
Mrs. Thomas V. O’Dea, Gulf Breeze
Kevin J. O’Keefe, DeLand
John Otto, Hardin, IL
Darryl G. Paulson, St. Petersburg
John Perry, Knoxville, TN
Marilyn M. Perry, Arlington Heights, IL
Phi Alpha Theta, Barry University
Nilla S. Putnam, Fort Pierce
Cynthia Putnam-Trefelner, Fort Pierce
Alejandro M. de Quesada, Jr., Tampa
Mannee J. Rawa, Winter Park
**Norman and Carol Reed, Jr., Fort Pierce
Ralph M. Reese, Jr., San Mateo
Elizabeth Reynolds, Atlanta, GA
William W. Rogers, Tallahassee
Michael A. Roman, Cantonment
**Louis J. and Patricia Salome, Miami
Daniel L. Schafer, Jacksonville
**Donald and Marsha Sheppard, Inverness
Bernard Sher, Miami Beach
**Howard W. and Vi Sims, Altamonte Springs
*Bonnie Stark, Tallahassee
C. S. Stephens, Jr., Umatilla
**Herbert and Marcia Stettin, North Miami Beach
Gloria G. Stuart, Fort Pierce
Peggy B. Thomas, Starke
Robert Lee Thompson, Morganton, NC
Rosa Ena Torruella, St. Augustine
Michael Turner, Fern Park
**Robert and Mary Tylander, Port St. Lucie
**Mr. and Mrs. William Tylander, Fort Pierce
**Sam H. and Gerry Vaughn, Fort Pierce
Jacqueline Ashton Waldeck, Boca Raton
Jean Parker Waterbury, St. Augustine
Betty Lou Wells, Fort Pierce
Hugh C. Wehlchel, III, Orlando
Charles M. White, Fort Pierce
William S. Willis, Fairfax Station, VA
Donald J. Worthington, Tampa
Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Gainesville
L i b r a r i e s :
Andrew Jackson Senior High, Jacksonville
Charles R. Drew Junior High, Miami
Citrus Grove Junior High, Miami
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Community Services, Coconut Creek
Cope Center North, Miami
Detroit Public Library, Detroit, MI
Elsie Quirk Public Library, Denglewood
Eustis Memorial Library, Eustis
Flagler Beach Library, Flagler Beach
Fort Meade Public Library, Fort Meade
HCC-Plant City Campus Library, Plant City
Hyde Park Elementary School, Jacksonville
Jacksonville Heights Elementary School, Jacksonville
Joseph Stilwell Junior High School, Jacksonville
Lake Alfred Public Library, Lake Alfred
Melrose Public Library, Melrose
Miami Edison Middle School, Miami
Miami Jackson High School, Miami
Miami Springs Junior High, Miami
Miami Springs Senior High, Miami
Mount Dora Public Library, Mount Dora
North Miami Beach Public Library, North Miami Beach
Northwestern University Library, Evanston, IL
Oceanway Elementary School, Jacksonville
Pensacola Christian College, Pensacola
Sandalwood Junior/Senior High, Jacksonville
Santa Fe Regional Library, Gainesville
Southside Junior High, Jacksonville
University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
University of South Florida, St. Petersburg Campus, St. Petersburg
West Regional Branch Library, Plantation
Westview Elementary School, Miami
Historical Societies:
Alachua County Historical Society, Gainesville
Brevard Country Historical Commission, Melbourne
Central Florida Society for Historical Preservation, Longwood
Discovery Center, Fort Lauderdale
Everglades Natural Historical Association, Homestead
Museum of Florida History, Tallahassee
Peace River Valley Historical Society, Arcadia
Safety Harbor Museum, Safety Harbor








January 1, 1983-December 31, 1983
Net Worth, December 31, 1983 ...................................................... $92,286.68
Current Assets:
University State Bank (Tampa, FHS
checking)........................................... $ 5,718.11
University State Bank (Florida
Historical Confederation checking) - 1,151.54
University of South Florida........................ 93.69
First Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
(Gainesville) .................................. 1,150.76
Fortune Federal Savings & Loan
(Thompson Fund, Gainesville) .......... 4,204.68
Glendale Federal Savings & Loan,
Tampa (formerly Tampa Federal
Savings & Loan) ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,139.43
Fortune Federal Savings & Loan
Yonge Publication Fund
(Gainesville) ..................................... 473.21
University State Bank (Tampa) ........... 2,788.05
Freedom Federal Savings & Loan
(Tampa) .......................................... 8,524.21
E. F. Hutton ....................................... 62,917.00
Middle South Utilities (126 shares)........ 126.00











(Annual) ............................................ 640.00 $20236.41
Transfer ............................................ 25.00 $ 25.00
Other Receipts:





Microfilm .............................................. 15.00 $ 1,323.76
Interest Income:
First Federal ............................................ 61.57
Fortune Federal ..................................... 224.99
Glendale Federal ............................................ 275.05
Fortune Federal ............................................ 24.75
University State Bank ............................. 142.56
Freedom Federal .................................... 573.13 $ 1,302.05
Dividends Income:
E. F. Hutton............................................ $ 5,173.00
Middle South Utilities ............................ 10.02 $ 5,183.02
Annual Meeting:
Income ............................................ 3,914.00 $ 3,914.00
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Transfer from Freedom Federal





Printing and Mailing................................. $13,724.58
Mailer Labels and Envelopes....................... 798.11
Post Office Box Rental ............................. 26.00
Copyright ................................... 110.00
Editor ................................... 1,000.00
University of Florida Teaching
Resources Center (photographs) 89.28 $15,747.97
Annual Meeting:
Expenses ................................... $ 3,766.20
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial
Prize ................................... 150.00
Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Prize 150.00
Charlton W. Tebeau Junior Award 150.00 $ 4,216.20
Other Expenses:
Florida Historical Society Newsletter $ 1,397.26
Postage ................................... 1,797.37
Telephone ................................... 79.54
Duplicating and labels ......................... 1,056.79





75.00 C.P.A. (preparing income tax) .................
Taxes ................................... 10.00
History Fair ................................... 945.18
Florida Historical Confederation
Administrative ................................ 200.00
Books ................................... 917.20 $ 9,731.80
Total Disbursements ................................... $29,695.97
Net Income ................................... .............................................. $ 5,288.27
Balance, December 31, 1983 ......................................................... $92,286.68
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1984
Oct. 19-20 Southern Genealogists’ Jacksonville, FL
Exchange Society
Seminar
Oct. 24-28 National Trust for Baltimore, MD
Historic Preservation
Oct. 31-Nov. 3 Southern Historical Louisville, KY
Association
Nov. 3-5 Southern Jewish Richmond, VA
Historical Society
Nov. 8-10 Florida Genealogical Palatka, FL
Society
Nov. 8-10 Southeastern Pensacola, FL
Archeological
Conference
Dec. 26-29 American Historical Chicago, IL
Association
1985
Mar. 7-9 Florida College Teachers Miami, FL
of History
Apr. 17-20 Organization of Minneapolis, MN
American Historians
Apr. 27-29 Florida Anthropological Palm Beach, FL
Society
May 2 Florida Historical Tallahassee, FL
Confederation
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A GIFT OF HISTORY
A MEMBERSHIP IN THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY IS AN
EXCELLENT GIFT IDEA FOR BIRTHDAYS, GRADUATION, OR FOR ANYONE
INTERESTED IN THE RICH AND COLORFUL STORY OF FLORIDA'S PAST.
A one-year membership costs only $15.00, and it includes four
issues of the Florida Historical Quarterly, the Florida History
Newsletter, as well as all other privileges of membership. A
personal letter from the Executive Secretary of the Society will
notify the recipient of your gift of your generosity and considera-
tion. Convey your respect for that special person’s dignity and
uniqueness. What better way to express your faith in the lessons
of the past and to celebrate old friendships?
Send to: Florida Historical Society
University of South Florida Library
Tampa, Florida 33620
Please send as a special gift:
q  Annual membership— $15
q  Family membership— $20
q  Contributing membership— $50
q  Student membership— $10
q  Check or money order enclosed
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THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF FLORIDA, 1856
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, successor, 1902
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, incorporated, 1905
OFFICERS
RANDY F. NIMNICHT, president
LUCIUS F. ELLSWORTH, president-elect
PAUL S. GEORGE, vice-president
LINDA K. WILLIAMS, recording secretary
GARY  R. MORMINO , executive director










L a n t a n a
GERALD W. MCSWIGGAN



















M i a m i
KYLE S. VANLANDINGHAM
O k e e c h o b e e
PATRICIA  WICKMAN , ex-oficio
Tal lahassee
The Florida Historical Society supplies the Quarterly to its
members. Annual membership is $15; family membership is $20;
a contributing membership is $50. In addition, a student member-
ship is $10, but proof of current status must be furnished.
All correspondence relating to membership and subscriptions
should be addressed to Dr. Gary R. Mormino, Executive Director,
Florida Historical Society, University of South Florida Library,
Tampa, Florida 33620. Inquiries concerning back numbers of the
Quarterly should be directed also to Dr. Mormino.
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